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ON A CONJUGATE CLASS OF SUBGROUPS 
DETERMINED BY A FORMATION
by
MARK C. HOFMANN 
University  of New Hampshire, September, 1982
This thesis is an investigation o f the in terre la tionsh ips  be­
tween a formation / ,  a f i n i t e  solvable group G, and G^ , the residual of  
/  in G. This study is developed by introducing the /-subgroups. I t  is 
proven tha t the /-subgroups of G form a charac te r is tic  conjugacy class 
of CAR-subgroups of G. Moreover these subgroups generate G^ ,. As a 
re s u lt ,  G is an element of the formation /  i f  and only i f  an /-subgroup 
is equal to the id e n t ity  subgroup.
I t  is established that an /-subgroup is a product of known sub­
groups of the / - r e s id u a l .  The covering and avoidance properties of 
/-subgroups are examined and the extent to which these properties  
characterize the /-subgroups is found.
Next, i t  is proven that an /-subgroup is a p re f ra t t in i  subgroup 
when /  is  the formation of solvable nC-groups. Consequently, fo r  the 
results  obtained fo r  /-subgroups corresponding results  are va lid  fo r  
the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups.
I t  is  determined that a group G belongs to the formation /  i f
v
and only i f  6 has a series 1 = Nq < < . . .  < ^  = G such tha t Nm /N i
is a maximal n i l  potent normal subgroup of G/N  ^ and the core of an /-s u b ­
group of G/N.J is the id e n t ity  subgroup fo r  i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n-1. This reduces 
to a corresponding re s u lt  by G. Zacher when /  is  the solvable nC-groups.
Other CAR-subgroups tha t generate the /- re s id u a l are examined.
An /-subgroup is proven to be the in tersection of certa in  CAR-subgroups 
of the / - r e s id u a l .  A resu lt  by H. Bechtel! is obtained as a coro lla ry
when /  is the solvable nC-groups and an /-subgroup is a p r e f ra t t in i
subgroup.
A formation /  of f in i t e  solvable groups is saturated i f  and only
i f  for each group G every ch ie f fac to r of the form G^/K is complemented.
In th is  work t o ta l ly  nonsaturated formations are defined as those forma­
tions in which G^/K is never complemented for any group G. I t  is  proven 
that the structure of /-subgroups determine i f  a formation is saturated, 
to ta l ly  nonsaturated, or neither o f these two types of formations.
vi
IINTRODUCTION
In 1962 W. Gaschutz [11] developed fo r  f i n i t e  solvable groups a 
c h arac te r is t ic  conjugacy class of subgroups called  the p r e f r a t t in i  sub­
groups. This class is charac te r is t ic  in the sense that the class of 
conjugate subgroups formed by the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups of a group G is 
invarian t under a l l  automorphisms of G. The p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups repre­
sent an e f fo r t  to construct a subgroup with properties s im ila r  to the 
f r a t t i n i  subgroup, which is the in tersection of a l l  maximal subgroups of 
the group, and also having the property that the subgroup is preserved 
under homomorphism. The largest normal subgroup contained in a p r e f r a t t in i  
subgroup is the f r a t t i n i  subgroup. I t  is the in tersection of a l l  the pre­
f r a t t i n i  subgroups of a group. In a note a t the end of W. Gaschutz's 
paper i t  is mentioned that a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of a group is the iden­
t i t y  subgroup i f  and only i f  the group s p li ts  over every normal subgroup. 
The class of solvable groups which s p l i t  over every normal subgroup is a 
formation, the formation of solvable nC-groups [7 ] .  A formation is a class 
of groups /  with the properties: 1) i f  G e /  then every epimorphic image
of G belongs to / ;  2) i f  N, M < G, G/N £ /  and G/M e /  then G/(NOM) e / .
As a consequence of properties 1) and 2 ) ,  i t  may be shown tha t any group 
G has a normal subgroup N of leas t order such that G/N e / .  Such a sub­
group, called the / - r e s id u a l ,  w i l l  be denoted by G^ ,.
In a subsequent paper H. Bechtell [2 ] proved that a p r e f ra t t in i  
subgroup of a group generates the residual fo r  the formation of solvable
1
2nC-groups. That is ,  the smallest normal subgroup of a group which con­
tains the p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup is  the residual o f the formation of 
solvable nC-groups.
In th is  work the re la tionships between an a rb it ra ry  formation / ,  
a f i n i t e  solvable group 6, and the residual G^ , are studied. This study 
is developed by introducing a new c h a ra c te r is t ic  conjugacy class of sub­
groups fo r  f i n i t e  solvable groups. For an a rb it ra ry  formation / ,  a class 
of subgroups called  /-subgroups is defined. These subgroups generate the 
/  -residual of a group G. Consequently, a group G belongs to the formation 
/  i f  and only i f  the /-subgroup is t r i v i a l .  The largest normal subgroup 
contained in an /-subgroup, the core o f an /-subgroup, w i l l  play a s ig n i­
f ic a n t  ro le  in the structure and behavior of an /-subgroup.
The primary motivation fo r  examining the formation / ,  and the / -  
res idua l, in th is  manner stems from the re la tionsh ip  of the p r e f r a t t in i  
and f r a t t i n i  subgroups to the formation of solvable nC-groups. In fa c t ,  
i f  k is  the formation of solvable nC-groups a fc-subgroup is precisely a 
p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup. In th is  thes is , many resu lts  fo r  /-subgroups, the 
/ - r e s id u a l ,  and the core o f an /-subgroup, when re s tr ic te d  to the forma­
tion of solvable nC-groups, reduce to known results  about the p r e f r a t t in i  
subgroups, the fc-residual, and the f r a t t i n i  subgroup. In addition other 
results  are derived fo r  /-subgroups which shed new l ig h t  on the r e la t io n ­
ships among the solvable nC-groups, the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups and the 
f r a t t i n i  subgroup. Thus /-subgroups, ra ther than being a generalization  
of the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups, are a conjugate class of subgroups defined 
by a formation /  fo r  which the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups appear as a special
3case fo r  the formation of solvable nC-groups.
The study of group properties via a conjugate class of subgroups 
undertaken here descends from work done by P h i l l ip  H a ll .  F in ite  solv­
able groups may be characterized in two d is t in c t  ways. They are those 
groups which have a ch ie f  series a l l  of whose factors are abelian. This 
characterization through the fa c to r  structure of the group is  a commuta- 
to r ia l  one, fo r  such groups have derived series terminating with the 
id e n t ity  element. Also, f i n i t e  solvable groups may be characterized by 
th e ir  Sylow subgroups. A f i n i t e  group is solvable i f  and only i f  i t  has 
a set of Sylow subgroups { S^,S2 , . . . ,Sn} ,  one fo r  each prime integer
dividing the order of the group, such that S.S. = S.S. fo r  i ,  j  = 1 ,2  n.
 ^ J J ^
Such a set of Sylow subgroups is  called  a Sylow system of G. This d e f in i ­
tion involves the manner in which the Sylow subgroups of G are contained 
in G. That these characterizations are equivalent is due to P. H a ll.  In 
[1 7 ] ,  P. Hall introduced a c h arac te r is t ic  conjugacy class of subgroups 
called  system normalizers. One of these subgroups, defined with respect 
to a given Sylow system of a group G, is the set of a l l  elements of G 
which map every element of the Sylow system onto i t s e l f  through conjuga­
t io n . System normalizers l in k  the Sylow structure to the fac to r  structure  
through cover and avoidance properties. A subgroup Q covers a fac to r  H/K 
i f  H s QK and Q avoids H/K i f  QOH < K. A system normalizer covers a l l  
central ch ie f fac to rs , tha t is ,  factors H/K sa tis fy ing  H/K < Z(G/K).
System normalizers avoid eccentr ic , that is ,  noncentral ch ie f fac tors .
A system normalizer has many other important properties. Two of these 
are of p a r t ic u la r  importance. A system normalizer is  preserved under 
homomorphism and a Sylow system of a group reduces into the system
4normalizer i t  defines. That is ,  i f  D(s) is  a system normalizer defined 
with respect to the Sylow system S = { S ^ ^ , - . .  ,3n>, then {D (s )ns^ ,
D{S) n s 2>. .. ,D(s) ns  } -is a Sylow system of D(5).
The investigation of group structure through the use of conjugate 
classes of subgroups was continued by R. Carter [4 ] .  R. Carter developed 
a class of subgroups which re la te  maximal n i l  potent subgroups to system 
normalizers. This class of subgroups was extended by W. Gaschutz [12] 
to the case of lo c a l ly  defined formations. These are formations defined 
in the following manner. Let there correspond to each prime integer p a 
formation g { p). Let g  be a class of f i n i t e  solvable groups such that:
G e g  i f  and only i f ,  fo r  each prime integer p d ivid ing the order of G and 
each p -ch ie f fac to r  H/K of G, Ag(H/K) = G/Cq(H/K) e g [ p). The class g  is 
a formation and i t  is said to be lo c a l ly  defined by {g '(p )} . A formation g  
is said to be saturated i f  G/<f>(G) e g implies G e g ,  fo r  which <f>(G) is the 
f r a t t i n i  subgroup of G. I t  is known [12; 21] that a formation is  saturated 
i f  and only i f  i t  is lo c a l ly  defined. Gaschutz extended the class of 
Carter subgroups to g-covering subgroups fo r  g  a lo c a l ly  defined formation. 
When g is the formation of n i l  potent groups a g-covering subgroup is a 
Carter subgroup.
In an e f fo r t  to produce a class of subgroups that have the same 
re la tionsh ip  to g-covering subgroups as system normal izers have to Carter 
subgroups, R. Carter and T. Hawkes defined g-normalizers [ 5 ] .  For the 
formation g  of n il potent groups, g-normalizers coincide with system 
normalizers. The g-normalizers l in k  the Sylow structure and fac to r  
structure of a group G to the formation g .  A g'-normal iz e r  belongs to 
the formation g  and i t  has a covering and avoidance property. A p -ch ief
5fac to r  H/K is covered by a g'-normal iz e r  i f  G/Cg(H/K) e g (p );  otherwise 
H/K is  avoided by a g-norm alizer. The g-normalizers have properties  
s im ilar  to system normalizers in th a t ,  they are preserved under homo­
morphism and the Sylow system used to define a g-normalizer reduces 
into the g-normalizer.
The primary motivation fo r  th is  work, as stated e a r l ie r ,  stems 
from a class of subgroups introduced by W. Gaschutz. He defined through 
a r e la t iv e ly  complex method involving G-modules, the p r e f ra t t in i  sub­
groups. In a re lated paper T. Hawkes [18] gave an equivalent although 
much s im plif ied  d e f in i t io n .  The p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup of a group G, 
defined with respect to a given Sylow system, is the in tersection of a l l  
maximal subgroups of G in to  which the Sylow system reduces. The pre­
f r a t t i n i  subgroups form a c h arac te r is t ic  conjugacy class. They are 
preserved under homomorphism and the Sylow system used to define a pre­
f r a t t i n i  subgroup reduces into that p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup. P re fra t t in i  
subgroups have a covering and avoidance property. A ch ief fac to r H/K is  
said to be complemented i f  there exists a maximal subgroup M of G such 
that G/K = (H/K)(M/K) and HnM = K. A noncomplemented chief fac to r  is  
called a f r a t t i n i  ch ie f fa c to r ,  since H/K is noncomplemented i f  and only 
i f  H/K < <{>(G/K). A p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup covers f r a t t i n i  ch ief factors  
and avoids complemented ch ie f fac to rs . For reemphasis, the largest  
normal subgroup of G contained in a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup is the f r a t t i n i  
subgroup and the smallest normal subgroup of G that contains a p r e f ra t t in i  
subgroup is  the residual in G of the formation of solvable nC-groups.
The g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups presented by T. Hawkes in [18] resu lt  
from the fusion of the cover and avoidance properties of g-normalizers
6and p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups. The g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups, defined fo r  a 
saturated formation g t cover those ch ie f factors that are covered by 
e ith e r  a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup or a g-norm alizer. They avoid a l l  other 
chief factors; those factors avoided by both g-normalizers and p r e f ra t t in i  
subgroups. In fa c t  a g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup is the product of a g-normal-  
ize r  and a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup. The ^ -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups form a char­
a c te r is t ic  conjugacy class, they are preserved under homomorphisms and 
the Sylow system used to define a g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup reduces into the 
g -  p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup.
An element of any of the classes of subgroups discussed above is  
defined with respect to a Sylow system. Each subgroup has a covering and 
avoidance property. Each subgroup in some manner is connected to a forma­
t io n , e ith e r  by d e f in i t io n ,  or im p l ic i t ly ,  as in the case of p r e f ra t t in i  
subgroups. Consequently, each of the classes links the Sylow structure  
and the fac to r structure to some formation.
With regard to the above classes of groups and formation theory in 
general two points should be made. F i r s t ,  the classes of groups prim arily  
deal with saturated formations. The exception is the p r e f ra t t in i  sub­
groups. However, the connection of p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups to the nonsatur­
ated formation of solvable nC-groups appears as a consequence of the 
properties of the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup rather than as an e x p l ic i t  connec­
tion through d e f in it io n . Second, very few results  have dealt with the 
re lationship  between the structure of the residual of an a rb it ra ry  forma­
tion and i t s  embedding in the group. Exceptions are the specialized case 
of the residual being abelian and the resu lts  of H. Bechtel 1 dealing with 
the re la tionsh ip  of a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup to the solvable nC-residual.
7The class of subgroups introduced in th is  thesis are defined fo r  
any formation / ,  e ith e r  saturated or nonsaturated. The class enables one 
to study the re lationships among the Sylow structu re , the fac to r  struc­
ture and the formation / .  Emphasis w i l l  be placed on the residual of the 
formation, i t s  s tructu re , and i t s  position in the group.
Each class of subgroups discussed so f a r ,  as well as having a 
covering and avoidance property, has a reduction property. That is ,  i f  a 
Sylow system is used to define a class element, then the Sylow system 
reduces into the element. Such classes of groups have been extensively  
investigated by M. Tomkinson [2 2 ;2 3 ].  Each one of which is a class of 
CAR-subgroups, CAR denoting covering, avoiding and reducing. The /-s u b -  
groups are CAR-subgroups, and the resu lts  of Tomkinson are re l ie d  upon 
heavily . They enable one to deduce important conclusions about covering 
and avoidance properties and the perm utability  of certa in  CAR-subgroups.
This d issertation  is  divided into six chapters. The f i r s t  chapter, 
Fundamental Concepts, contains known or eas ily  proven resu lts  tha t are 
necessary fo r  the development of the /-subgroups and th e ir  properties.
In Chapter I I ,  /-subgroups are defined .in  terms of a CAR-subgroup. 
The cover and avoidance properties of an /-subgroup are developed.
A lternate characterizations of an /-subgroup are given which re la te  the 
structure of an /-subgroup with a certa in  ^ -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup and to 
subgroups of the / - r e s id u a l .  Two results  of fundamental importance 
given in th is  chapter are that an /-subgroup generates the / - re s id u a l  
and tha t a group G e /  i f  and only i f  the /-subgroups are equal to the 
id e n t ity  subgroup. In th is  chapter the connection between /-subgroups 
and the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups is shown; namely i f  k is  the formation 
of solvable nC-groups, a fc-subgroup is  a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup.
8The extent to which cover and avoidance properties and a Sylow system may 
characterize an/-subgroup is f u l ly  determined. F in a lly  i t  is proven that  
an /-subgroup is a c h arac te r is t ic  conjugacy class of subgroups of G.
Chapter I I I  focuses a tten tion  on the core of an /-subgroup. Many 
covering and avoidance properties and structure theorems fo r  p r e f r a t t in i  
subgroups can be explained by the properties of a f r a t t i n i  subgroup. For 
/-subgroups, the analogue of the f r a t t i n i  subgroup is  the core of an / -  
subgroup. I t  is  highly s ig n if ic a n t  in explaining /-subgroup properties. 
The structure of the core is given in terms of known subgroups of the / -  
residual. Necessary and s u f f ic ie n t  conditions are given fo r  the core of 
an/-subgroup to equal an /-subgroup. A characterization  of the core is  
given by id en tify in g  i t s  elements with a w ell-defined  property. This 
characterization provides fo r  a new d e f in it io n  of the f r a t t i n i  subgroup 
through the use of nongenerators, but not in the t ra d it io n a l sense. In
the second section of Chapter I I I  a chain condition on a group G is
established that forces G to be in the formation / .  The re su lt  reduces
to a well known re s u lt  by G. Zacher [24] whenever /  is taken to be the
solvable nC-groups. Zacher1s orig ina l proof did not re ly  on the theory 
of p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups. In the th ird  section, a chain of subgroups is  
used to find  yet another characterization of the /-subgroup. An/-sub­
group is shown to be the product of the cores of /-subgroups of elements 
of the chain. This re s u lt  allows a characterization  of the p r e f r a t t in i
subgroup as a product o f f r a t t i n i  subgroups of chain elements.
In the fourth chapter other CAR-subgroups of a group and CAR-sub­
groups of the / - re s id u a l are used to determine the structure of a n / -
9subgroup. I t  is shown tha t i f  a group is  a d ire c t  product, then an 
/-subgroup is the d ire c t  product of the /-subgroups of the fa c to r  groups. 
In the second section of th is  chapter, an/-subgroup is proven to be the 
in tersection  of a p a r t ic u la r  class of CAR-subgroups of the / - r e s id u a l .
This reduces to a known re su lt  by H. Bechtel 1 [2 ]  fo r  the p r e f r a t t in i  
subgroup when / i s  taken to be the formation of solvable nC-groups. In 
th is  th ird  section i t  is  proven tha t an/-subgroup is  the in tersection  of 
a certa in  co llec tion  of maximal subgroups of the / - r e s id u a l .  In the 
f in a l  section a negative answer is  given to whether or not a p r e f r a t t in i  
subgroup is the product of a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of the solvable nC- 
residual and a system normalizer of the residual.
The next chapter, Chapter V, contains resu lts  on the in terac tion  
between /-subgroups and formations. F irs t  the re la tionsh ip  o f /-subgroups 
to other CAR-subgroups which generate the residual is  examined. Then / -  
subgroups are studied c losely whenever /  is a normal subgroup inherited  
formation. F in a lly  /-subgroups are used to characterize saturated forma­
tions . A dual to the concept of saturated formation is defined. I t  is  
shown that the formation of solvable nC-groups is the "smallest" forma­
tion dual to saturated formations.
The la s t  chapter contains unanswered questions which are motivated 
by th is  work.
CHAPTER I
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
In th is  chapter essential background material is  provided. I f  a 
resu lt  is  known, no proof is offered . Proofs are included fo r  results
fo r  which no reference is  ava ilab le .
Some knowledge of group theory is  assumed such as the d e fin it io n s  
and basic properties of n ilpo ten t groups, solvable groups, ch ie f  series ,  
the f r a t t i n i  subgroup <J>(G), the center of a group Z(G), the hypercenter
of a group Zro(G), the commutator subgroup G ', and the hypercommutator
subgroup K (G).
1. Basic Results
This section contains general group theoretic  resu lts  which appear 
frequently in proofs in succeeding chapters.
1.1 Theorem: [10] For a group G, G' n Z ra(G) < <j>(G).
1.2 Theorem: [19] Suppose that A and B are permutable subgroups
of a group G. I f  C is  a subgroup of G fo r  which A < C, then the modular
id e n t i ty , ABHC = A(BHC) is s a t is f ie d .
1.3 D e f in i t io n : The subgroup A of the group G is  ca lled  abnormal
in G i f  fo r  a l l  g e G, g e <A,A^>.
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1.4 Theorem: [19] The following conditions are equivalent:
( i )  A is  abnormal in the group G;
( i i )  A < H < G and A < HHH^ implies tha t g e H.
1.5 D e f in i t io n : [19] I f  M is  a subgroup of the group G, core M
w i l l  denote the la rgest normal subgroup of G contained in M. Moreover,
core M = n  M .^ 
gsG
1.6 Theorem: [19] A normal subgroup A in a f i n i t e  group G is  
n ilpo ten t i f  and only i f  A /C A H ^G )) is n ilpo ten t.
1.7 D e f in i t io n : Let G be a group with normal subgroup A. I f  
G = AC and AHC = 1 then G s p li ts  over A by C. The subgroup C is  a 
complement of A, w rite  G = [A]C.
1.8 Theorem: [19] Let G be a p rim itive  permutation group of 
degree n and N a minimal normal subgroup of G. I f  N is solvable then:
( i )  N is  regular and elementary abelian. The degree n of G 
is a power of a prime in teger p.
( i i )  G = [N]G^ fo r  some G^  < G.
( i i i )  Cg(N) = N.
( iv )  N is  the only minimal normal subgroup of G.
( v) Gj has no normal subgroups of p-power order.
( v i )  I f  G is  solvable, a l l  complements of N in G are conjugate.
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1.9 Theorem: [10] I f  A is an abelian normal subgroup of a f i n i t e  
group G and A n < j , ( G )  = 1, then G = [ A ] B  fo r  some subgroup B of G.  More­
over, A is a d ire c t  product of minimal normal subgroups of G.
1.10 Theorem: [19] I f  fo r  an abelian subgroup N normal in a
f i n i t e  group G, [G:N] and |N| are r e la t iv e ly  prime, then G s p li ts  over N
and a l l  complements of N are conjugate.
1.11 D e f in i t io n : A fac to r  M/N is called  complemented i f  there
exists a subgroup H such that G/N = [M/N]H/N. Otherwise i t  is called  a
f r a t t i n i  ch ie f  fac to r.
1.12 D e f in i t io n : The sockel S(G),  of a f i n i t e  group G, is  defined
to be the'product of a l l  minimal normal subgroups of G, i f  -G f  1; and
S(G) = 1 i f  G = 1.
1.13 Theorem: Let N be a normal subgroup of the group G and
N < S(G). Then there exists a normal subgroup M of G such that S(G) =
NxM.
Proof: Let K^,K2 , . . . , K n be a l l  the minimal normal subgroups of
G such that K..HN = 1, i = l , 2 , . . . , n .  Then S(G) is generated by N and
these minimal normal subgroups. I t  w i l l  be shown that there is a subset
{ i , , i 9 , . . . , i  } of { l , 2 , . . . , n }  such that S(G) = NxK. *K- x . . . x K.  . Let u
1 6 \  n2 \  
denote the set of a l l  nonempty subsets { i  ^> i 29 • • • >1'm^  such
that i , , i 0 , . . . , i m are d is t in c t  and N K. K. . . .  K. = NxK. xK. x . . . x K.  .
1 2  m ’ l  ’ 2 ’ n h  2 ’ n
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Since K.HN = 1, { i } e U fo r  each i = l , 2 , . . . ,n. Choose { i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m> £ U
with m as large as possible, and l e t  L = NxK. xK. x . . . x K.  . Assume that
nl  1Z 1m
S(G) /  L, then there exists  1 e { l , 2 , . . . , n }  such that K-j /  L. Hence
HL = 1 and LK-j = LxK-|. Let i m+1 = 1. Since < L fo r  each
J
j = l , . . .  ,m, i m+1 is d is t in c t  from  i ffl and N ^  K. . . .  K-jm+i  =
NxK- xK. x . . . x K .  xK. . This contradicts the choice of m. Therefore
nl  12 1m ^ + 1
L = S(G),  and so there exists { i q, . . . , i m> such tha t S(G) = NxK. xK. xi  mi 1 2
. . . x K .  . By le t t in g  M = K. xK. x . . . xK.  , M < G and S(G) = NxM.
'm nl  n2
2. Covering and Avoidance
The concept of covering and avoidance was introduced by P h i l l ip  
Hall [1 7 ] .  I t  plays a major ro le  in the following work on /-subgroups.
2.1 D e f in i t io n : Let K < H < G and A < G. Then
( i )  A covers H/K i f  |H:K| = | H n A: KH A| ;  equ iva len tly ,
K(HHA) = H or H < KA.
( i i )  A avoids H/K i f  |HHA:KnA|  = 1; eq u iva len tly , K(HHA) = K
or HHA = K.
2.2 Theorem: [19] Let G s A ^ i  A  ^ > . . .  > A  ^ and B s G. I f  B 
covers (avoids) A ./A ^ ^  fo r  i = 1 , 2 , . . .  ,K-1 then B covers (avoids) A^/A^.
2.3 Theorem: Let L be a subgroup of G with the property that in
a given series C of G i f  H/K e C, e ith e r  L covers H/K or L avoids H/K.
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Then the order of L is equal to the product of the orders of the factors  
of C covered by L.
Proof: Let G = GQ > G^  > . . .  > Gn = 1 be the series C. Then,
|G| = [G:G^][G^:G2] • • . [Gn_2• • So, L = GgHL > G^HL > . . .  > G^fTL = 1
is a series fo r  L and [LJ = [GqHL:Gj DL] [Gj  O L ^ H L ] . .  . [Gn_j  HL:Gn n L ] .  
I f  L avoids G../G.+1, then [G. PiL:Gi+1 HL] = 1 by D efin it io n  2.1.  I f  L 
covers G. /G.+j ,  then D e fin it io n  2.1 implies [G  ^ f i L:G^+^ n L] = [G^-: G^+^ ] . 
Consequently, JL| is the product of the orders of factors of C covered 
by L.
2 .4 Theorem: Let L be a subgroup of G and c  a ch ie f series of G.
Let B be a subset of a l l  the ch ie f factors from c.  I f  L covers every
fac to r  from the set B and the order o f L is equal to the product o f the 
orders of the factors in B then L avoids a l l  other factors of C.
Proof: Using the same series fo r  L as in the proof of Theorem 2 .3 ,
i f  [G.j nL:G.j+1 n L ]  f  1 fo r  some fac to r  G^/G^^ £ B,  then |L| is greater  
than the product of the orders of factors from B.  Hence i f  G.j/G.+j  £ B,  
then [G  ^ OL:G^+1 HL] = 1. By D efin it io n  2 .1 ,  L avoids G. /G^
3. Sylow Systems and System Normalizers
In th is  section and fo r  the remainder of Chapter I a l l  groups 
under consideration are assumed to be f i n i t e  and solvable.
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r  ai3.1 D e fin it io n : Let |G| = n p.. be the prime fa c to r iza t io n  of
i= i  1
the order of the group G.
( i )  A co llec tion  S = { Sn ,S_  S_ } o f Sylow subgroups of G
P1 p2 pr
is  ca lled  a Sylow system of G provided that S S = S S fo r  a l l  i , j .
pi pj  pj  pi
( i i )  For a Sylow system s  and prime in teger , the subgroup
PiS = S S . . . S  S is ca lled  a Sylow p-j-complement of G.
P1 p2 pi - l  pi+ l  pr ----------------------------------------------------------
Pi P? PrThe co llection  k  = {S ,S , . . . S  } of Sylow complements of G is  called
a complement system of G.
3.2 Theorem: [16] The f i n i t e  group G is  solvable i f  and only i f  
G has a Sylow system.
3.3 Theorem: [16] Any two Sylow systems of a solvable group are 
conjugate.
By d e f in it io n  every Sylow system gives r is e  to a complement system 
and through in tersections each complement system may be used to recreate  
the o rig ina l Sylow system. Consequently, fo r  a Sylow system S =
pi
{S  S } the convention of stating that S e S w i l l  be adopted
P1 pn p.
where i t  is  understood that S = S„ S„ . . . S „  S„ . . . S „  .
Pl P2 pi - l  pl+l pn
3.4 D e f in i t io n : Let 5 = {S |p. d ivid ing |G|> be a Sylow system
r-5 '
Piof G and K = {S jp^ divid ing |G|> be the associated complement system.
Then N(s) = 9 ^ ( 5  ) and N(z) = ONg(S ) .  The group N(£) is the system
i P-j i
normal iz e r  of the Sylow system S.  The group N(x) is  the system normalizer
of the complement system k .
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As a re su lt  o f the d e f in it io n  of a Sylow -complement and the
fa c t  that S_ = ^ S ^ ,  N(s) = N(z) .  So both may be referred  to as a 
Pi t f i  
system normalizer.
3.5 D e f in i t io n : Let S = { 1 p dividing |G|} be a Sylow system 
of G, A a subgroup of G. The Sylow system S is said to reduce into A, 
or S is reducible in A, i f  and only i f  S'HA = {SpOA|p divid ing |A| }  is 
a Sylow system of A. Equivalently , S reduces into A i f  and only i f  
{Sp OA|p dividing |A| > is a complement system of A.
3.6 Theorem: [17] Let s be a Sylow system of the group G.
( i )  S’ is reducible in every normal subgroup of G.
( i i )  S is reducible in the system normalizer D = N(£■).
3.7 Theorem: [17]
( i )  Each system normalizer of the group G is  n i l  potent.
( i i )  A ll system normalizers of G are conjugate in G.
( i i i )  Let N(s) be the system normalizer of the Sylow system 
S = {Sp|p dividing |G|} o f G and l e t  K be a normal subgroup of G. Then 
N(.S')K/K is the system normalizer o f  the Sylow system SK/K =
{SpK/K|p dividing |G/K|} of G/K.
3.8 D e f in i t io n :
( i )  The chief fac to r  H/K of the group G is  a central ch ief  
fac to r  i f  fo r  a l l  h e H and g e G, hgK = hK. Therefore H/K is  central 
whenever H/K < Z(G/K) and whenever [H,G] < K.
( i i )  Each noncentral ch ie f fac to r of G is called eccen tr ic .
3.9 Theorem: [17] Each system normalizer of the group G covers 
every central ch ie f fac to r  o f G and avoids every eccentric ch ie f fac to r  
of G.
3.10 Theorem: [17]
( i )  No proper normal subgroup of the group G contains a system 
normalizer o f G.
( i i )  The group G is generated by the system normalizers o f G.
( i i i )  I f  S is a Sylow system of G, then n N(s) = n Nr (N( s) )g
geG geG
= Z G .
00 '  '
3.11 Theorem: [17] Let M be a maximal but nonnormal subgroup of 
the group G, and s a Sylow system of G.
( i )  I f  [G:M] = pn, and Sp e S,  then S reduces in to M i f  and
only i f  Sp < M.
( i i )  I f  s is a Sylow system of G which reduces into M, then
Nq(s) < Nm ( s H M ) ,  fo r  which SOM is  the reduction of s in M.
Im p lic it  in Theorem 3.11 is  that the index of a maximal subgroup 
is the power of a prime. While th is  is not true in general, i t  is  val id  
fo r  f i n i t e  solvable groups. Part ( i i )  is of s ignificance fo r  i t  implies 
that Ng(s) s M.
3.12 D e f in i t io n : Let S’ be a Sylow system of the group G and A
a subgroup of G such that S reduces into A. Then Ng(AHs) =
HNr.(SpnA ) is  the r e la t iv e  system normalizer o f AOs. p b
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3.13 Theorem: [17] Let S be a Sylow system of the group G and A 
a subgroup of G. I f  S reduces into A, then NgCArwVnA = N ^ A n s ) .
3.14 Theorem: [17] Let N and K be normal subgroups of the group
G and le t  Nq (s ) be the r e la t iv e  system normalizer of the Sylow system
S = {S |p dividing |N|}  of N.
r
( i )  Nq (s,)K/K is the re la t iv e  system normalizer o f  the Sylow 
system SK/K = {SpK/K|p d ivid ing |NK/K|} o f NK/K in the group G/K.
( i i )  G = NG(S)N.
3.15 Theorem: Let Sp be a Sylow p-complement o f G, then Ng(Sp)
is an abnormal subgroup of G.
Proof: Let A = Nq(Sp) ,  according to Theorem 1.4 i t  must be
shown tha t fo r  each g e G, g e <A,A9> . Let g e G and H = <A,Ag >, then
Sp and (Sp)9 are Sylow p-complements o f H. Theorem 3.3 implies that  
there exists h e H such that (Sp)^ = (Sp) * \  Therefore gh~* e Nq(Sp) =
A < H. Hence g e H = <A,AP>.
4. Formations and Saturated Formations
This section provides the basic results  concerning formations, 
which were defined by W. Gaschutz [1 2 ].
4 .1 D e f in i t io n : A class f  of groups is called  a formation i f
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the following properties are s a t is f ie d :
( i )  G e /  implies G6 e /  fo r  every homomorphism e of G.
( i i )  I f  and N2 are normal subgroups of G and G/N^, G/N2 e / ,
then G/(N1HN2 ) e /.
4.2  Theorem: [12] I f  /  is  a formation, then in each group G 
there exists  a uniquely determined normal subgroup G^ . such th a t ,  G/G ,^ e /  
and i f  G/N e f , then G^ , < N. The subgroup G^ , is ca lled  the /- re s id u a l of 
G.
4 .3  D e f in i t io n : [13] A nonempty formation /  is ca lled  saturated  
i f  G/cf>(G) e /  implies th a t G e / .
4.4 D e f in i t io n : For each prime p, l e t  there correspond a 
(possibly empty) formation g { p ). The class of groups g that sa t is fy  
the following properties is called  the formation lo c a l ly  defined by
M p )>.
( i )  I f  g(p) = $ then p K | G | .
( i i )  I f  g ( p) f  4> and H/K is a ch ie f fac to r  of G whose order is
d iv is ib le  by p, then Autg(H/K) = G/Cq(H/K) is a group belonging to the 
formation g( p) .
That a lo c a l ly  defined class o f groups is indeed a formation is 
due to W. Gaschutz [1 2 ] .  The following resu lt  by W. Gaschutz and U. 
Lubeseder connects lo c a l ly  defined formations and saturated formations.
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4.5 Theorem: [1 2 ;21] A formation g  is lo c a l ly  defined i f  and only 
i f  g  is  a saturated formation.
4 .6 Theorem: [8 ]  Let /  be a formation and consider the group G = 
G1xG2x . . .xGn. Then G^ , = G ^ G ^ . . .x G ^ ,  fo r  which G.^. is  the / - re s id u a l  
of the fac to r  G^  fo r  i = l , 2 , . . . , n .
4 .7 D e f in i t io n : For a formation / ,  l e t  c ( / )  be the class of a l l  
groups G in which a c h ie f  fac to r  H/K of G is  complemented whenever
H .< V
4.8 Theorem; [3 ]  The class c ( / )  is  a formation.
5. g-normalizers
R. Carter and T. Hawkes extended the notion of a system normalizer 
to tha t of a g'-normal iz e r  fo r  a saturated formation g .  For the formation 
N o f n i l  potent groups, an ^/-normalizer is  a system normalizer. In the 
following l e t  g  be a formation lo c a l ly  defined by {g '(p)} .
5.1 D e f in i t io n : Let s be a Sylow system of the group G and G (p)
the ^ (p )-res id ua l of G. Define Tp = G ^ p ) ^ S p fo r  Sp The Sylow p-comple-
ment from S. The set T = { T p |p dividing |G|} is ca lled  a # - system of G.
The normalizer of T in G D^(s) = nN r (Tp) is  called  the g-normalizer of
P
G associated with s.
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5.2 D e f in i t io n : A p -ch ie f fac to r H/K of G is said to be g-
central i f  Autg(H/K) e g ( p) and g-eccentric  otherwise.
5.3 D e f in i t io n : A maximal subgroup w i l l  be called  p-maximal i f
i t s  index is  a power o f the prime p.
5.4 D e f in i t io n : A p-maximal subgroup of G w i l l  be called ab­
normal i f  M/core M e g(p) and g-abnormal otherwise.
The following theorem provides the connection between g-normal 
subgroups and g-centra l ch ie f facto rs .
5.5 Theorem: [5 ]  A maximal subgroup of G is g-normal i f  and 
only i f  i t  complements a g-centra l ch ie f fac to r  of G.
That a g-system normalizer behaves in a manner s im ilar  to a 
system normalizer is  pointed out in the next two theorems.
5.6 Theorem: [5 ] A g-system normalizer of the group G covers 
.every g-centra l ch ie f fac to r  of G and avoids every g-eccentric  ch ief  
fac to r  o f  G.
5.7 Theorem: [5 ]
( i )  Let N be a normal subgroup of the group G and s  a Sylow 
system of G. I f  D#(s) is the g-norm alizer o f G associated with S, then 
D&(s)N/N is the g-norm alizer o f G/N associated with SN/N.
( i i )  A ll g-normalizers of G are conjugate in G.
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Theorem 5.7 allows the conclusion that g-normalizers are pre­
served under homomorphisms.
5.8 Theorem: [5 ]  The g-normalizers o f the group G belong to 
the formation g.
The re la tionsh ip  between g-normalizers and g-abnormal subgroups 
is  now strengthened.
5.9 Theorem: [5 ]  A maximal subgroup M of the group G contains 
some g-normalizer of G i f  and only i f  M is  g-abnormal in G.
5.10 Theorem: [5 ]  A group G belongs to the formation g i f  and 
only i f  every minimal normal subgroup of G/<}>(G) is  g -c e n tra l .
5.11 D e f in i t io n : A g-abnormal maximal subgroup M of the group 
G such that F(G)M = G, fo r  which F(G) is the F it t in g  subgroup of G, is  
called  a g -c r i t ic a l  maximal subgroup.
5.12 D e f in i t io n : A ch ie f fac to r H/K o f the group G is called  
g -c r i t ic a l  i f  i t  is a complemented g-eccentric  ch ie f fac to r  such that  
every ch ie f fac to r of G below K is e ith e r  g-central or f r a t t i n i .
5.13 Theorem: [5 ]  A group G has g - c r i t ic a l  maximal subgroups 
i f  and only i f  G  ^ g.
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5.14 Theorem: [5 ]  A maximal subgroup of the group G is ^ -c r i t i c a l  
i f  and only i f  i t  complements a ^ - c r i t i c a l  ch ie f fac to r of G.
5.15 Theorem: [5 ]  I f  M is a ^ -c r i t ic a l  maximal subgroup of the 
group G, then each ^-normalizer of M is  a ^-normalizer o f G. In p a r t ic ­
u la r  i f  s reduces into M, then the ^-normalizer of M associated with 
SHM is  the ^-normalizer o f G associated with s.
6. P re f ra t t in i  Subgroups
Although the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup was f i r s t  defined by W.
Gaschutz [1 1 ] ,  the next d e f in it io n  is preferred.
6.1 D e f in i t io n : Let s be a Sylow system of the group G and Sp 
the associated Sylow p-complement o f G. For a fixed prime integer p 
define W (s) = n{M|M is  maximal in G and M j> Sp}. The p r e f ra t t in i
r
subgroup of G associated with s is  defined to be WCs) = n W ^ s ) .
P p
Recall from D efin it io n  1.11 that a ch ie f fac to r  H/K of G is  
called  complemented i f  H/K has a complement in the group G/K and f r a t t i n i  
otherwise.
6.2 Theorem: [11] Each p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup avoids every comple­
mented ch ie f fac to r  and covers every f r a t t i n i  ch ief fa c to r .
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P re fra t t in i  subgroups have properties s im ila r  to system normal- 
izers  and g-normalizers.
6.3 Theorem: [11]
( i )  I f  N is a normal subgroup of the group G and W(£) is the 
p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G associated with the Sylow system s ,  then 
W(s)N/N is  the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G/N associated with the Sylow 
system sN/N.
( i i )  A ll p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups of G are conjugate in G.
The p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups' d e f in it io n  was motivated by the fa c t  
that f r a t t i n i  subgroups are not necessarily preserved under homomorphism. 
However the f r a t t i n i  subgroup plays a very important ro le  in describing 
properties o f p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups.
6.4 Theorem: [11] The in tersection of a l l  p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups 
of the group G is  the f r a t t i n i  subgroup of G.
An im plication o f Theorem 6.4 is tha t the core o f a p r e f ra t t in i  
subgroup is the f r a t t i n i  subgroup since Theorem 6 .3 ( i i ) implies that the 
in tersection of a l l  the p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups of G is  equal to the in te r ­
section of a l l  the conjugates of one p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup. This fa c t  and 
Theorem 6 .3 ( i ) explain the covering and avoidance property of p r e f ra t t in i  
subgroups. For i f  H/K is f r a t t i n i ,  then H/K s <j>(G/K) < W(s)K/K. Hence 
H/K is  covered by W(£). I f  H/K is  complemented, then H/Knw(s,)K/K = 1, 
else H/Kncj)(G/K) /  1. Thus H/K is avoided by W(S').
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6.5 D e f in i t io n : [7 ] Let k denote the co llec tio n  of solvable  
groups that s p l i t  over every normal subgroup. Then k is  a formation, 
the formation of solvable nC-groups.
6 .6 Theorem: [11] A p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of the group G is  the 
id e n t ity  subgroup i f  and only i f  each normal subgroup of G is  complemented. 
That is ,  fo r  any Sylow system S of G W ( 5 )  = 1 i f  and only i f  G e k.
The in te rre la t io n sh ip  between p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups and the forma­
tion of solvable nC-groups was fu rth e r  developed by H. Bechtel!. In the 
following l e t  G  ^ denote the residual in the group G of the formation k 
of solvable nC-groups.
6.7 Theorem: [2 ]  The k-residual G^  is  the normal closure o f the 
p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups in the group G.
6.8 Theorem: [2 ]  The Zc-residual Gfe is  n il  potent i f  and only i f  
= 0(G).
6 .9 Theorem: [2 ]
( i )  The p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups of G are a conjugate class in
( i i )  The p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup WCs) of G associated with the 
Sylow system s  contains a system normalizer of G^. In p a r t ic u la r ,  i f
Dg (s ) is  the system normalizer of the reduction of s  in to  G^, then
k
Dg  ( 5 )  < W ( S ) .
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H. Bechtell has also established tha t the solvable nC-groups 
are a normal formation [ 1 ] ,  that is ,  i f  G is a solvable nC-group and 
N < G, then N is a solvable nC-group. This property is re flec ted  by 
the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups.
6.10 Theorem: [2 ] I f  M is a normal subgroup o f the group G and 
i f  M contains G^, then each p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of M is  contained in a 
p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G.
7. ^ -P re f r a t t in i  Subgroups
The f i r s t  genera liza tion  of the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups is due to 
T. Hawkes [1 8 ] .
7.1 D e f in i t io n : Let S be a Sylow system of the group G, Sp 
the associated Sylow p-complement of G, and g a lo c a l ly  defined forma­
t io n . Denote by bP the set of g’-abnormal maximal subgroups of G 
containing Sp. Set W^(s) = H[M|M e P } .  Then W^s) = nWpCs) is the 
^ -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup o f G associated with s.
7.2 Theorem: [18] I f  {bP) is  a subset of bP comprising exactly  
one complement of each complemented ^ -eccentric  p -ch ie f fac to r  in a given 
ch ie f series o f G , then W ^(-S ) = P \{ M |M  e { P )  }
r
By using the convention tha t i f  ^(p) = tj>, then every p -ch ief  
fac to r is g’-eccentr ic  and every p-maximal subgroup is g'-abnormal the
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d e f in it io n  o f a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup is recovered from D e fin it io n  7 .1 .  
Consequently fo r  Theorem 7.2 and fo r  the results  that fo llow , correspond­
ing resu lts  also hold fo r  the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups.
The next two resu lts  are c o ro lla r ies  o f Theorem 7 .2 .
7.3 C oro llary : [18] Let S be a Sylow system of the group G.
I f  N is  a set o f g-abnormal maximal subgroups of G, each containing a
Sylow p-complement of s fo r  some p, and i f  N contains at leas t one
complement o f each complemented g-eccentric  ch ie f fac to r o f a given chief  
series o f G, then W&[s) = H{M|M e N}.
7.4 C oro llary : [18] A g-abnormal maximal subgroup M of the 
group G contains whenever the Sylow system S reduces in to M.
7.5 Theorem: [18]
( i )  I f  N is  a normal subgroup of the group G and W0 (s) is the 
g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G associated with the Sylow system s ,  then 
W^(s)N/N is the g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup o f G/N associated with the Sylow 
system SN/N.
( i i )  A ll g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups of G are conjugate in G.
The structure o f  g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups, with respect to g- 
normalizers and p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups, is  discovered through considera­
t ion o f covering and avoidance properties.
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7.6 Theorem: [18] A g -p re f r a t t in i  subgroup avoids every 
complemented g-eccentric  ch ie f fac to r  of G and covers the re s t .
Theorem 7.6 states tha t a g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup avoids ch ie f  
factors that are simultaneously avoided by a g-normalizer and a pre­
f r a t t i n i  subgroup. I t  covers chief factors that are covered e ith e r  by 
a g-normalizer or by a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup. T. Hawkes uses th is  fa c t  
to prove that a g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup is the product of a g-normalizer  
and a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup.
7.7 Theorem: [18] I f  D^(5) is a g-normalizer of G and W(5) is  
a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup of G both associated with the same Sylow system 
S, then D^(s) and W(s) permute and D^(,s)W(s) = W^(s).
8. CAR-subgroups
System normalizers, p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups and g-system normal- 
izers each have a covering and avoidance property. They each are defined 
as intersections of subgroups such that every subgroup contains a Sylow 
p-complement fo r  some prime in teger p. M. J. Tomkinson has studied the 
general properties of subgroups satis fy ing  these c r i t e r i a .  In Tomkinson1s 
study, a broader class of groups than f i n i t e  solvable groups was used.
8.1 D e f in i t io n : [22] Denote by U the largest subgroup closed 
class of lo c a l ly  f i n i t e  groups satis fy ing  the following properties:
( i )  I f  G e U, then G has a f i n i t e  series 1 = Gq<G^<.. . <Gn = G
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with lo c a l ly  n i l  potent fac to rs .
( i i )  I f  G e u and n is a set of primes, then the Sylow n-sub-  
groups of G are conjugate in G.
F in ite  groups are lo c a l ly  f i n i t e ,  and f i n i t e  n i l  potent factors  
are lo c a l ly  n ilp o ten t, hence f i n i t e  solvable groups s a t is fy  property ( i ) .  
Property ( i i )  also holds in f i n i t e  solvable groups [1 5 ] .  Consequently, 
f i n i t e  solvable groups are [/-groups. So a l l  results in [22] are va lid  
fo r  f i n i t e  solvable groups.
8.2 D e f in i t io n : Let S be a Sylow system of G. A set B = {Bp}
of subgroups of G, one fo r  each prime integer p dividing the order of 
G, is  ca lled  a CAR-system associated with S i f  the following conditions 
are s a t is f ie d :
( i )  Bp > Sp fo r  each prime p.
( i i )  B e ith e r  covers or avoids each ch ie f fac to r  o f G.
P
The in tersection B = HB is called a CAR-subgroup associated with 5
P p
(or an sCAR-subgroup).
The o rig in  of the acronym CAR becomes apparent from the following
theorem:
8 .3  Theorem: [22] Let B = {Bp} be an SCAR-system of the group G
and B = HB be the corresponding sCAR-subgroup. Then 
P p
( i )  S reduces into B and BHS = B OS , and
r H r
( i i )  B covers those p-ch ief factors covered by Bp and avoids 
those which are avoided by Bp.
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A CAR-subgroup then has a covering and avoidance property and
a reduction property. The next theorem implies that the image of a
CAR-subgroup is also a CAR-subgroup.
8 .4  Theorem: [22] I f  B = {Bp} is an SCAR-system of the group G
and N is a normal subgroup of G, then sN/N = {BpN/N} is  an SN/N CAR-
system of G/N. I f  B and B are the corresponding CAR-subgroups, then
B = BN/N.
The reason that CAR-subgroups are applied to th is  work is that  
general resu lts  about covering and avoidance and perm utability  of sub­
groups have been obtained. These results  have useful applications in the 
development o f these properties fo r  /-subgroups.
8.5 Theorem: [22] Let B be an sCAR-system of the group G and, fo r
each prime integer p dividing the order of G, l e t  V be a normal subgroup
P
of G.
( i )  K = {B V } is  an SCAR-system of G; in p a r t ic u la r
P  P
V = { S p v p } is  an SCAR-system of G.
( i i )  I f  K { BpVp} and V = n { SpVp}, then K = BV.
( i i i )  K avoids the p-ch ief fac to r  H/K of G i f  and only i f  V
avoids H/K and B avoids HVp/KVp.
( iv )  I  = {B n S pV } is an SCAR-system of G.
P  P
( v) I f  I  = Bp n SpVp> = BHv, then I covers the p -ch ief
fac to r  H/K i f  and only i f  V covers H/K and B covers (HfiV ) / (K H V  ) .
P P
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8.6  D e f in i t io n : [22] A CAR-subgroup B is ca lled  perspective i f  
whenever H/K and Hj /K j are ch ie f factors of the group G such that  
HHKj = K, HKj = H and B covers H^/K^, then B covers H/K.
8.7 Theorem: [22] Let { B > be a perspective SCAR-system of the
r
group G and l e t  V = { S^V } where V < G. I f  V = nS^V and B = HB then
P P  p P  p P
the following properties are s a t is f ie d :
( i )  K = BV avoids those ch ie f factors which are avoided by both 
V and B and covers the re s t .
( i i )  I = BHV covers those ch ie f factors which are covered by 
both V and B and avoids the re s t.
8 .8  Theorem: [22] I f  g is a lo c a l ly  defined formation, then a
^-norm alizer o f a group G associated with the Sylow system 5 is a per­
spective SCAR-subgroup.
In [6 ]  G. Chambers defines a strongly pronormal subgroup. In [22]  
M. Tomkinson gives a necessary and s u f f ic ie n t  condition fo r  a subgroup of 
a group to be strongly pronormal. For the purposes here, th is  condition
w i l l  be taken as the d e f in it io n  of strongly pronormal.
8.9 D e f in i t io n : [22 , Theorem 2 .5 ]  For each prime in teger p d iv id ­
ing the order of the group G, l e t  Vp be a normal subgroup of G. I f  s  is




8.10 Theorem: [22] I f  V is  a strongly pronormal SCAR-subgroup of 
6, then V permutes with every SCAR-subgroup of G.
D e fin it io n  8 .9  and Theorem 8.10 are used to prove tha t SCAR- 
subgroups permute with the associated Sylow p-subgroups and Sylow 
p-complements.
8.11 Theorem: Let S be a Sylow system of the group G, l e t  Sp be
a Sylow p-complement from S and Sp a Sylow p-subgroup from S. Then Sp
and Sp are strongly pronormal SCAR-subgroups.
Proof: For q t  p l e t  V = G. Let V = 1, tl.en Sp = HSr V . Byq p r  '
le t t in g  V = 1 fo r  q f  p and Vn = G, S_ = n s 'V  . According to D e f in i-
q P P r  r
t ion 8 .9  Sp and Sp are strongly pronormal SCAR-subgroups of G.
8.12 C oro llary : Let S be a Sylow system of the group G, then Sp
and Sp permute with every SCAR-subgroup of G.
Proof: Apply Theorem 8.10 to Sp and Sp.
CHAPTER I I
THE DEFINITION AND BASIC STRUCTURE OF /-SUBGROUPS
The d e f in it io n  of an /-subgroup is  given in th is  chapter's f i r s t  
section. The cover and avoidance properties are then investigated  
through M. Tomkinson's resu lts  [2 2 ] ,  and by considering a certa in  g-pre-  
f r a t t i n i  subgroup. The remaining three sections are devoted to showing 
that the /-subgroups s a t is fy  the properties mentioned in the Introduction. 
In p a r t ic u la r ,  /-subgroups are a charac te r is t ic  conjugacy class of sub­
groups defined fo r  any formation / .  The subgroups generate the / -  
residual and a group G e /  i f  and only i f  the /-subgroups of G are 
t r i v i a l .  I t  is  established tha t an /-subgroup can be id e n t i f ie d  with the 
product of known subgroups of the / - r e s id u a l .  A consequence of th is  
resu lt  is  that a fe-subgroup is a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup when k is taken to 
be the formation of solvable nC-groups.
All groups under consideration are f i n i t e  and solvable. The fo r ­
mation /  unless otherwise indicated, represents an a rb it ra ry  nonempty 
formation.
1. The D e fin it io n  of an /-subgroup
The d e f in it io n  o f an /-subgroup developed here is as a CAR-sub­
group. The advantage in taking th is  approach is that covering and 
avoidance properties may be immediately deduced from M. Tomkinson's 
work [2 2 ].
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I t  is  desired th a t /-subgroups l in k  Sylow structu re , fac to r  
structure , and a formation / .  The /-subgroups w i l l  be defined with respect 
to a Sylow system and an a rb it ra ry  formation / .  The cover and avoidance 
properties provide the necessary connection to fac to r  structure.
In order to introduce /-subgroups, the formation /  is used to 
define a saturated formation.
1.1 D e f in i t io n : Let /  be a nonempty formation. Define the fo r ­
mation h lo c a l ly  by /z(p) = f  fo r  every prime integer p.
Since h is  lo c a l ly  defined i t  is proper to  speak of /z-normal max­
imal subgroups and /z-central ch ie f fac to rs . With h defined as above, 
D efin it ion  1 .5 .4  states th a t a maximal subgroup M is /z-normal i f  
M/core M e /  and ^-abnormal otherwise. D efin it io n  1 .5 .2  states that a 
chief fac to r H/K is /z-central i f  Autg(H/K) -  G/Cq(H/K) e / .  Thus H/K is
/z-central i f  and only i f  G^ , < Cq (H/K). Consequently, /z-central chief
factors are those factors centra lized  by the /- re s id u a l G^ .. The h-  
eccentric ch ie f factors are those factors not centra lized  by G^ ,.
For the remainder of th is  work, i t  is assumed that h is the 
formation defined in D efin it io n  1 .1 , fo r  /  an a rb it ra ry  nonempty formation.
1.2 D e f in i t io n : For a formation /  and a Sylow system s  of a group
G;
( i )  M (s)  = n{M|M an Zz-abnormal maximal subgroup of G, S*5 < M,
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( i i )  JAS) = n(M (s ')nspG ) 
j p p J
The subgroup Jy-(s) is  ca lled  the / - subgroup of G associated with
s.
When confusion may not possibly arise  an /-subgroup w i l l
be denoted simply by J (s ) .
To prove that J_^{s) is an SCAR-subgroup of a group G two lemmas 
are required.
1.3 Lemma: I f  K is a normal subgroup of the group G and sK/K is
the image of the Sylow system s  of G in G/K, then Mp(s)K/K = Mp(5K/K).
Proof: Let c be a ch ie f series of G containing the normal sub­
group K. Let N be a set of maximal subgroups of G chosen so that N 
contains, fo r  each /z-eccentric p -ch ief fac to r  of C, exactly one complement
M with Sp < M. Theorem 1 .7 .2  implies that M (s)  = n M. I t  is s u ff ic ie n t
P Me/7
to prove that ( n M)K/K = n MK/K. For i f  M is  an /z-abnormal maximal sub-
M e/7 Me/7
group of G, then e ith e r  MK/K = G/K or M/K is  an /z-abnormal maximal subgroup 
of G/K. Suppose that N is  the minimal normal subgroup contained in the 
ch ie f series C. Then e ith e r  N is  complemented in G or N < <j>(G). I f
N < <j)(G), then N < M fo r  a l l  maximal subgroups M. Hence, ( n M)N/N =
Me/7
( n  M)/N = n M/N. I f  N is complemented by M, e 77, then N < M fo r  each 
Me/7 Me/7
M e if and M /  M ,. Therefore ( n M)N/N = ( n  M/N) n  M,N/N =
Me/7 Me/7\{ M ^
n M/N. Thus ( n  M)N/N = n  MN/N. Inductively assume that fo r  
Me/7\{ M j} Me/7 Me/7
H e C, H < K, ( n  M)H/H = n  MH/H. Let K/L be a ch ief fac to r  from C. The
Me/7 Me/7
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group K/L is minimal normal in G/L. By applying the argument used above
on N, to K/L in the group G/L, one concludes
( n  ML/L)K/L
Me/1/
K7I
^  (O M )K /L  ((  n M )L/L)(K /L)
f  > ,L /L ) ( K;L) . Moreover> ( n  M)K/K *  = - M e g-    =
Me/1/ K /L  Me/17 K /L  K /L
( O ML/L)(K/L) ^  / — n / - n
 / ^ ( (ML/ L H KZL) ) * C ) f  ' T h u s (n M )K /K
K /L  Me/1/ K /L  Me/17 K /L  Me/17 K Me/17
n MK/K and the proof is  complete.
Me/17
1.4 Lemma: I f  3 is a Sylow system of the group G, then
{Mp(s)} is  an SCAR-system of G.
Proof: I t  is  necessary to s a t is fy  the conditions in D efin it io n  
1 .8 .2 . By D e fin it io n  1 .2 , s'3 < M (s)  fo r  each prime integer p. So, i t
r
w il l  su ffice  to show th a t Mp(s) covers or avoids each ch ie f fac to r  of G. 
Let H/K be a ch ie f fac to r  of G. I f  there exists a maximal /z-abnormal 
subgroup, with Sp s M, and M complementing H /K ,th e n  M avoids H/K. That 
is ,  MnH K. D e fin it io n  1.2 implies Mp(s) < M, hence Mp(s)nH < K. 
Therefore Mp(s) avoids H/K.
Suppose that H/K is not complemented by such a maximal subgroup. 
Then each /z-abnormal maximal subgroup M tha t contains Sp s a t is f ie s ,
H < MK. Consequently, fo r  each such M, H/K < MK/K. Therefore H/K < 
fi{MK/K|M an /z-abnormal maximal subgroup of G, Sp < M} = 
n{M/K|M/K an /z-abnormal maximal subgroup of G/K, SPK/K s M/K>. This 
l a t t e r  in tersection is Mp(5K/K). Hence H/K s MpCsK/K). By Lemma 1 .3 ,
M (<S)K/K = M (sK/K). I t  follows tha t H/K < M (s)K/K and H < M (s)K.
r  r  r  r
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Thus H/K is  covered by M p ^ ) .
I t  has been shown tha t every ch ie f fac to r  o f G is e ith e r  covered
or avoided by Mp(s'). The proof is now complete.
The SCAR-subgroup of G generated by{M  (s')} is  HM Is). From
PD efin itions  1.2 and 1 .7 .1 ,  (s') = W (s'), the 7z-prefra ttin i subgroup
P p
of G associated with s.
1.5 Theorem: Let /  be an a rb it ra ry  formation and s a Sylow
system of the group G. The /-subgroup associated with s is  an
SCAR-subgroup of G r e la t iv e  to the sCAR-system {M p (s )n s pG^}.
Proof: By Lemma 1 .4 ,  {M (S')} is an SCAR-system of G. From
r
Theorem I . 8 . 5 ( i v ) ,  { Mp(s) n S pG^ ,} is an SCAR-system of G. The sCAR-sub- 
group re la t iv e  to the sCAR-system {M p (s )n s pG^ ,} is J^,(s), since 
Jf (s) = n(M p( s ) n s pG/ ) .
Note that since G^ , is  a normal subgroup of G, (S PG /^G ,^ |SP e S}
contains a subset tha t is  a complement system of G/G .^. The in tersection
over a l l  elements o f a complement system is the id e n t ity  element, hence
H( SpG^Gf )=Gr  Therefore J f (s) = n (Mp(s) HSpGf ) = ( HMp( s ) ) n  ( nSPGf ) =
r»M (S ) nGf . As stated above, n M (s) = W^(s). So i t  is va lid  that  
p P J P P
Jy.(s) = W*(s) nG . Consequently, an/-subgroup associated with s is  a 
subgroup of the / - re s id u a l and i t  is  also contained in the ^ -p r e f r a t t in i  
subgroup associated with s. I t  w i l l  be established in Chapter IV that  
Jj,{s) is  in fa c t  a CAR-subgroup of the / - r e s id u a l .
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1.6 Theorem: Let /  be a formation and S a Sylow system of the
h
group 6. The /-subgroup is  equal to W (sOnG^,.
Proof; See the comments preceeding the theorem.
The fa c t  that J^(s) is  an sCAR-subgroup allows one to draw 
conclusions concerning the perm utability  o f with the Sylow system
S, and i t  enables one to determine covering and avoidance properties of 
Jf { s ) .
1.7 Theorem: Let S' be a Sylow system of the group G. For each
S , SP e St permutes with S , Sp, S n G . and sP OG _.
r  J  r  r  J J
Proof: By Corollary 1.8.12 sPand S permute with every S’CAR-
r
subgroup. Thus SPJ J s )  = J„(5)SP and S J J s )  = J J s ) S .  Moreover
J  T  r  J  J  r
(Sp nG^)Jp( s )  = SpJ^,(s)nG^ by the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 .  Thus 
(Sp n G ^ ) * y s )  = SpJ (s )n G  = J^(5)SpnG = « y s ) ( S pnG ^). S im ila r ly  
(sp nG^)J {s) = J ^ (5 )(s pnG ^).
Covering and avoidance properties o f /-subgroups depend upon 
the properties of the /- re s id u a l and the /z -p re fra tt in i  subgroups. Theorem
1.7 .6  implies tha t tolls') avoids every complemented ^-eccentric  chief  
fac to r  o f G and i t  covers every f r a t t i n i  c h ie f  fac to r and every ^-centra l 
ch ie f fac to r  o f G.
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1.8 Theorem: An /-subgroup Jy*(£) of G avoids every complemented 
7z-eccentric ch ie f fac to r of G below G^ , and covers a l l  other ch ie f factors  
of G below G^ ..
Proof: I f  H/K is  a complemented /z-eccentric ch ief fac to r  o f G
with H < G^ ., then H/K is avoided by W^(s). Thus W^(s)nH < K and
W^CsJnG^, n  H < K. Consequently, Jj . {s)  avoids H/K since Jy.(S') =
Wh { s ) n G j ,  by Theorem 1 .6 . Otherwise i f  H/K is  e ith e r  f r a t t i n i  or h-
central with H  ^ G^ ., then Wh (s)  covers H/K. This implies tha t H < W^(5)K.
From the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,  i t  follows that H < W^(s)KnG^. =
K(W^(5) DGf ) = K Therefore = W^(s)nG^. covers H/K.
1.9 Theorem: The /-subgroup of G covers the ch ie f fac to r
H / K  of G i f  and only i f  G ^  covers H / K  and ( H  f i G ^ ) / ( K n G ^ « )  is  e ith e r  a 
f r a t t i n i  or ^-central ch ie f fac to r  of G.  The /-subgroup Jy?(s ) avoids 
a l l  other ch ie f factors o f G.
Proof: According to Theorem I . 8 . 5 ( v ) ,  dp{S)  covers H/K i f  and
only i f  G „ = ns^G,. covers H/K and Wh [s)  = OM (5) covers (H n G ^ ) / (K n G lP) .
J P J P K J J
I f  G^ covers H/K and (HnG^.)/(KnG^.) is e ith e r  a f r a t t i n i  or ^-central 
ch ie f fac to r of G, then W^(S) covers (H nGy.)/(KnG^,). Therefore J^{S)  
covers H/K. Conversely, i f  Jy.(S’) covers H/K, then by Theorem I . 8 . 5 ( v ) ,
G^ . covers H/K and W^(S) covers (H HGy.)/(KnGy.). To complete the proof, 
i f  i t  is  shown tha t (HnG^)/(KnG^,) is  a ch ie f fac to r of G, then i t  must
?Ze ith e r  be 7z-central or f r a t t i n i  since i t  is  covered by W (<?). Since 
G^ . covers H/K, (H nG^)/(KnG^.) is a no ntr iv ia l fa c to r .  Suppose that  
KHGy,< L < HHGy.with L < G. Consider the fac to r  LK/K < H/K. Either
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LK = H or L < K since H/K is a ch ie f fac to r  of G. I f  L < K, then L < 
KnG^.. So L = KHG^. Assume that LK = H, then H = HnLK = (HnL)K by 
the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 .  Applying the modular id e n t ity  again, HHG^ = 
(HHL)KnG^ = (H nL)(K nG ^ ) = (KHG^)L = L. A contradiction has arisen  
since L < HHG^,. Consequently, i f  KHG^, < L < HPiG^., then L = KHG^.. 
Therefore (HnG^,)/(KnG^.) is a ch ie f  fac to r of G.
A simpler covering and avoidance property may be found fo r  /-s u b ­
groups which does not require M. Tomkinson's resu lts . However, fu rther  
information is required about the 7z-pre fra ttin i subgroup W^ { s ) .
1.10 Lemma: Let S be a Sylow system of the group G. I f  W(s) is
hthe p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup of G associated with S and D (s) is  the ^-normal-  
iz e r  of G associated with S,  then Wh {s)  = VI(s)Dh ( s ) .  Furthermore, D^(s)  
is a re la t iv e  system normalizer of the / - re s id u a l G^ ..
Proof: By Theorem 1 .7 .7 ,  !//*(£) = W(S)D^(£). I t  need only be
hshown that D (S) is a re la t iv e  system normalizer o f G^ ,. By D efin it io n
1 .5 .1 ,  an 7z-system of G associated with S is  T = { j n Sp| Sp e S ) . The 
formation h is  lo c a l ly  defined by f (p )  = /  fo r  a l l  primes p. This implies  
that = Gj, fo r  a l l  primes p. Hence T = {G^,nSp|Sp e S} ,  which is
precisely the reduction of s  into G^. The normalizer of T is Dh {s)  = 
ONG(G^nSp) .  By D e fin it io n  1.3 .1 2 ,  th is  is  the re la t iv e  system normalizer 
of the Sylow system T of G^ ,.
1.11 Theorem: The /-subgroup J^(s) of a group G covers those 
chief factors covered by both W {s)  and G^ , and avoids a l l  other ch ief
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factors .
Proof: Lemma 1.10 implies that contains D^ { s )  a re la t iv e
system normalizer of G^ ,. By Theorem 1 .3 .1 4 ( i i ) ,  G = G^D^(s). I t  follows 
that G = Gyw^(s). Let c be a ch ie f series of G. Note tha t |G| =
|G| |W (s ) | / |G ^ n W ^ (s ) |  • By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  |G^ ,| is  equal to the product 
of the orders of factors from c that are covered by G^ ,. Also, Wh(s) 
is equal to the product of the orders of factors from c covered by W^(s ) .  
I t  follows that |G^OW {s)\  is equal to the product of the orders of 
factors from c covered simultaneously by G^ . and Since by Theorem
1.6 , G ,^nWh {s)  = Gj.r\Wh {s)  covers or avoids each ch ie f fac to r  of
G. I t  is contained in both G^ , and W^ {s)  and so i t  avoids those factors  
from c avoided by e ith e r  G^ , or W^(s). I f  G^nW^(s') avoided more than 
these fac to rs , then Theorem 1 .2 .3  implies i t s  order would be less than 
the product of the orders of factors of c covered simultaneously by G^ .
•t
and W (5 ) .  Therefore G^,nW‘ (s) = covers those factors from c which
hare covered by both W (s ) and G^ . and avoids a l l  other ch ie f factors of c. 
Since c was a r b i t r a r i ly  chosen the re su lt  holds.
I t  w i l l  be established la te r  in th is  chapter than an /-subgroup 
can be uniquely id e n t if ie d  by i ts  perm utability  and cover and avoidance 
properties.
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2. The Structure of an /-subgroup
I t  w i l l  now be proven that the formation /  is precisely  the class 
of groups fo r  which the /-subgroups are t r i v i a l .  I t  w i l l  also be shown 
that an /-subgroup generates the / - r e s id u a l .  To prove the l a t t e r  resu lt  
i t  is established that an /-subgroup is  the product of known subgroups of 
the / - r e s id u a l .
2.1 Theorem: The group G is  an element of the formation /  i f  and 
only i f  Jy.('S') = 1 fo r  any Sylow system s  of G.
Proof: I f  G e /  then G^ . = 1. The subgroup J f ( s ) is  contained in
G^ ,. Therefore Jy.(-S') = 1. Conversely, suppose that = 1 and assume
that G^ . f  1, then there exists  a ch ie f fac to r  of the form G^/K. Since 
th is  fac to r  is  abelian , G^ , < Cg(G^/K). Thus G/Cg(H/K) e / .  By D e f in i­
tion 1 .1 , G^/K is ?z-central. Theorem 1.8 implies that covers G^/K.
A contradiction arises since = ! •  Hence i t  must be the case that
Gj, = 1. Therefore i f  J^,(5) = 1, then G^ . = 1 and G e / .
2 .2  Theorem: Let s be a Sylow system of the group G. I f  W ^) is
the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G associated with s,  Dr (s ) is the system
f
normalizer of the reduction of s into G , and J^(s) is the /-subgroup 
associated with s,  then J Js) = Dg (s)(W(s) nG _).
I f  j
Proof: From Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 1 .10, J^ .(S') = W(5)D^(5) n G^ ,.
Notice that Dg (s )(W (s )n G f ) £ <Dg (s ) ,W (s )n G f > < W(s)D^(s) n Gf , fo r
/  /
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which <Dg (5 ),W(5 ) fiG^> is  the group generated by Dg (s ) and W(s)nG^. I f
i t  is  shown that Dr (s)(W(,s) n G .) and J J s )  have the same order, then
f  I I
Dg (s )(W (s )nG ^) = J ( s ) .  Consider |Dg (5 ) (W(s) nG^) | = | Dg i s )  \ |W(s) nG^| /  
|W(5 )nG ^nD g (5 ) | . Let c be the ch ie f series G = Gq>G^>...>6^ =
V W - >Gn = 1 ‘
By Theorem 1 .3 .1 3 , Dr (5 ) = D^(s)nG . The group D^(5)nG covers
f  1  j
every ^ -centra l ch ie f fa c to r  of c  below G^ . and i t  avoids a l l  other factors
of c.  By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  |Dg (5)1 = |D^(5 )n G  | is  equal to the product of
f  •*
the orders of ^ -centra l ch ie f  factors of c  tha t l i e  below G .
The group W(5 )nG^, covers every f r a t t i n i  ch ie f fac to r  of c  that
l ie s  below G^ .. I t  avoids a l l  other factors of c.  According to Theorem
1.2 .3  |w(s)fiG^| is equal to the product of the orders of the f r a t t i n i
factors from c  tha t l i e  below G^ ,.
Since D ^ s J n G .  = Dr  (5 ) ,  W (s)nG _nD r (5 ) = W(s) n G . n D ^ s ) .  The
I  I  G f  f
1 st
subgroup A = W(5 )n G ^ n D  (5 ) avoids every fac to r  avoided by D (s )n G  and 
W(5 ) nG^. Hence A avoids every fac to r  above G^ , and i t  avoids every ^-eccen­
t r i c  and every complemented ch ief fac to r  below G^ .. Because |G| = [G:G^] 
[G1:G2] . . . [ G n. 1 :Gn] ,  |A| = [ G g n A ^ n A H G ^ A ^ H A ] . . . [ G ^ O A ^ n A ] .
I f  A avoids a ch ie f  fa c to r  G j/G j+j of 5, then [G  ^n  A:G.j+1 nA ] = 1. I t
follows th a t |A| = [G. HA:G. HA][G, nA:G. n A ] . . . [ G ,  HA:G. n A ] ,  fo r
'1 ' 2 2 3 m" l  m
which G. /G. is  ^ -c e n tra l ,  f r a t t i n i ,  and G- < G« fo r  each j  = l , . . . , m - l .
1j + 1  ' 3  “ /
I f  A covers G- /G. , then [G. :G. ] = [G. HA:G. O A]. Otherwise,
1J 1j+1 '3+1 ’ j  V l
[G. :G. J>[G- n  A:G. H A ]. Consequently, IAI is  less than or equal to
1j + l  nj  nj+ l
the product of the orders of factors from C that are f r a t t i n i ,  ^ -c e n tra l,  
and below G^ ,.
By combining the above, |Dg (5 ) (W(5) nG )| is greater than or equal
f  *'
to the product of the orders of ch ie f factors of C which are below
6 and that are e ith e r  ^ -centra l or f r a t t i n i .  However, |0^(5')| is equal 
to th is  product by Theorems 1.8 and 1 .2 .3 . Therefore | Dg (S)(W (S)n Gy>)| 
\ j f ( s ) \ .  Thus \ J f (S)\ = | Dg (S)(W(S) 0  0^)1 and Jf {S) = Dg (5 ) (W (5 )n Gf)
In Theorem 2 .1 ,  i t  was proven that a group G e /  i f  and only i f  
J f ( s ) = 1- With Theorem 2.2 a stronger re s u lt  is  obtained.
2 .3  Theorem: The /-subgroup Jy(S') of the group G generates the
/ - r e s i d u a l ,  tha t is  <<J (£’)>> = G^ ., fo r  which <<J^>(5 )>> is the normal 
closure of in G.
Proof: By Theorem 2 .3 ,  Q- (5 ) < J „ (s ) .  So <<Dn { s ) »  < <<J„(s,)>---------  Ta/ /  Gj, f
G . By Theorem 1.3 .1 0 ( i ) ,  « D g  { s ) »  = G . Therefore G = « J  ( s ) » .
I  /  J j j
To fu rth e r  examine the subgroup consider again the forma­
tion  h.  Let G^  denote the fr-residual of a group G. The group G e h i f  
and only i f  every ch ie f fac to r  o f G is ?z-central. A c h ie f  fac to r is h-  
central i f  and only i f  i t  is centra lized  by G^ ,. Note that G^  s G^ . since 
every fa c to r  above G is centra lized  by G . In fa c t  every fac to r  above
J J
Koo( G^ ,) the hypercommutator of G^ , is centra lized by G^ ,. Moreover, Koo(Gj?) 
is  charac te r is t ic  in G^ , and hence normal in G. Therefore G^  s Kco(G )^. 
Each ch ie f fac to r  of the form Kro(G^,)/K is noncentral in G^ . and hence h-  
eccentric . Thus G^  = K^G^,).
The /-subgroups may be obtained by considering specific  chief  
series of G. In the following le t  be a ch ie f series of G which con­
tains G^ , and l e t  be a ch ief series which contains G^ . and K^G^,).
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Let i\y be a set of ^-abnormal maximal subgroups of G, each containing a 
Sylow p-complement of s fo r  some p, and l e t  contain at leas t one comple­
ment of each complemented ^-eccentric  ch ie f fac to r  below G^ .. Let w2 be a 
set of maximal subgroups of G, each containing a Sylow p-complement of s 
fo r  some p and each complementing a ch ie f fac to r of c2 below KJG^.). 
Furthermore require that ii?2 contains a t leas t one complement of each 
complemented ch ie f fac to r  that l ie s  below K^G^,).
2 .4  Theorem: For a group G with Sylow system s ,  =
H{M|M E ^ in G ^ ,  fo r  i = 1 ,2 .
Proof; By Theorem 1 .6 , = W^(s) PiG ,^. Consider the series C y
Each ch ie f fac to r  above G^ . is  centra lized  by G^ . and hence /z -centra l. This 
implies that /iy is a set of maximal subgroups that s a t is fy  the conditions 
of Corollary 1 .7 .3 .  Thus W^ ( s )  = n{M|M e ^ } .  Therefore =
e f f j jn G  . Now consider the series c2 - Each ch ie f fac to r  above 
Kro(G^.) = G^ is ^ -c e n tra l.  Let H / K  be a complemented ch ie f fac to r  o f c2 
such that H < K ^ G ^ . ) .  Assume that H / K  is ^ -c e n tra l,  then H / K  < Z ( G y K ) .  
Note that K j G ^ / K )  < G ^ / K .  By Theorem 1 .1 .1 ,  H / K  < Z ( G ^ / K ) n G ^ / K  < <j>(G^/K) ,  
Hence H / K  < ( { ( ( G y ' K )  < <f>(G/K) .  A contradiction arises since H / K  is  comple­
mented in G / K .  Consequently, the complemented factors below ^ ( G  ) are 
^-eccentric  and they are the only complemented ^-eccentric  ch ie f factors  
from the series c2 . Therefore the set ^  also s a t is f ie s  the conditions 
of Corollary 1 .7 .3 .  By th is  re su lt  = n(M|M e w2 } and so Jy.(S’) =
H{M|M e i72}OG^.
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As a resu lt  of Theorem 2.4 one only need consider e ith e r  the 
complements of /z-eccentric ch ief factors below G^ , or the complements of
ch ief factors below K (G J  in order to determine J J s ) .
00 I  J
3. The P re fra t t in i  Subgroup
In th is  section, k w i l l  denote the formation of solvable nC-groups.
I t  w i l l  be established tha t a fc-subgroup is  a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup. In 
consequence, several theorems fo r  p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups appear as corol­
la r ie s  to results already obtained in th is  chapter.
3.1 Theorem: I f  WOs) is  the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of a group G
associated with the Sylow system s  of G, then W(s) =
Proof: By Theorem 2.2, (5 ) = (S') (W(s') n Gfe) , fo r  which Dq (5 )
k k
is  the system normalizer of the reduction of S into G^. Theorem 1. 6 . 9 ( i i )
implies that Dq (5 ) < W(s')HG^ while Theorem 1 .6 .7  implies W(S’) < G^. 
k
Therefore (S') = WCs1).
3.2 C oro llary : [9 ;24] The p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup W(s) of G asso­
ciated with the Sylow system s permutes with S , Sp, SPHG, and S HG,
P K p K
fo r  each Sp, Sp e s .
Proof: Apply Theorem 1.7 with / =  k.
3.3 C oro llary : A ch ie f fac to r H/K of G is f r a t t i n i  i f  and only
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i f  (HnGfe) / (K n G fe) is a f r a t t i n i  ch ie f fac to r  of G.
Proof: Let H/K be a f r a t t i n i  ch ie f fac to r of G. By Theorem
1 .6 .2 ,  W(s) = J A s )  covers H/K. By Theorem 1 .9 , (HnG ) / (K n G  ) is a
k  K K
f r a t t i n i  or h-centra l ch ie f fac to r  of G. I f  (H nG ^)/(K nG ^) is /z -cen tra l,
then (HfiGfe) /(K n G ^ ) is centra lized  by G^  since h is lo c a l ly  defined by
h i p )  = k fo r  every prime p. Consequently, (H n G ^ )/(K n  G^) is covered by
DP (s) a system normalizer of G, . Theorem I . 6 . 9 ( i i )  implies that Dp (s) s
h  k Gk
Wi s )  and so W(s) covers (HOG ) /(K H G  ) .  Now Theorem 1 .6 .2  implies that
K K
(HnG ) / (K n G  ) is a f r a t t i n i  ch ie f fac to r  of G.
K. r \
Let (HnG ) / (K n G  ) be a f r a t t i n i  ch ie f fac to r  of G. Assume thatK K
H/K is  not covered by G^, then H £ G^K. So H/KnG^K/K = K and HHG^K = K.
By the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,  K = K(HnG^). I t  follows that HnG^ <;
KnG^. A contradiction has arisen, fo r  by hypothesis (H n G ^ )/(K n G fe) is  
a ch ie f fac to r. Hence H  ^ G^ K and G^  covers H/K. Theorem 1.9 implies 
J . (s )  = W(s') covers H/K. By Theorem 1 .6 .2 ,  H/K is a f r a t t i n i  chief
K
fac to r. The proof is now complete.
4. The Uniqueness of an f-subgroup
A natural question fo r  any subgroup with a covering and avoidance 
property is whether or not th is  property alone is s u ff ic ie n t  to charac­
te r iz e  the subgroup. I t  is  not fo r  /-subgroups. A counter example fo r  
p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups w i l l  s u ff ic e . Such an example has been found by 
J. Gil lam [1 4 ].
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By introducing one additional property, /-subgroups are unique. 
The additional property is that a subgroup must permute with the Sylow 
p-complements of a Sylow system s .  What is  achieved in th is  section is  
a proof o f the following theorem:
4.1 Theorem: Let G be a group with Sylow system s  and l e t  X be
a subgroup of G^ ,. Then X = i f  and only i f  X s a t is f ie s  the fo llow ­
ing conditions:
( i )  X avoids complemented /z-eccentric ch ie f factors of G below 
and covers a l l  other ch ie f factors below G^ ,.
( i i )  (SpnG^)X = X(SpnG^) fo r  a l l  Sp e 5 .
In order to prove Theorem 4 .1 ,  three lemmas are required. This 
f i r s t  lemma along with Theorem 4.1 is used la te r  in th is  section to show 
that /-subgroups form a ch a ra c te r is t ic  conjugacy class of subgroups of  
G. In the fo llow ing, s  denotes a Sylow system of G and sN/N denotes the 
Sylow system o f GN/N determined by sN/N = {SPN/N|p divides |G/N| , Sp e
4.2 Lemma: I f  N is  a normal subgroup of the group G and 
J^SN/N) is the /-subgroup of G/N associated with SN/N, then J^,(SN/N) = 
J^(5)N/N.
Proof: By Theorem 1 .6 , = G^,nW^(s). Thus i t  w i l l  suffice
to prove that (G^nW^(s))N/N = (G /N ^ H W ^ s N /N ). Note that (G/N)^ = 
G^N/N and by Theorem I . 7 . 5 ( i ) ,  W^(sN/N) = W^sjN/N. In view of the
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fa c t  that (G nW^(s))N/N < (G N /N )n (W ^(s)N /N ), i f  i t  is  established that
J  J
the orders of these two groups are equal, then the re su lt  holds. I f  
(G^,N/N) n(W?z(£')N/N) avoids a ch ie f fac to r  then c le a r ly  (G^,nW^(s))N/N 
avoids that fa c to r .  Suppose (H /N )/(K /N ) is a ch ie f  fac to r  of G/N covered 
by (Gy</N)n(W ^(s)N/N). Theorem 1.11 implies th a t (H /N )/(K /N ) is  covered
by G^N/N and by W^(s)N/N. I t  follows tha t H/N < G^ ,K/N and H < G^K. Thus
H/K is  covered by G . S im ila r ly  H/K is covered by Wh { s ) .  By Theorem 1.11, 
H/K is covered by G^.nW^(s'). Therefore H < (G^.n Vi^(s) )K and H/N <
(G^,n W^(s)) K/N. Hence (G^nW^(s))N/N covers (H /N )/(K /N ). The groups 
(G^.nW^(s'))N/N and (Gyi/N) n  ( (S')N/N) then cover and avoid the same ch ie f  
factors of G/N. By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  they have the same order and so the 
proof is  complete.
4 .3 Lemma: Let Y be a subgroup of the group G and Y < G^ ,. Then Y
and J^(s) cover and avoid the same p -ch ief factors of G i f  and only i f
they cover and avoid the same p -ch ie f factors of G below G^ ,.
Proof: Suppose Y and cover and avoid the same p -ch ief fac­
tors of G below G^ .. Let H/K be a p -ch ie f fac to r  covered by By
Theorem 1 .9 , G^ , covers H/K and covers the p -ch ie f fac to r  (HOG^.)/
(KOG^,). By hypothesis Y covers (H nG ^.)/(K nG ^). Hence (HOG^.) < Y(KnG^,) 
and (HnG^,)K < Y(KOG^,)K = YK. By the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,  (HnG^,)K = 
HnG^K. Since G^ covers H/K, H < G^K and HHG^K = H. Therefore H < YK, 
that is ,  Y covers H/K.
I f  the p -ch ie f fa c to r  H/K is  avoided by Then e ith e r  G^ .
avoids H/K or avoids (H nG ^)/(K nG ^,). I f  G^ , avoids H/K, then since
Y < G^ ., Y avoids H/K. I f  G^ . covers H/K, then avoids the
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p-ch ie f fac to r  (H nG ^,)/(K nG ^). By hypothesis Y then avoids (HHG^)/ 
(KHG^). Equivalently HHG^nY < So HHY < and thus
HOY < K. Therefore Y avoids H/K.
The converse follows immediately.
4 .4  Lemma: Let Y be a subgroup of 6 .^ which avoids complemented
?z-eccentric p -ch ie f factors of G below G^ ,. Suppose that Y covers a l l  
other ch ie f factors of G below G„. I f  Sp e S and S^HG. s Y, then
f  f
Y < Mp(5). Moreover, Y = Mp(s,)nG^..
Proof: From D e fin it io n  1 .2 , Mp(,s) = H{M|M is maximal, M
complements an /z-eccentric p -c h ie f  fa c to r ,  Sp < M}. Theorem 1 .7 .2  
implies tha t one need only consider p -ch ie f factors of series which 
contain G E v e r y  ch ie f  fac to r above G^ . is  centra lized by G^ ,, and 
hence 7z-central. Thus (S') = P\{M|M is maximal, M complements H/K 
an eccentric p -ch ie f fa c to r ,  H < G^ ., Sp < M}. I t  w i l l  su ffice  to show 
that i f  M is one of the maximal subgroups comprising th is  in tersection  
then Y < M. This is  accomplished by using induction on the order o f G.
So, le t  M be a complement of H/K, fo r  which H < G^ ,, H/K is an ft-eccentric  
p-ch ief fac to r  and Sp < M.
Case 1: Core M /  1.
Let N < core M with N minimal normal in G. F i r s t ,  the group 
YN/N has the same covering and avoidance properties in G/N as Y has in 
G. For suppose (H /N )/(K /N ) is a p -ch ie f fac to r  of G/N with H/N < (G/N)^, = 
GJVN. Then H/K is  a p -ch ie f fac to r  of G. I f  (H /N ) / ( K/N) is  7z-eccentric
and complemented, then J^(sN/N) avoids (H /N )/(K /N ). Lemma 4.2 implies 
J^(S)N/N avoids (H /N )/(K /N ) and so (H /N )n (J ^ (s )N /N ) * K/N. I t  follows 
that H n j^ (s )N  = N (H n J^(5 ))  < K by the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 .  
Consequently, HnJ^.(s) < K. So J^ .(-S') avoids H/K. By Lemma 4 .3 ,  Y 
avoids H/K. Therefore YOH < K. By the modular id e n t i ty ,  (YHH)N =
YNHH < K. Hence (YN/N) n (H /N ) < K/N, that is ,  YN/N avoids (H /N ) /(K /N ) .
I f  (H /N )/(K /N) is  e ith e r  ^ -central or f r a t t i n i ,  then J^(£N/N) covers 
( H/N) / ( K/N) .  Lemma 4.2 implies J^sON/N covers (H /N )/(K /N ). Thus 
H/N < (Jy?(S')NK)/N = Jj , (s)K/U.  Hence H < equivalently
covers H/K. By Lemma 4 .3 ,  Y covers H/K. Now, H < YK so, HN/N < (YNK)/N. 
Therefore YN/N covers (H /N )/(K /N ).  I f  ( H/N) / ( K/N) is  a q -ch ie f fac to r  fo r  
q /  p, then (SpnG^,)N/N covers (H /N ) /(K /N ) .  Since (Sp P>G^ .) < Y, 
(SpnG^,)N/N < YN/N. Therefore YN/N covers (H /N ) / ( K/N) .  To employ induc­
tion note that (SPN/N) n(G^,N/N) = (Sp nG^,)N/N and so the Sylow p-comple­
ment of SN/N is contained in YN/N. Inductively  YN/N < M/N. This implies 
that Y < M.
Case 2: Core M = 1.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. I t  may be assumed that  
N < G^ ,. For i f  G^ . = 1, then Y = 1. Hence Y < Mp(S’) .  Since Core M = 1, 
the representation o f G as a permutation group on the cosets of M is  
fa i th fu l  and p r im it ive . Consider G as a permutation group and apply 
Theorem 1 .1 .8 .  Then N is the only minimal normal subgroup of G, N is 
s e lf -c e n tra l iz in g ,  a l l  complements of N in G are conjugate, and M has no 
no ntriv ia l normal subgroups of q-power order, fo r which |N| = qn.
Since M complements N and M is /z-abnormal, Theorem 1 .5 .5  implies 
that N is ?z-eccentric. Also, N is a p-group of G, since Sp < M implies
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[G:M] = | N| = pr . By hypothesis Y avoids N. I f  N = G^ ,, since Y avoids
N, Y = 1 and so Y < M (s )*  Assume that N < G . Let H/N be a ch ief
r  J
fac to r  o f G with H < G . Since N is  s e lf -c e n tra l iz in g ,  H/N is a q -ch ie f  
fac to r  fo r  q /  p. By hypothesis, Y covers H/N. Hence H = N (Y nH ). In 
view o f the fa c t  that YON = 1, YHNPiH = 1. Thus Y^H is a complement
of N in H. Moreover, Y < N ^ Y ^ H ) since YOH < Y.
Now i t  w i l l  be established that N^(YnH) is  a complement o f  N 
in G. By Theorem 1 .1 .1 0 , a l l  the complements o f N in H are conjugate 
since ( |N | ,  [ H :N ]) = 1 and N is abelian. For each g E G ( Y H H ) 9  is a 
complement of N in H .  I t  follows that there exists n e N, such that  
( Y H H ) 9  = ( Y H H ) n . Consequently G = N Nq(YHH). Now i t  is  necessary 
to show N n N g ( Y n H )  = 1. Notice that N n N g ( Y n H )  < N NQ ( Y H H )  = G.
Since N is  minimal normal in G, e ith e r  N < Ng(YnH) or NnNg(YnH) = 1.
I f  N < Ng (Y O H ),  then N normalizes YOH. In th is  case H = Nx(YHH).
This contradicts the fa c t that N is s e l f -c e n tra l iz in g .  I t  then must be 
the case that NONq (YOH) = 1. Therefore Ng(Y^H) is a complement of 
N in G.
I t  w i l l  now be proven that NG(YnH)nG^, = M^G^. The groups
M and Ng(Y;HH) are conjugate since a l l  complements of N in G are conjugate.
So there exists n e N such that NG(Y;H-0n = M. Moreover ( N^( Y FYH) <^Gy.)n <
NG(Y H H )n n G ^ =  MHG^. The subgroups MHG^and NQ(Y HH) HG^ have the
same order since they both complement N in Gf . Therefore (Ng(Y ^H) n Gy.)n
and MOG^have the same order. Hence (NG(Y HH) P\G^.)n = MHG^. The proof
proceeds by proving NG (SP P\G^) < M.nG^. and NG (Sp nG^) < NG(Y H H )n G ^  =
Nr (YO H ). To accomplish th is ,  l e t  B be a maximal subgroup of G comple- 
f
menting N with Sp nG^,< BHG^.. Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of B.
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The core of B is the id e n t ity  since B is conjugate to M and core M = 1.
By Theorem 1 .1 .8  p  ^ | L| . Since N f  G^ ., BnG^, f  1 and BnG^, < B. I t
follows that L exists such that L < BHG^, then L < S^nG^, since p jf ] L| .
Suppose 9 e Nq (SpnG^,). Note that G^ , = N(BnG^,) since B complements N
in G. Thus g = bn fo r  b e  BHG^. and n e N. Hence, L9 = L^n = Ln < NL.
By the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,  L9 < N Ln(SpnG^.) = L (N n s pnG^,) <
L(NnBHGJ?) = L since NOB = 1. Consequently, g e Nr (L ) .  So Nr (Spn G J <  
j  u f  I  -
Nq (L ) .  However Nq (L) = NgUJnG^, and by the modular id e n t i ty ,  Nq(L) = 
BNHNq (L) = B(NONq (L ) ) .  Also NONqCL) < NNq (L) > NB = G. E ither NHNq (L) = 
1 or N < Nq(L) since N is  minimal normal in G. I f  the la t t e r  is  tru e , then 
L < NB = G. This is  a contradiction to the fa c t  that core B = 1. There­
fore NHNq (L) = 1. Now since B < Nq (L) and G = [N]B, B and Nq (L) have the 
same order. Thus B = Nq(L ) .  This implies that Nq (L) = G^nNg(L) =
G.HB. Since Nr (Spn G j  < Nr (L) < Nr (L) = B, Nr (SPH G J  < BOG.. Both
J f  ~ f  -  « J  -  I
M and Ng(YnH) complement N in G. Since Y < Nq (Y H H ),  Sp nG^, < Y <
Nq (YHH) nG^,. Also Sp < M, so SpnG^ < MHG^. By le t t in g  B = M and then 
le t t in g  B = Ng(YfTH) i t  follows th a t ,  Nq (SpnG^.) < and Ng (SpnG^,) <
Ng(YnH)nG^ = Nq (YO H ). By Theorem 1 .3 .15 , Ng^(SpnG^) is  abnormal in 
G^ .. I t  has been shown that (Ng(YnH) HG^,)11 = MOG^.. Consequently 
Nq (Sp Pi G^) < (N g(YnH )nG J?) n n (N g(Y nH )nG ^). Theorem 1 .1 .4  implies that  
MHG = (Nr (Y n H )n G _ ) = Nr  (Y n H ).
J  13 J U f
Since Y < Ng (Y H H ), then Y < G-HM. Therefore Y < M. As stated
f
in the introduction of the proof, th is  is s u f f ic ie n t  to conclude Y <
M_(S). By hypothesis, Y and M (S) cover and avoid the same ch ief
r  r
factors below G^ .. By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  Y and Mp(£)nG^. have the same order.
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Therefore Y = M (s)-riG^..
The proof o f Theorem 4.1 may now be achieved.
Proof of 4 .1 : By Theorem 1 .8 , has the required cover and
avoidance property. Theorem 1.7 implies that has the required
perm utability  property. Therefore s a t is f ie s  conditions ( i )  and
( i i ) .
Conversely l e t  X be a subgroup of G^. satis fy ing  conditions ( i )  
and ( i i ) .  For a fixed prime p, consider ( S p n G ^ , ) X .  Since ( S p n G ^ . )  
covers each q -c h ie f  fac to r  of G below G ^ ,  fo r  q p, then ( S ^ H G ^ J X  
covers these facto rs . Since X covers each ^-centra l and each f r a t t i n i  
ch ie f fac to r of G below G^., then ( S P P \G^ . )X  covers these fac to rs . The 
proof proceeds by establishing that ( S p n G ^ . ) X  avoids those ch ie f factors  
avoided by both Sp n G ^ ,  and X .  Let C be a ch ie f  series o f G containing 
G . Note that | ( S p n G ^ ) X |  = | S P H G ^ |  | X | / | S p n G ^ n X | . By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  
|Sp HG^I is equal to the product of the orders of the q -ch ie f  factors from 
C that l i e  below G^.. Also, | X |  is equal to the product of the orders of 
the factors o f c  below G^ . that are e ith e r  /z-central or f r a t t i n i .
I t  is now necessary to show that | S p n G ^ n X |  is the product o f  
the orders of the q -c h ie f  factors of c  below G t h a t  are e ith e r  f r a t t i n i  
or ^ -c e n tra l.  F i r s t ,  i t  is shown that Sp reduces into X .  Let Xp be a 
Sylow p-complement of X .  Since Sp nG^, is  a Sylow p-complement o f G^ ., i t  
is also a Sylow p-complement of ( S p n G ^ . ) X .  I t  follows that there exists  
x £ X such that Xp < ( S p n G ^ , ) x . By a judicious choice o f X p i t  may be 
assumed that Xp < Sp n G ^ , .  Therefore Sp n G ^ , n X  = SP P \ X  is a subgroup of
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X whose order is d iv is ib le  only by primes q f  p and which contains Xp.
Hence SpnX  = Xp, that is ,  Sp reduces into X. Let H/K be a ch ie f  fac to r  
from c ,  fo r  H < G^ ., such th a t H/K is  covered by X and by Sp. Since X 
covers H/K, |H/K| = | (Hn X ) / (K n  X) | . Moreover (H n X ) / (K f \X )  is a q -ch ie f  
fa c to r ,  fo r  q /  p, since Sp covers H/K. Since Spn x  is  a p-complement of  
X, SPHX covers (H H X ) / (K n X ) .  Hence HnX < (SpH X )(K n X )  and so (HHX)K<  
K(Spn X) (Kn X ) . Because X covers H/K, H = K(XHH). Therefore H < K(Spn X )*  
(KHX) = K(SpO X ). Since X < G^, SPHX = Spn G ^n X . So H < K(Spn G ^ n X ) .  
Equivalently , SpnG^,nX covers H/K. Consequently SpnG ^nX covers those 
factors that are covered by both SpnG^, and X. Since (S^nG^fiX) < X
and (Spn G _n X ) < SpnG_, (Sp n G _ n X ) avoids those factors avoided by
I  ~ J  I
e ith e r  S^C)Q or X. By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  |SpnG^,nX| is  the product of the 
orders of the q -ch ie f factors  of C tha t are below G^ , and e ith e r  f r a t t i n i  
or /z -cen tra l.
Combining the above |(S p nG^,)X| is  equal to the product of the 
orders of the factors from c  that are e ith e r  ^ -c e n tra l ,  or f r a t t i n i ,  or 
q-ch ie f fac to rs , fo r  q /  p. I t  follows from Theorem 1 .2 .4  that (Sp nG^,)X 
avoids a l l  other ch ie f factors  of c.  Consequently, (Sp nG^.)X s a t is f ie s  
the conditions of the subgroup Y in Lemma 4 .4 .  This lemma implies that  
(Sp HG^)X = Mp(S)nG^, and so X < Mp(S')nG^.. Since p was a rb it ra ry ,
X < HM (S’) f iG „  = J ^ S ) .  By hypothesis, X and J J s )  cover and avoid the
“  p P J  j  J
same factors in any series that contains G^ ,. By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  X and 
J^(s) have the same order. Therefore X = J^ ( s ) .
4.5 C oro llary : Let s  be a Sylow system of the group G, and l e t  X
be a subgroup of G . Then X = i f  and only i f  X s a t is f ie s  the fo llow ­
ing conditions:
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( i )  X avoids complemented 7z-eccentric ch ie f factors of G 
below and X covers a l l  other ch ie f factors below G_.
f  f
( i i )  ' SPX = XSP fo r  a l l  Sp e S.
Proof: By Theorem 1 .8 , ^ ( s )  s a t is f ie s  ( i ) .  By Theorem 1.7
s a t is f ie s  ( i i ) .
Conversely, l e t  X < G^ . and suppose X s a t is f ie s  ( i )  and ( i i ) .  From 
the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,  SpXnG^, = (Sp nG^.)X and XSpnG^, = X(Sp nG^,) 
fo r  a l l  Sp E S. Thus (Sp nG^)X = X(Sp nG^) since SPX = XSP. Consequently 
X s a t is f ie s  the conditions in Theorem 4 .1 . Therefore X = Jj >{s) .
Theorem 4.1 is extremely useful in investigating the structure  
and behavior of /-subgroups. A coro lla ry  of Corollary 4.5 is the fo llow ­
ing theorem o r ig in a l ly  established by J. Gillam.
4.6 C oro llary : [14] Let X be a subgroup of G. Then X is the 
p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup of G associated with the Sylow system s  i f  and only 
i f  X s a t is f ie s  the conditions:
( i )  X avoids complemented ch ie f factors of G and X covers a l l  
other ch ie f factors of G.
( i i )  SPX = XSP fo r  a l l  Sp e S.
Proof: Let k be the formation of solvable nC-groups. Every
fac to r above Gfe is  complemented. By hypothesis X avoids each such 
fa c to r . By Theorem 1 .2 .2 ,  then X avoids G/G^. Hence X = XHG < G^.
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For the formation k , the complemented ^-eccentric  c h ie f  factors below G^  
coincide with the complemented ch ie f factors below G^. Thus X avoids 
a l l  complemented ^ -eccentric  ch ie f factors below and covers a l l  other 
chief factors of G below G^. By Corollary 4 .5 ,  X = . Theorem 3.1
implies X = W(s).
Conversely, W(5) s a t is f ie s  ( i )  by Theorem 1 .6 .2  and ( i i )  by 
Corollary 3 .2 .
The method of proof fo r  Theorem 4.1 and fo r  Corollary 4 .5  could 
be handled in a d i f fe re n t  manner. In [23] M. Tomkinson introduces the 
concept of a constructable sCAR-subgroup. He then proves th a t ,  i f  X is  
any subgroup of a group G such tha t X permutes with the Sylow system s  
and X covers and avoids the same ch ie f factors as the constructable sCAR- 
subgroup A (s), then X = A (s). To introduce the notation fo r  constructable  
subgroups and to show tha t is  a constructable sCAR-subgroup would
require a t leas t the equivalent amount of work as the approach taken. The 
method applied here allows th is  paper to be more self-contained .
Theorem 4.1 is  now used to show that /-subgroups form a conjugate
class.
4.7 Theorem: The /-subgroups are a ch arac te r is t ic  conjugacy class
of subgroups of G. Furthermore the /-subgroups are conjugate in G^ ,.
Proof: Let and J ^ )  be two /-subgroups of G. The Sylow
systems Sj  and reduce into G^ .. Hence there exists a g e G such that
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(5 j^ G  ) = (S ^ G ^ .)9 , fo r  which (s2n G ,^)9 represents the Sylow system 
( s 2 n G f ) 9  = { (SpnG/ .)g |Sp nG/  e s 2 r\ Gf } .  Note that J ( s 2 ) 9 ( s p n G f ) 9 = 
[ J ( s 2 ) ( S p n G  ) ] g = [ ( S p n G / ) J ( 5 2 ) ] g = (SpnG/ ) gJ (52 ) g fo r  a l l  Sp e s v  
I t  follows that J ( s 2 ) g permutes with the Sylow system s ^ O G ^ , .  I t  is  
clear that J ( 5 ^ )  and J ( s 2 ) 9 cover and avoid the same factors of G.  By 
Theorem 4 .1 ,  J(S^) = J (52 ) 9 . Therefore any two /-subgroups are conjugate 
in G^ . On the other hand i f  J ( s )  is an/-subgroup of G and g e G ,  then 
J C s ) 9 permutes with the Sylow system S’9 and J ( s ) 9 covers and avoids the 
same factors as JCs"9 ) .  By Corollary 4 .5 ,  J ( s ) 9 = J ( s 9 ) .  Consequently 
the conjugate of any /-subgroup is al so an /-subgroup. Hence the / -s u b -  
groups are a conjugate class in G and in G^,.
To show that the class is charac te r is tic  le t  6 be an automorphism
0 Qof G, then S = S’ fo r  some g e G. Under the automorphism 0 , f r a t t i n i  
chief factors are mapped onto f r a t t i n i  ch ie f factors and /z-central ch ief  
factors are mapped onto ^ -centra l ch ie f factors . Thus J (5 )0 covers and 
avoids the same factors as J (s9 ) .  Moreover, J(£')0 (SP) 9 = J(S’)0 (SP)9 = 
(J (5 )Sp)6 = (SPJ { s ) ) 6 = (Sp)0J (s )0 = (Sp) gJ (s )6 . By Corollary 4 .5 ,
J { s ) Q = J(S’9 ) .  Therefore the class of /-subgroups is in varian t under auto­
morphisms of G. As a re s u lt ,  the /-subgroups are a ch arac te r is tic  conjugacy 
class in G.
By Theorem 4 .6 ,  together with Theorem 2 .2 ,  the following re su lt  is
va lid :
4 .8  C oro llary : I f  G is a group with Sylow system S,  and /-s u b -
0
group Jy.(S'), and i f  e is an epimorphism of G, then is the /-subgroup
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of G0 associated with the Sylow system s 0.
The next c o ro lla r ies  are applications of Theorem 4.7 and Corollary  
4.8 to the formation of solvable nC-groups.
4.9 C o ro lla ry : [2 ;  11] The p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups of a group G are 
a charac te r is t ic  conjugacy class in G and in G^.
4.10 C o ro lla ry : [11] I f  G is a group with Sylow system S, and pre­
f r a t t i n i  subgroup W(s), and i f  e is an epimorphism of G, then W(S)0 is the 
p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup of G0 associated with SQ.
The f in a l  theorem of th is  chapter w i l l  prove useful in induction 
arguments in the work to fo llow . I t s  proof also depends on Theorem 4 .1 .
4.11 Theorem: Let N be a d ire c t  product of minimal normal sub­
groups of G such that N < G and J^.(S')nN = 1. I f  M is a complement of N
Mthen an /-subgroup of M is  an /-subgroup of G. In p a r t ic u la r ,  i f  J (S) is  
the /-subgroup of M associated with the reduction of S into M, then 
JM(S) = J (s ) .
Proof: Let N = N,xN0x .. .x N  » with N. minimal normal in G for  1 2  n l
i = 1 n. Induction is  used on the number of factors in N. F i r s t ,
l e t  N = Nj, tha t is ,  N is  minimal normal in G. By hypothesis G = [N]M 
fo r  some maximal subgroup M of G. I f  N is a p-group, then there exists a
r
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Sylow p-complement S^  such that S*3 < M. Let S*3 be an element of the Sylow
system s  of G. By Theorem I . 3 . 1 1 ( i ) ,  5 reduces in to M. Since N is
avoided by J(s ) and N < G , Theorem 1.8 implies tha t N is  /z-eccentric.
By Theorem 1 .5 .5 ,  M is  an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup. According to D efi­
n it ion  1 .2 ,  J (s ) < M. Consider the isomorphism 0 given by G/N =
MN/N 5 M/MnN = M. Since J(s) < M, (J (s )N /N )e = J (s ) .  By Corollary 4 .8 ,
0 (5 ) is  an /-subgroup of M. I f  Sq e s ,  then 5qJ(5 ) = iKsOS^. By the 
modular id e n t ity  1 .2 .1 ,  J (s ) (Sq nM) = JtsOS^nM = SqJ (5 )n M  = (S^ nM)J(,s)
fo r  a l l  Sq e 5. Corollary 4 .5  implies that J(s) is  equal to JM(s) the / -
Msubgroup of M. Now, i f  J (s / )  is  another /-subgroup of M i t  is conjugate
M Mto J (s) = J (s ) by Theorem 4 .7 .  Hence J (5^) is  also an /-subgroup of G.
Inductive ly  assume tha t the re s u lt  holds whenever N consists of k
facto rs . Suppose N = N^xN^x.. .xNkxNk+j  and G = [N]M, then G =
[N jxNgX.-.xN^ N^+1M. By induction, there exists  a Sylow system S that
Nk+iM
reduces into N ^ M  and J (s) = J (S ). The subgroup Nk+1 is minimal 
normal in Nk+jM. For i f  Q < Nk+j  and Q < Nk+ M^ then Q < NM = G since N 
is abelian. I t  follows th a t (s n N k+1M)9 a conjugate of ( S H N ^ M )  reduces 
in to  M. Therefore S  ^ reduces in to  M. Now note that Nk+iM/Nk+1M/ 2?
( \ + l M/Nk + l) / (N k+lM/ /!W  “  (M/ ( Nk + inM) ) / ( M/ / (Nk + lnM )) “  (M/V  e f '
Hence Nk+1My. > (Nk+1M)y. Since G/N = MN/N = M, Gy/N = MyN/N. Hence 
Gy = MyJi. I f  N^x...xNk = B, then G = MNk+1B. Thus G/B = (MNk+1B)/B and 
Gy?/B = ( (MNk+1)yB)/B. Therefore MyN = (MNk+1)yB. In view of the fa c t  
that Nk+1B = N i t  follows that M yN ^B  = (MNk+1)yB. Consequently |MyNk+^| =
|(MNk+i ) / | .  Hence M^ Nk+1 = (MNk+1)y. I t  is  now c lear  tha t Nk+1 < (MNk+1)y.
N. . N, ,M 
Since J(s) = J (S) and J(s) avoids Nk+1, J (S) avoids Nk+1>
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Applying the f i r s t  portion of the proof J (s9 ) = J^(s9 ) .  But Theorem
4.7 implies A+As)9 = A + A s 9) .  Hence JM(s9) = A+As)9 = J (s )9 =
n MJ(s9 ) .  The induction argument is  now complete. I f  J (s^) is  another f~
subgroup of M, i t  is  conjugate to J^(59 ) = J (s9 ) and hence i t  is  an f -  
subgroup of G.
rCHAPTER I I I
THE RELATIONSHIP OF AN /-SUBGROUP TO ITS CORE
I f  A is  a subgroup of the group G then the core of A is  defined 
to be the largest normal subgroup of G contained in A. Hence core A =
0  Ag. As a consequence of the fa c t  that the /-subgroups form a conju- 
geG
gate class, the core of an /-subgroup of the group G is the in tersection  
of a l l  the /-subgroups of G.
This chapter is divided in to three sections. In the f i r s t  the 
structure of the core o f an /-subgroup is  examined. The core is  id e n t i ­
f ie d  with known subgroups of the / - r e s id u a l .  This resu lt  allows the 
exploration of the re la tionsh ip  between the /- re s id u a l and the core of an 
/-subgroup. By using nongenerating elements an a lte rn a te  characterization  
of the core is given. This w i l l  prove to be needed in Chapter V. In the 
second section, the largest normal n ilpo ten t subgroup avoided by an / -  
subgroup is found whenever the core of an /-subgroup is  the id e n t ity  sub­
group. This re s u lt  is used to determine a chain condition on a group G 
which, when G s a t is f ie s  the condition, implies that G belongs to the fo r ­
mation / .  A well known re s u lt  by G. Zacher is  obtained as a co ro lla ry .
In the f in a l section, /-subgroups are re lated  to ^ -c r i t i c a l  subgroups. 
Another characterization of an /-subgroup is given. As a consequence 
a new structure theorem fo r  the p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup is obtained.
1. The Structure of the Core of an /-subgroup
In the previous chapter the structure of an /-subgroup was given
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e n t ire ly  in terms of the / - r e s id u a l .  S p e c if ic a l ly ,  fo r  a group G with
Sylow system s, JJs )  = Dr  (s )(W (s )n G  ) fo r  which Dr  (5 ) is  the system
*  f  T f
normalizer of the reduction of s into G^ , and W(5) is  the p r e f ra t t in i  sub­
group of G associated with s. This resu lt  w i l l  be used to show that the 
core of an /-subgroup may be described as the product o f certa in  subgroups 
of G^ ,. Not surpr is in g ly , i t  is  the product of the cores of the subgroups 
Dg (5 ) and (W(s)nG ) .
1.1 Theorem: For an /-subgroup of the group G core Jy,(s) =
Zj G f ) ( < p ( G ) n G f ) .
Proof: Theorem 1 .3 .1 0 ( i i i ) implies that the core of Dg (s ) is
f
l m ( G j , ) ,  the hypercommutator of G^ ,. From Theorem 1 .6 .4 ,  the core of 
W(s)OGf  is  <j)(G)nG^. Therefore Z jG ^ )  (<j>(G)nG^) < Dg (s ) (W(s)nG^) =
Hence Zro(G^) ( cf>(G) n G^ ,) < core
The opposite inclusion w i l l  be obtained by using induction on the 
group order.
Case 1: Z (G_) 041(6 ) = 1.00 /
Let x e Z^G^,) and g e G^ .. Then [x ,g ]  e G1 OZ^G^,) < 4>(G^ ,) by 
Theorem 1 .1 .1 . However, 4>(G^ ,) < 4>(G), so [x ,g ]  e <$>(G) n Z m(Gp) = 1. Thus 
x e Z(G^,). Consequently, Zoo(G .^) < Z(G^) and th is  implies that Z^G^.) = 
Z(G^). As a re s u lt ,  Zoo(G^ ?) is an abelian normal subgroup of G with 
Z^lGy.) O 4>(G) = 1. By Theorem 1 .1 .9 ,  G = [Zco(G^,)]A fo r  an appropriate  
subgroup A. I t  follows that G^ , = Zm(G^)x(G^nA) and that G^ , = Zoo(G ,^)A ,^. 
Therefore A^ , = G^OA. Hence G^ . = Zoo(G .^)xA^?. Let J ^ ( t )  be an /-subgroup 
of A. Since A = Zoo(G^,)A/Zoo(G^) = G/Zoo(G^,). Corollary 11 .4 .8  implies that  
/ ( T ) 2 j G f ) / 2 j G f ) is an /-subgroup of G/Z^G^.). By Theorem I I . 4 .7 ,
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JA(r )Z  (G J /Z  (G J  = J (S9) /Z  (G„) fo r  which s9 is  a conjugate of the00 j  “ j  “ j
Sylow system s.  Hence JA(2,)Zoo(G^>) = J ^ S 9 ) .  Inductively  core JA( t )  = 
Z^CA ,^) ( * (A )H A  ) .  C learly  Z^A^) = 1. So core JA( r )  = 4»(A)nA^.. Thus
core J»(s) = Z (G J  (<}>(A)nAJ. Since <f>(A)nA, « G, then i t
/  00 J  J T
follows that <j>(A)nA^< <}>(G)nG^. Therefore core ^ ( s )  < ^ (G ^ )  U (G )n G ^ ),  
Case 2: M = ZjG^.) n<j,(G) /  1.
By Lemma I I . 4 .2 ,  J^(SN/N) = J^(s )/N . Inductively  core J^.(s)/N = 
Z08((G /N)/ )(<J.(G/N)n(G/N)/ ) .  Note th a t ,  (G/N)f  = G^N, 4>(G/N) = * (G )/N ,  
and Z j { G / N ) f ) = Z j G ^ N )  = Z j G  ) /H.  Therefore core Jf { s ) / n  = ( Z j G ^ /N ) *  
((<j)(G) nG^,)/N). Consequently, core ^ ( s )  = (<t>(G) HG^,).
The structure o f the core of an /-subgroup and the fac t  that / -  
subgroups are preserved under homomorphism can be used to explain the 
covering and avoidance properties of /-subgroups. That is ,  l e t  H/K be a 
chief fac to r of G, then H/K is minimal normal in G/K. The /-subgroup
avoids H/K i f  and only i f  (H/K) O (J ^ S ’IK/K) = K. So H/K is  avoided 
by Jf {S) i f  and only i f  (H/K) n ( COre(J^ (S )K /K )) = K. In fa c t  H/K is
avoided by J„(5) i f  and only i f  (H /K )H (Z  (GJK/K) = K and (H /K )n
j  00 j
(<|>(G/K) nG^,K/K) = K. Hence i f  e ith e r  G^ , avoids H/K or i f  H/K is  ^-eccen­
t r i c  and complemented, then ^ ( s )  avoids H/K. Otherwise ^ ( s )  covers H/K.
Consequently, ^ ( s )  avoids those ch ie f factors that are avoided by e ith e r
hGj, or by W ( s ) . I t  covers a l l  other ch ie f fac to rs . This is  ju s t  a 
restatement of Theorem 1 1 .1.11.
An important coro lla ry  is obtained from Theorem 1 .1 .
1.2 C oro llary : The core of an /-subgroup is n il  potent.
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Proof: By Theorem 1 .1 , core = (Gy.) ( ( G) n Gy.). I t
follows that core J^(s) < F(G), the F i t t in g  subgroup of the group G. 
Therefore core Jy.(s) is n i l  potent.
The nilpotence of the core of an /-subgroup is useful in examining 
the structure of the / - r e s id u a l .
1.3 Theorem: For a group G with Sylow system s  the following con­
ditions are equivalent:
( i ) Gy. = Jyl-S ).
( i i ) = core •
( i i i )  Gy. is n i l  potent.
( iv )  ( a s h .
Proof: I f  Gy. = Jy,(s), then Jy(S') is a normal subgroup of G. Con-
squently, Jy.C^ ') = core that is ,  ( i )  implies ( i i ) .  I f  J (s)  =
core Jy.(S'), then J (^) is  n i l  potent by Corollary 1 .2 . By Theorem 11.2 .2 ,  
Jy.(s) contains a system normalizer of Gy.. Theorem 1 .3 .10 implies that  
Jy.(5) = Gy. since Jy,(s) < Gy,. Hence Gy. is n ilp o ten t. Therefore ( i i )  
implies ( i i i ) .  I f  Gy. is  n ilpo ten t then K^Gy.) = 1. By the comments
following Theorem 11 .2 .3 ,  K (G J  = G ,. So G e h .  Therefore ( i i i )  implies
00 J  ^
( i v ) .  I f  G E h,  then every fac to r  of Gy. is  ^ -c e n tra l.  By Theorem I I . 1 .8 ,  
Jy.(s) covers every fa c to r  of Gy.. Theorem 1 .2 .2  implies tha t Jy.(s) covers 
Gy.. Consequently, Jy.(S') = Gy.. Hence ( iv )  implies ( i ) .
The main consequence of Theorem 1.3 is  that the / - re s id u a l is  
n ilpo ten t i f  and only i f  i t  coincides with an /-subgroup.
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1.4 C oro llary : [2 ]  Let k denote the formation of solvable nC- 
groups. For a group G with Sylow system s  the following conditions are 
equivalent:
( i )  Gfe “ W(s).
( i i )  W(s) = 4>(G).
( i i i )  is  n i l  potent.
Proof: Apply Theorem 1.3 with /  = k.  By Theorem I I . 3 .1 ,
Jjr,(5) = W(s). By Theorem 1 .6 .4 ,  core W(s) = <j>(G).
When k is the formation of solvable nC-groups the core of a k-  
subgroup is  the f r a t t i n i  subgroup. A f r a t t i n i  subgroup may be defined 
as the set of a l l  nongenerators of a group G, fo r  which an element x is  
a nongenerator i f  fo r  each nonempty set X such tha t <x,X> = G, <X> = G.
A natural question is  whether or not a nongenerator-like d e f in it io n  exists  
fo r  the core of an /-subgroup fo r  an a rb it ra ry  formation. The answer is 
yes.
1.5 D e f in i t io n : A maximal subgroup M of a group G is 7z*-norma1 
i f  M is ^-normal and M does not contain G^ ,. Otherwise M is  ca lled  an 
fr*-abnormal maximal subgroup.
Note that i f  M is  maximal, then M is 7z*-abnormal i f  e ith e r  M is 
?z-abnormal or i f  G^ , < M. The core of an /-subgroup can be described by 
7z*-abnormal subgroups.
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1.6 Lemma: I f  is  an /-subgroup of the group G, then
core J f ( s )  = H{M|M is an fr*-abnormal maximal subgroup of GIOG^,.
Proof: By Theorem I I . 1 .6 , = W^(5)nG^. Therefore
J I
core J J s )  = n ( J J s ) ) 9 = fi (W?z(S'))9 nGf.. Theorem 1 .3 .3  and D efin it io n  
•' geG •' geG
1.7.1  imply that n (Wh {s))Q = n{M|M is  an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup 
geG
of G}. Hence, core = n{M|M is an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup of
G}nG^, = ( n { M|M is  an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup of G } )n (n { M |M  is  a 
maximal subgroup of G such that G^ . < M})nG^,. Therefore core J f { s )  = 
n{M|M is an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup of G}nG^,.
Nongenerating elements which are linked to an a rb it ra ry  formation 
/  are defined next.
1.7 D e f in i t io n : Let y be an element of G^ , such that i f  there 
exists a nonempty subset X of the group G with G = <y,X>, then e ith e r
G = <X> or X s  M fo r  M an 7z*-normal maximal subgroup of G. The element 
y is called an /-nongenerator of G. The set of a l l  /-nongenerators of 
G is denoted by <J>^ ,(G).
1.8 Theorem: The set of a l l  /-nongenerators <jy(G) of a group G
is a subgroup of G.
Proof: Suppose x , y e <jy(G) and that X is a nonempty subset of
G with <xy~*,X> = G. Then <x,y~^,X> = G. Since x is an /-nongenerator,
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e ith e r  <y~1 ,X> = G or y-1 and X are contained in an 7z*-normal maximal 
subgroup M of G. I f  <y- 1 ,X> = G,  then <y,X> = G. Since y is  an / - non­
generator of G,  e ith e r  <X> = G or X s= M, fo r  an /z*-normal maximal subgroup 
M of G. In any case <xy_1,X> = G implies that e ith e r  <X> = G or that Xs=M, 
fo r  an ?z*-normal maximal subgroup M of G. Therefore xy 1 e < l y ( G ) .  Hence 
< j y ( G )  is  a subgroup of G.
As the next theorem ind icates , the set of a l l  /-nongenerators of 
the group G,  < | y ( G ) ,  coincides with the core of an /-subgroup of G. Con­
sequently, a nongenerator d e f in it io n  of the core of an /-subgroup has been 
established.
1.9 Theorem: For a group G with Sylow system S, core =
< j y ( G ) .
Proof: Let y e core a nc* X be a nonempty subset of G such
that <y,X> = G. I f  <X> f  G there exists a subgroup M that is  maximal 
with the property that y £ M and X s  M. I f  there exists a subgroup H 
of G such tha t M < H < G ,  then <y,X> < H. But G = <y,X>. Hence G = H. 
Therefore M is a maximal subgroup of G. I f  M is ?z*-abnormal, then 
Theorem 1.6 implies that core < M. Hence y e M. This contradicts
the existence of M. Therefore M is /z*-normal. Thus i f  <y,X> = G ,  e ith e r  
<X> = G or X £  M fo r  an ^*-normal maximal subgroup M of G. Consequently, 
y e <iy(G) and core < <fy(G).
Let y be an element of G such that y £ core From Theorem
1.6 e ith e r  y £ G ^  or y £ M fo r  some /z*-abnormal maximal subgroup M of G.
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I f  y i  G^ ,, then y £ <fy(G) since <ly(G) < G^ ,. I f  y £ M, then G = <y,M>,
<M> = M f  G ,  and M is  not Tf^-normal. Therefore y £ < f y ( G ) .  Consequently 
i f  y £ core Jy.(-S'), then y £ < f y ( G ) .  Thus <Jy(G) < core Hence
< j y (G )  = core
The value of an /-nongenerator characterization of the core of an 
/-subgroup is not immediately apparent. I t  w i l l  prove to be s ig n if ic a n t  
in Chapter V when the connection between /-subgroups and normal formations 
is examined. In that process the following re su lt  w i l l  be required.
1.10 Theorem: Let Y be a subset of the group G contained in
<fy(G). I f  there exists a nonempty subset X of G such that G = <Y,X>, 
then e ith e r  G = <X> or X £  M fo r  an /z*-normal maximal subgroup M of G.
Proof: Since Y is  contained in <|y(G), i t  must be contained in
a subgroup of <j ,^(G) generated by elements X p X 2 , . . . , x n . I f  G = <Y,X>, 
then G = <Y,X> < <<XpX2, . . .  , xn>,X> = <XpX2, . . .  ,xn,X>. Since x^ e <jy(G),
e ith e r  <x2 ,Xg.........xn,X> = 6 or I x2»* • • >xnlu X  -  M 'fr° r  an /?*-normal maximal
subgroup M of G. Inductively assume th a t ,  e ith e r  <xk ,x k+1, . . . ,xn ,X> = G 
or 1 X|<>X|<+1, . . .  ,x n>uX = M fo r  an /?*-normal maximal subgroup M of G.
Since xk e <fy(G) e ith e r  <x|<+i» x|<+2 ’ • • • »xn»x> = G or {x k+1, . . .  ,xn> uX s M 
fo r  an 7z*-normal maximal subgroup M of G. Hence by induction, e ith e r  
<X> = G or X s M fo r  M an ?z*-normal maximal subgroup of G.
Since the core of a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup is the f r a t t i n i  subgroup, 
i t  is  in teres ting  to note the connection of k-nongenerators, fo r  k the
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formation of solvable nC-groups, to the usual nongenerators o f a group.
The following coro lla ry  provides a nongenerator description of the 
f r a t t i n i  subgroup which emphasizes i t s  re la tionsh ip  with the solvable 
nC-groups.
1.11 C oro llary : I f  k is the formation of solvable nC-groups,
then fo r  a group G ^ (G )  = <f>(G). An element of G is a nongenerator i f  
and only i f  i t  is a fe-nongenerator.
Proof: The re s u lt  follows from Theorems 1.9 and 11 .3 .1 .
2. On a Result by G. Zacher
G. Zacher had obtained a chain condition which when applied to a 
solvable group G, implies that G is an nC-group. In th is  section a 
s im ila r  re s u lt  is obtained fo r  an a rb it ra ry  formation / .  A chain condi­
tion is given which is  necessary and s u f f ic ie n t  to imply that G is an 
element of the formation f .  A number of prelim inary results  are required.
2.1 Lemma: Let G be a group and l e t  S(G^,) denote the sockel of
Gj.. I f  M is  a normal subgroup of G such that M < S(G ,^) and MHcore =
1, then Jy(S') avoids M.
Proof: Let 1 = Mg<Mj<...<Mn = M be a series fo r  M such that
Mi+ l^ Mi a c*1ie r^ f actor of 6 f ° r  i = 0 , l , . . . , n - l .  I t  w i l l  be established
that avoids M by using induction on the number of terms in the series.
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Since Mficore ^ ( s )  = 1, M jHcore J^Cs) = 1. I f  Jy>(s) covers Mj, then 
< Jj , ( s ) .  Hence Mj < core Jj , { s ) . Therefore J^(s) avoids M .^ Assume 
inductively  tha t avoids Mk fo r  k < n. I f  i t  is proven that l \ +1/Mk
is complemented and 7z-eccentric, then Jj . (s)  avoids by Theorem
I I . 1 .8 . Since Mk+1 < S(G^,), Mk+1 is  abelian . By hypothesis, core 
nMk+l = ^ence Theorem 1.1 implies that <f>(G) rTG^,nMk+1 = 4>(G)nMk+1 =
1. By Theorem 1 .1 .9 ,  G s p li ts  over Mk+1- I f  G = [Mk+1]A, then G/Mk =
• By the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,  M|<+i nAM|< =
Mk(Mk+in A )  = Mk . Therefore G/Mk = [Mk+1/Mk] AMk/Mk. So Mk+1/ T \  is  a 
complemented ch ie f fa c to r .  Assume that Mk+] / Mk is  an /z-central fa c to r ,  
then Mk+j/M k is  centra lized  by G^ ,. Theorem 1.1 .13 implies that Mk+  ^ =
Mk^L fo r  a minimal normal subgroup L. Since (Mk*L)/M k is central in G^ .,
[ g » i ]  e  Mk n L  = 1 f o r  9  e  G/ ’ 1 e  I *  H e n c e  L _ -  Z oo(G^ ) -  S o
L < core n l \ + i  = 1- This contradicts the fa c t  that l \ +-j/Mk is a
ch ief fa c to r .  Consequently, Mk+j/M k is  an 7z-eccentric ch ie f fa c to r .  
Therefore J^(s) avoids Mk+1/Mk. BY the induction hypothesis, J^(S) avoids 
Mk. Theorem 1 .2 .2  implies that avoids Mk+1< By induction,
avoids Mn = M.
2.2 Theorem: For the sockel S(G) of a group G l e t  A(G) = S(G)
ncore J p i s ) .  Then there exists  L(G) < G having the following properties:
( i )  S(G) = L(G)xA(G).
( i i )  avoids L(G).
( i i i )  I f  L(G) f  1, no normal subgroup of G which properly contains
L(G) and which is  contained in S(G) is  avoided by
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Proof: Note tha t A(G) < S(G) and A(G) < G. By Theorem 1 .1 .1 3 ,  
there exists at leas t one normal subgroup of G, denoted by L(G), such that  
S(G) = A(G)xL(G). I t  w i l l  su ff ice  to prove that L(G) s a t is f ie s  ( i i )  and
( i i i ) .
For ( i i ) ,  consider a ch ie f fac to r H/K with K<H < L(G). Assume 
that J f i s )  covers H/K. Theorem 1 1 .1.9 implies that J ^ ( s )  covers the ch ief  
fac to r  ( H n G ^ ) / ( K n G ^ , ) .  By hypothesis, H n G ^ ,  < S(G). Hence H n G ^ .  is an 
abelian normal subgroup of G. Moreover core J^ (s )H L(G ) = core 
S(G)HL(G) = A(G)HL(G) = 1. Theorem 1.1 implies tha t $(G^) < core 
Thus ( H n G^ .) n 4 > (G ,^) = 1 .  In view of the fa c t  tha t H f i G ^  is  abelian Theorem
1.1 .9  implies that HnG^ is  the d ire c t product of minimal normal subgroups 
of G^ ,. Therefore HnG^, < S(G^,). Applying Lemma 2 .1 ,  J^C s) avoids HOG^.. 
Hence avoids (HnG^,)/(KnG^.). The fac to r  (HOG^)/(KOG^) is covered
and avoided by J j . ( s ) . This implies tha t (HfiG^,) = ( K n G ^ . ) .  A contradic­
tion arises since ( H n G ^ ) / ( K O G ^ . )  is a ch ief fa c to r .  Consequently, Jy.(-S') 
avoids H/K. Since the fa c to r  H/K is a r b i t r a ry ,  J^ { s )  avoids every fac to r  
of G below L(G). By Theorem 1 .2 .2 ,  J^.(S') avoids L(G).
For ( i i i ) ,  suppose that L(G) < H < S(G) and that H/L(G) is a ch ief  
fac to r  of G. Assume tha t J^.(s)  avoids H/L(G). From ( i i ) ,  J^Cs) avoids 
L(G). Theorem 1 .2 .2  implies that J (^-S’) avoids H. Therefore H H J ^ S )  = 
HHcore J (s)  = 1. Note that S(G) = A(G)L(G) = A(G)H. Hence |S(G)| =
| A ( G )  | | L ( G )  | = | A ( G )  | | H | / | H n A ( G ) |  . However | H H A ( G ) |  =
|HHcore J  ( s ) n S ( G ) |  = 1. So |H| = | L ( G ) | .  Since L ( G )  < H, then L ( G )  =
H. Since the fac to r H/L(G) is  assumed to be n o n tr iv ia l ,  a contradiction  
arises . The assumption that H/L(G) is avoided by J^(S)  is  in v a l id .  
Therefore ( i i i )  holds.
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In Corollary 1.2 the core of an /-subgroup was proven to be n i1 - 
potent. Consequently, the core is the la rgest normal n i l  potent subgroup 
of a group covered by an /-subgroup. In the following theorem whenever 
core = 1 the maximal normal n i l  potent subgroup avoided by
is  id e n t i f ie d .
2.3 Theorem: For a group G i f  core = 1» then the maximal
normal n i l  potent subgroup of G avoided by J^,(s ) is the F i t t in g  subgroup 
F(G) of G.
Proof: Theorem 1.1 implies that <f>(G^ ,) < core Jj ? (s ) . Hence
= 1 since core = 1. Consequently, F(Gy.) = S(G^.). By Lemma
2 .1 , avoids Let H/K be a ch ie f fac to r  of G fo r  which
F(G ,^) < K < H < F(G). I f  H/K does not e x is t ,  then KGy) = F(G) and the 
resu lt  follows. I f  H/K e x is ts ,  assume tha t covers H/K. Theorem
I I . 1.9 implies that covers the c h ie f  fac to r (HnG^.)/(KnG ^). Note
that (HnG ) < (F (G )nG „) = F(G ) .  Hence J„(s) avoids (HOG ) / (K n G  )/  “ I T  /  I f
since Jy»(s) avoids F(G^.). The fac to r  (HnG^.)/(KnG^,) is  covered and 
avoided by J j?(s) • So HnG^, = KnG^,. This contradicts the fa c t  that 
(H nG ^)/(K nG ^) is  a ch ie f fa c to r .  Therefore H/K must be avoided by Jy.(-S') 
Since H/K is a rb it ra ry ,  Theorem 1 .2 .2  implies that J (^) avoids F(G)/F(G^,) 
Since F( G^ ,) is  avoided by , Jy>('5r) avoids F(G). The F it t in g  subgroup 
is the maximal normal n i l  potent subgroup of G. Hence the resu lt  follows.
The chain condition on a group G which implies tha t G is  an 
element of the formation /  resu lts  from examining F i t t in g  subgroups. In
a f i n i t e  solvable group, F(G) f  1. Therefore there exists a chain of sub­
groups 1 = ^ < ^ < . . . < 1 ^  = G defined by = F(G/Kn_1) fo r  i = 
i t  is  called the F i t t in g  chain of G.
2.4 Theorem: Let /  be a formation and le t  1 = Kn<K1<. ..<K = G be--------------------  ( J i m
the F it t in g  chain of the group G. Then G e /  i f  and only i f  core( ^ ( 5 ) ^ . / ^ )  
= fo r  i = 0 ,1 ..........m-1.
Proof: I f  G e f ,  then by Theorem 11.2 .1 ,  J .^(,s) = 1. Therefore
K^ ./K^ . = K.. fo r  each i .  This implies that core(J^(s)K.j/K..) = K. 
fo r  i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,m -l.
Conversely, suppose that core(J^(£')K]./K .j) = fo r  i = 0 , l , . . . , m - l .  
Consider G/Km_1 = F(G/Km_1) . Since core(J^(5)K|n_1/Krn_1) = K ^ j ,  and
is an /-subgroup of G/Km_1 by Lemma I I . 4 .2 ,  from Theorem
2.3 i t  follows that J^ (5' )Kni_ i / Km_i avoids G/Km_1. Thus (J^ (5 ) Km_ i / Km_ i)  
n G^/Km-l^ = Km - r  Equivalently , J^(s)K|l)_1 nG < K ^ .  Hence J^ ( s )  < K ^ j .  
Inductively assume that < K-^  and consider G / K - j . Since
core(Jj , (S)K-\_l /K- i_ i )  = K-J_1 and 0^,(5)K1_1/K1_1 is an /-subgroup of G/K-j^ 
by Lemma I I . 4 .2 ,  Theorem 2.3 may be applied to G/K-|_j to conclude
_^/ K-j_  ^ avoids F(G/K-j_j ) = K-|/K-|_^. Consequently, (J^(5,)K-|_^/K-|_^) 
n(K^/K-|_j) = K-j_j . So J^,(5)Ki_^nKi < K-|_p Since < K-j, J^(5)K-|_^
< K-j_j . Therefore Ey induction Jj?(s) < Kg = 1. By Theorem
I I . 2 .1 ,  G e G .^
The following re s u lt  due to G. Zacher does not re ly  on the theory 
of p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups.
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2.5 C oro llary : [24] Let 1 = KQ<K1< .. .< K m = G be the F i t t in g  chain 
of the group G and l e t  k denote the formation of solvable nC-groups. Then 
G e k i f  and only i f  <j>(G/K.j) = fo r  i = 0 , 1 , . . . , m-1.
Proof: By Theorem 11.3.1 J^(s) = W(s)-. Theorem 1 .6 .4  implies
that core W(s) = <j>(G). Now apply Theorem 2.4 with /  = k.
3. ^ -c r i t ic a l  Maximal Subgroups
The system normalizers and g'-normalizers are the minimal elements 
of p a r t ic u la r  chains o f subgroups of a group. The /-subgroups can be 
obtained from chains qu ite  s im ila r  to these although not as minimal chain 
elements. To a rr ive  a t th is  re s u lt ,  the /z -c r it ic a l  maximal subgroups 
must be examined in d e ta i l .
3.1 Lemma: For a group G, every minimal normal subgroup of
G/core is /z-central i f  and only i f  G e h .
Proof: Suppose tha t every minimal normal subgroup of G/core J^.(S)
is Tz-central. I f  core = then Theorem 1.3 implies that G e h.
Assume that core < Gy and l e t  N/core be a minimal normal sub­
group of G/core J^.{s) such that N < G^ ,. By Theorem I I . 1 .8 ,  J f ( s )  covers 
N/core J^ ( s ) .  Theorem 1 .2 .2  implies covers N. Therefore N < .
So N < core J^ (s ). A contradiction arises since N f  core J^ ( s ) . Con­
sequently, Gj. = core Jy<(s) and G e h .
Conversely, i f  G e h,  then every ch ie f fac to r  of G is ?z-central.
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Therefore every minimal normal subgroup of G/core is  /z-central.
Recall D e fin it io n  1 .5 .12 that an Zz-critical maximal subgroup is  
an Zz-abnormal maximal subgroup such that F(G)M = G, fo r  which F(G) is  
the F it t in g  subgroup of G.
3.2 Lemma: The group G has an Zz-critical maximal subgroup i f  and
only i f  G has an Zz-critical maximal subgroup M such tha t G/core 3 ,^(S') = 
[N/core J^(£')] M/core fo r  N < G^ ,.
Proof: I f  G has an Zz-critical maximal subgroup, then G £ Zz by
Theorem 1 .5 .13 . From Lemma 3 .1 ,  G/core has a t leas t one minimal
normal subgroup N/core J^ ,(<S’) that is Zz-eccentric. E ither (N/core J^C^))
(G^/core Jj , ( s ) )  = core 3^,(s) or N/core 3^,(s) < G /c o re  3^,(s). I f  the 
former is v a l id ,  then G^ . < CG(N/core d ^ s ) ) .  Hence N/core Jy.(S’) is  Zz- 
c e n tra l . A contradiction arises . Therefore N/core 5 G^/core J^.(s),
that is ,  N < G^ ,. The fac to r  N/core 3^(,s) is avoided by 3^.(5), fo r  other­
wise Theorem 1 .2 .2  implies N < core 3^,(5’) .  By theorem I I . 1 .8 , N/core 3^.(5) 
is a complemented Zz-eccentric ch ie f fa c to r. Let the maximal subgroup M be 
a complement of N/core ^ ( s ) -  ^he ch ie f fac to r N/core J ^ i s )  is Zz-critical 
by D efin it ion  1 .5 .12 . From Theorem 1.5.14 i t  follows tha t M is an Zz- 
c r i t ic a l  maximal subgroup such that G/core 3^(s) = [N/core 3^.(5')]
M/core 3^,(5).
The converse follows immediately.
Next the Zz-critical maximal subgroups found in Lemma 3.2 are
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re lated  to /-subgroups.
3.3 Theorem: Let M be an ^ -c r i t i c a l  maximal subgroup of the group 
G such tha t the Sylow system s reduces into M and G/core Jy.(S') =
[N/core J(s)]M /core J(5) fo r  N < G^ ,. Then J(5) = JM(s) core JCtf) fo r  
which J (s') is  the /-subgroup of M associated with the reduction of s 
in to  M.
Proof: Let G = G/core J (s ) ,  ~0{s) = J (sO/core J (s ) ,  M = M/core J (s) ,
and ¥  = N/core J (s ) .  Then ¥  is minimal normal and complemented in "G.
Since M complements ¥  and M is  ^-abnormal, ¥  is ^-eccentric  by Theorem
~M_____________________________
1 .5 .5 .  Let J' {s) be the /-subgroup of M associated with the reduction of
  M-______ _
S core J (s )/c o re  J(s) in to  M. Theorem I I . 4.11 implies that J (s) = J(s).
*M mHowever from Lemma I I . 4 .2  J (s) = J (s )coreJ(s )/core  J (s ) .  Hence J (s)/  
core J(s ) = JM(S,)core J (s ) /c o re  J (s ) .  Therefore J (s ) = JM(5 )c o re J (5 ) .
h3.4 Theorem: Let D (5 ) be an 7z-normalizer of the group G asso­
ciated with the Sylow system s of G. Then Dh{s) can be joined to G by a
chain of the form Dh{s) = Gr <Gr _^ < .. . <Gj<Gq = G, fo r  which the subgroups 
G.j s a t is fy  the following conditions fo r  i = l , 2 , . . . , r :
( i )  G. is an ^ -c r i t i c a l  maximal subgroup of G^-p  
( i i )  S reduces in to  G^.
( i i i )  I f  G if: h and i f  J p ^ s )  is the /-subgroup of G.._  ^ asso­
ciated with the reduction of s in to  G._^ then there exists N^  ^/core 
such that N . ^  < ( G . ^ )  and G ^ /c o r e  J^ C -S ) = [ N ^ / c o r e  Jp-^*?)]
G./core J_j_j(s).
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Proof: I f  G e h,  then Dh{s) = G. Hence the chain is Dh{s) = G.
I f  G h then Theorem 1 .5 .13 implies that G has /z -c r i t ic a l  maximal sub­
groups. By Lemma 3 .2 ,  G has an /z -c r it ic a l  maximal subgroup M such that  
G/core J(s) = [N/core J(5)]M /core 3(5) fo r  N < G^ ,. By replacing M with  
a suitab le  conjugate of M i f  necessary, i t  may be assumed that s reduces
into M. Let M = G^. By Theorem 1 .5 .15 , D^(s) is an /z-normalizer of G .^
hSince |G^| < |G| inductive ly  i t  may be assumed that D (s ) =
^r<Gr - l <‘ ‘ ' <G2<^1 fo r  Gi def i ned as in the hypothesis. Therefore
hD (S') = Gr <Gr _1< . . .<G2<G1<Gq = G is the chain that is required.
A characterization of the /-subgroup of a group G can be in terms
of the cores o f the /-subgroups of the chain elements G. defined in
Theorem 3 .4 .
3.5 Theorem: Let D^ { s )  = Gr <G^_^<.. . <G^<Gg = G be the chain of
7z-critical maximal subgroups of the group G which exists by Theorem 3 .4 .  
Then the /-subgroup J(S) of G associated with S s a t is f ie s  JO?) =
(core J (£ )(core  J1 (s )(core  J2 ( s ) ( . . . (core Jr (S')) . . . ) ) ) ) ,  fo r  which J.j(S') 
is the /-subgroup of G. associated with the reduction of S in to  G^  fo r  
i = 1 , . . . , r .
1 st
Proof: Use induction on the length of the chain. I f  D {s) = G
then G e h.  Hence by Theorem 1 .3 ,  J (s) = core J (s ) .  Therefore the
htheorem is  v a lid .  Suppose that D (s) < G. By Theorem 3 .3 ,  J (S) = 
core J(S') J ^ S ) .  Assume that J (S) = (core J(S')(core J ^ ( 5 ) ( . . .  (core 
Jk( S ) ) . . . ) ) )  fo r  k < r .  Then applying Theorem 3.3 to G^, J^S') = J|<+i ( 's) '
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core Jk(S). Thus J(S) = (core J(S)(core ( . . .  (core J(<_1(5) (core Jk (s)- 
^k+1 ( ^ ) ) ) • • ’ ) ) ) •  induction, 0 (5) = (core J (5 )(core  J1 ( £ ' ) ( . . .  (core Jr _ i ( 5 ) ’ 
J r ( S ) ) ) . . . ) ) ) .  From Theorem 1 .5 .8 ,  Gr = Dh (s)  e h.  Hence by Theorem 1 .3 ,  
Jr (s) = core Jr (5 ) .  Therefore J(s) = (core J (s )(core  J j ( s ) ( . . .  (core i ( ^ ) ' 
core Jr ( s ) ) ) . . . ) ) ) .
Theorem 3.5 is  used to obtain a new characterization  of the pre- 
f r a t t i n i  subgroup as a product of f r a t t i n i  subgroups. The chain of sub­
groups used to define th is  product is  somewhat less re s tr ic te d  than that  
of Theorem 3 .5 .
3.6 Theorem: Let k be the formation of solvable nC-groups and
hl e t  h be lo c a l ly  defined by 7z(p) = k fo r  every prime integer p. I f  D (s ) =
G <Gr _^< .. .<G^<Gg = G is  a chain of subgroups of the group G such that S 
reduces into G^  and G^  is  an ^ - c r i t i c a l  maximal subgroup of G.j_  ^ fo r  
i = 1 , . . .  , r ,  then W(s) = U (G ) (cf^Gj) (<j>(G2) ( . . .  (<j>(Gr ) ) . . . ) ) ) ) .
Proof: I f  G e h ,  then G = D ^ { s ) .  By Corollary 1 .4 ,  W(S’) = cj> (G ).
Hence the re s u lt  holds. I f  G £ h,  l e t  M be an /z -c r i t ic a l  maximal subgroup 
of G. Note that F(G)/<j>(G) = ( N j / < | > ( G ) ) x ( N2 / < j>(G) )x .  . .x(Nk/<f>(G)) fo r  minimal 
normal subgroups N^/<j>(G), N2/<j)(G), . . . ,  Nk/<j>(G) of G/<f>(G). Since M is  
? z -c r it ic a l,  G = F(G)M by D e fin it io n  1 .5 .11 . Thus there exists N. such 
that G/<f>(G) = (Ni /(j)(G)) (M/cf>(G)) and (Ni /<f>(G)) n (M/<j>(G)) = <|>(G). There­
fore i f  M is  any 7z-crit ical maximal subgroup, there exists  N such that  
G/<j>(G) = [N/<j>(G)]M/<f>(G). Moreover, by Theorem 1 .5 .1 0 , N/<f>(G) is  h-  
eccentric . I t  follows that N/<()(G) < G^/<j)(G). Consequently, since
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core = core W(s) = 4>(G), the chain in the hypothesis is a chain
tha t s a t is f ie s  the conditions in Theorem 3 .4 . Applying Theorem 3 .5 ,
J^S') = (core J(s,)(core J ^ ( s ) ( . . .  (core Jr ( s ) ) . . . ) ) ) .  Therefore W(£') = 
(<j>(G)(<j>(G^)(^(Gg)( . . .  (<|>(Gr ) ) . . . ) ) ) .
The re s u lt  in Theorem 3.5 is also applied in a d i f fe re n t  manner.
0. Kramer [20] defined a group G to be / - c r i t i c a l  i f  G £ / ,  but every sub­
group of G belongs to / .
3.7 C oro llary : [20] Let /  be a formation and G a n / - c r i t i c a l  
group. Then G e N f  fo r  the formation N f  of groups with n i l  potent / -  
res id u a l.
Proof: I f  M is  a maximal subgroup of G, then M e /  since G is
/  - c r i t i c a l .  By Theorem 11 .2 .1 ,  J (s) = 1. By Theorem 3 .5 ,  J(S') = 
core J (£ ) .  Hence by Theorem 1 .3 , G^ , is  n i l  potent. Therefore G e Nf.
CHAPTER IV
OTHER CHARACTERIZATIONS OF /-SUBGROUPS
In th is  chapter a lte rn a te  forms fo r  the /-subgroups are given.
The /-subgroups structure is explained through the use of other CAR-sub- 
groups of the group and of the / - r e s id u a l .  I t  is proven f i r s t  that an / -  
subgroup of a d ire c t product is  a d irec t product of /-subgroups of the 
d ire c t facto rs . In the second section, an /-subgroup is  proven to be a 
CAR-subgroup of the / - r e s id u a l .  This is achieved by considering an in te r ­
section of certa in  known CAR-subgroups of the / - re s id u a l and proving that  
the in tersection is  in fa c t  an /-subgroup. In the following section, the 
question of whether or not /-subgroups are in tersections of a co llection  
of maximal subgroups of the / - re s id u a l is answered a f f irm a t iv e ly .  Then / -  
subgroups are shown not to be, in general, in tersections o f a co llection  
of maximal subgroups of the group. F in a l ly ,  the structure of an /-subgroup 
is  re la ted  to a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup and system normalizer of the / - r e s id u a l .
1. D irect Products of /-subgroups
T. Hawkes and K. Doerk [8 ] have proven that fo r  a formation /  of
f i n i t e  solvable groups, i f  the group G is the d ire c t product G =
G.xG0x . . .xG„, then the / - re s id u a l is G = G.xG0 x...xG„ , fo r  which G. l  c. n  ^ f  i  * n „
J  j  J  j
is  the / - re s id u a l of the i th  fac to r group G^. In order to prove that in
such a case an /-subgroup of G is the d ire c t product of /-subgroups of the




In the fo llow ing, fo r  a Sylow system s of a group G le t  J (s ) be 
the /-subgroup of K associated with s n K ,  JG/^ (,s) be the /-subgroup of 
G/N associated with 5N/N and JK/ N(s) be the /-subgroup of K/N associated 
with (5HK)N/N.
1.1 Lemma: Let /  be a formation and K be a normal subgroup of the
group G fo r  which K^ , < G^ ,. Then JK(s) < J(s) i f  and only i f  core J * ^ ( 5 )  < 
core JG/,N(5) fo r  each normal subgroup N of G such that N < K^ ,.
Proof: Assume that core J ^ ( £ )  < core fo r  each normal
subgroup N of G such tha t N < K^ .. Use induction on the group order. The 
property that core J K^ N(5) < core is preserved under the homo-
morphisms having kernels contained in K^ .. For suppose that 0 is such a 
homomorphism with kernel L < K^. Then i f  L < N < K^ . fo r  N < G, then 
core JK/V )  < core JG/N(S ). Since K/N = (K /L ) /(N /L )  and G/N = (G /L ) / (N /L ) ,  
Corollary I I . 4 .8  implies that core j ( K / L ) / ( N / L ) ^  ^ corg j ( G / L ) / ( N / L ) ^ ^
Case 1: core f  1.
V
Let Q be a minimal normal subgroup of G with Q < core J ( s ) . Then 
Q < core J(^) < J { s ) .  By induction J^(5)/Q < J (5 )/Q . Hence J^(5) < 0 (5 ) .
Case 2: core JK(5) = 1.
Let Q be a minimal normal subgroup of G with Q < K^ ,. ' I f  Q does
not e x is t ,  then JK(5) < K^ , = 1. Hence JK(5) < J (5 ) .  I f  J (5 ) covers Q,
then by induction J^(5)Q/Q < J (5)/Q . So J^(5) < J (5 ) .  Suppose that J(5)
1/
avoids Q. Since core J (s ) = 1, Theorem 111.1.1 implies that ^KyO^Q <
<j>(K) HK^nQ = <j>(K) nQ = 1. By Theorem 1 .1 .9 ,  Q is a d ire c t  product of 
minimal normal subgroups of K^ ,. I t  follows that Q is contained in the
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sockel of K . By Lemma I I I . 2 .1 ,  JK(S') avoids Q. Since J (s ) avoids Q, Q 
is complemented in G by Theorem I I . 1 .8 . Hence G = [Q]L fo r  a subgroup L 
such tha t s  reduces into L. Therefore, K = GHK = QLHK = Q(LnK) by the 
modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 .  Since Q n L fiK  < QnL = 1, K = [Q ] (L n K ) .  In 
view of the fa c t  that LHK < L and S reduces into L, i t  follows tha t S 
reduces into LHK. By Theorem I I . 4 .11 , and = J ( s ) .
I f  i t  is shown that (L n K ) < L_, then JK n l'(5 )  < JL(S') by induction.
f  -  I
Note that (L O K )/(L ^ n K ) = ( (L n  K)Q/Q)/( (L^n K)Q/Q). By the modular
id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,  (L^nK)Q = L^QHK. Since G/Q = LQ/Q, L^Q/Q = G^/Q. Since
5 G^ ., K^ . < L^QHK. Consequently, (L n K )/(L ^ ,n K ) = K/(L^,QnK) e / .
Therefore (L n K )^  < l y n K. Thus (LH K )^  < L . So JK n L (s) < JL(s ) .
Since JK n L (s) = JK(s)  and Jl {s)  = J (s ) ,  then JK(s) < J (s ) .
[/
Conversely, suppose that J (5) < J (s ) .  Let N be normal in G and 
N < K . Corollary I I . 4 .8  implies tha t JK/^ ( s )  < J ^ ( S ) .  Hence 
core J ^ ( S ’) < JG/^ ( S ) .  I t  follows that core J K^ ( s )  < core J ^ N(s ) .
1.2 Theorem: I f  the group G is  the d ire c t  product G = G^xG^x . ^ xGi
and J . (S') is  the /-subgroup of G.. associated with the reduction of s  into  
G. fo r  i = 1 ,2 , .  . . ,K ,  then J(s’) = J1 (s)xJ2 (,s )x .. . x j ^ s ) .
Proof: I t  is s u f f ic ie n t  to prove the re su lt  fo r  n = 2. An induc­
tion argument would then imply the re su lt  fo r  n = k. So le t  G = HxK. In 
an e f fo r t  to ease notational problems, w r ite  G = HK fo r  which i t  is  
assumed that H < G, K < G, and HnK = 1. I t  is  shown f i r s t  that  
JH(£')JK(S') < J (s ) .  By Lemma 1 .4 .6 ,  G^ , = Hence H^ , < G^ ,. Since
<j)(H) <4>(G), then <j>(H)nH^, <<j>(G)nG^.. I f  Q/R is a ch ie f fac to r  of H, then
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i t  is  also a ch ie f fac to r  of 6. I f  Q < Z ( H J ,  then Q/R is  centra lized-  00 j
by H„. So Q/R is centra lized  by G_. I t  follows that Z ( H _) < Z ( G j .
I  I  00 I  ~ “  J
Consequently, ( cf)( H) o  H^,)Z^( H^ ,) < (<}>(G) nG^QZ^G^,). Therefore core J^(s) < 
core J (s)  by Theorem I I I . 1 .1 . For a normal subgroup N of G contained in 
H^, G/N = (H/N) (KN/N). Moreover, (H/N) n  (KN/N) = (HO KN)/N = (HHK)N/N =
N by the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 .  Applying the above argument to H/N in 
G/N, core < core By lemma 1 .1 , J^(s) < J (s ) .  An
1/ U 1/
analogous argument y ie lds  J (S') < J (s ) .  Therefore J (S)J (s) < J (s ) .
To show that J^(S)J^(S) = J (s ) ,  i t  is s u f f ic ie n t  to prove that
they have the same order. From Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  th is  reduces to proving 
H Kthat J (s) and J (s)J (s) cover and avoid the same ch ie f factors of a
H Kseries C of G. I f  J (s) avoids a fa c to r ,  then J (s)J (s) also avoids that  
H Kfac to r  since J (s)J (s) < J (s ) .  Hence i t  suffices to prove tha t in a
H Kgiven series C, every fa c to r  covered by J(s) is also covered by J (s)J (s ) .  
Consider a ch ie f series of G of the form G = G ^ G ^ ^ . . .>Gg = G^ , = 
H^K^>Hn_1K^>...>H0K^ , = K^Kjll_ i >. . . >KQ = 1. Since J(s) and JH(s )J K(s) are 
contained in G^ ,, they avoid a l l  factors above G^ ,. Suppose that J (s)  
covers H^K^,/H^_jK^,. Then < H^_ K ( ^ ) . Hence H^K < H ^ K J ^ ) .
Thus J(s)K/K covers H^K/H^_^K. By Corollary I I . 4 .8 ,  /-subgroups are 
in varian t under homomorphism. Since HK/H = H, th is  implies that J(S)K/K = 
JH(S)K/K. I t  follows that JH(5)K/K covers (Hi K /K )/(H i _1K/K). I f  e is  
the isomorphism mapping HK/H onto H, then the image under 0 of J (s)K/K  
is J^ (s ).  The image under 0 of (H^K/K)/(H^_^K/K) is H../H.. Conse­
quently, JH(s) covers H .^/ that is ,  H^  < H ^ i l ^ s ) . Hence H^K <
Hi_iKJK(5 )J H( 5 ) . Therefore J^(s)J^(s) covers H.K/H._^K. Suppose that  
J(S) covers K.j/Ki - 1 ’ then K. < J (Js)Ki _1 and K-H < J(s)K i _1H. So J(s)H/H
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[/
covers HK./HK._^. By applying the above argument to J (s ) and HK.j/HK..^,
[/
one concludes that is  covered by J { s ) . Equivalently <
Ki _1JK(5 ) .  Hence K. < Ki _1JK(5 )J H( 5 ) . Thus JK(s )J H(s) covers Ki /K i _1 .
In the given ch ie f series , every fac to r  covered by J(5') is also covered 
by JH{S)JK(S).  Therefore J(s ) = JH(s )J K( s ) .
Because a k-subgroup is a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup fo r  the formation k 
of solvable nC-groups, the following coro lla ry  is  a consequence of the 
theorem.
1.3 C oro llary : I f  the group G is the d ire c t  product G =
G^xG2* .  • . XG|C9 W(s) is the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G associated with s, 
and W. {s) is  the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of the reduction of s in to  H^  fo r  
i = 1 ,2 , .  . . , k ,  then W(s) = W ^(s)x.. .xW ^ S ).
2. On a Result by H. Bechtel!
In th is  section an /-subgroup is characterized as the in tersection  
of a p a r t ic u la r  co llec tio n  of CAR-subgroups of the / - r e s id u a l .  As a con­
sequence, an /-subgroup is  not only a CAR-subgroup of a group G, but i t  is  
also a CAR-subgroup of the / - re s id u a l G^. This characterization when 
applied to the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups y ie lds  a resu lt  by H. Bechtel 1.
2.1 D e f in i t io n : Let G^ , = LQ>L^>...>Ln = 1 denote a lower n i l  potent
series of G- of length n, that is ,  L. = K (L- , ) .  Define <h inductively  





as follows: ^  = <f>(G)nG^., 4 > i s  the subgroup of G such that 't’j + i / L j
cf>(G/Lj) n (Gy'L^) fo r  L* = <t>jLn_.j. The series 1 = LJ < L* < (j>2
*"n 1* < ^n = G/  1S a charac te r is t ic  series of G^ .; i t  is  called  an f - s e rie s .
For a Sylow system S o f  G^ and a lower n ilpo ten t series { L > of G^, S
reduces into a Sylow system S- of L. and in to a r e la t iv e  system normalizer
J J
N~ (s ■). Using the terminology of H. Bechtell [ 2 ] ,  c a ll  { Nr [ s . ) I j = 0 , . . . ,n -2}  
G/  J /
an -S'-system of re la t iv e  system normal izers of G^ ,.
2.2 D e f in i t io n : For a group G with associated s-system of re la t iv e
n-1
system normal izers  of G and f -series  of G , define A (s’) = n <j).Nr  (5
J  T j —^   ^ j>  J ™
Call l\(s) the A-subgroup associated with s.
The goal of th is  section is to prove that in a group G A(5 ) = 
Before th is  is accomplished i t  is proven that A{s) is an (sHG^,) CAR-sub­
group of G^ .. The resu lts  of M. Tomkinson w i l l  play a major ro le .
2.3 Lemma: The class C. of solvable groups fo r  which L. = 1 is a
J J
saturated formation.
Proof: Let G e C .  and N < G.  I f  G = Ln>L1> . . .> L .  = 1 is a lower
J j  u -  1 -  -  j
nilpo ten t series of G , then G ^/N  = LqN/N > L^N/N > . . .  > L .^N/N = N is
a lower n ilpo tent series of G ^ /N . Consequently, i f  G e C j, then G/N s C^. 
Suppose G/N E C, and G/M e C. with MnN = 1. Then L.M/M = M and L.N/N = N.
J J J J
Therefore < M and L. < N. Thus < MHN = 1. Hence G e C-. By d e f i -
J J J J
n it ion  1 .4 .1 ,  C. is a formation. To prove that C. is saturated, suppose
J J
that G/<j>(G) e  C.. Then L<t>(G)/tj)(G) is n ilp o ten t. Since L- , / ( L . , ^<j>(G))
J J ^ J ^ J ^
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is  isomorphic to L. 1 <j>(G)/<f>(G), i t  is  n i lp o ten t. By Theorem 1 .1 .6 ,  L. -
J •" i. J “  x
is n i lp o te n t, that is ,  L. = 1. Therefore i f  G/<f>(G) £ C ., then G e C-.
J J J
So by D efin it io n  1 .4 .3 ,  Cj is  a saturated formation.
2 .4 Lemma: For each j  = 0 , 1 , . . . , n -2, N„ ( s . )  is  an sCAR-subgroup
f  J
of the group G and a perspective (soG^,) CAR-subgroup of G^ ., fo r  which 
SC\G is the reduction of s  in to  G^ ..
Proof: For j  = 0 ,  Ng (Sg) is  a system normalizer of G . Theorem
f
1 .8 .8  implies that N~ (s0 ) is  a perspective SgCAR-subgroup of G . By'Jj? U J
d e f in i t io n ,  £Q = snG^,. Let NgCSg) be the re la t iv e  system normal iz e r  of
Sq in G. By Theorem 1 .3 .13 , Ng (Sq) = NgCSgJnG^. From Theorem 1. 8 . 5 ( i v )
i t  follows th a t ,  Ng (Sq) = Ng(5g )n G  = n (Ng(sj^) nS^G ) is  an sCAR-sub-
f  *  P ^
group of G. Therefore the resu lt  is va lid  fo r  j  = 0.
I f  j  > 0, define a formation k  by G e K i f  and only i f  <Cg(H/K)
fo r  each ch ie f fac to r  H/K of G. That is ,  K is lo c a l ly  defined by f (p )  =
C. . fo r  every prime in teger p. The formations K and C. coincide. For i f  
J ”  ^ J
G e K 9 then every fac to r  below L. . is centralized by L. ... This implies
J  ^ J ^
that L. . is n i lpo ten t. I t  follows that L. = 1. Hence, G e C-. So
J i. J J
K ■— C-. Conversely, i f  G e C-, then L. = 1. Thus L. , is n ilpo ten t. I f
J J J J "
H/K is a ch ief fac tor of G with H < L. . ,  then H /K nZ(L . . /K )  f  1 since
J  ^ J ^
L. - /K  is n ilpo ten t. Because H/K is  minimal normal in G/K, then H/K <
J *
Z ( L j _ j / K ) .  Consequently, < C g ( H / K ) .  Clearly  every ch ie f fac to r
above L .  , is centra lized  by L .  . .  Therefore G e K. So C - s  K.
J 1 J J- J
Note that fo r  every prime integer p, L. , is  the smallest normal
J *•’
subgroup K such that G / K  e C .  , = f ( p ) .  By D efin it io n  1 . 5 . 1 ,  a C . -system
J ^ vJ
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normal iz e r  is D J (s) = n N ^ L ^ j  n Sp) . However, nN q (Lj-_1 n  Sp) is  a 
re la t iv e  system normalizer of L. , by D efin it io n  1 .3 .12 . Denote i t  by
J “  1
Nq (5j ) .  I t  follows*from Theorem 1 .8 .8  tha t Ng(Sj) is a perspective sCAR-
subgroup of G. Applying Theorem 1 .3 .1 3 , Ng (S j)  = NG(S j)n G ^ . Then
Theorem I . 8 . 5 ( i v )  implies that Nr ( 5 . )  = n (N r (S^) HSPG J  is  an sCAR-
J p U J J
subgroup of G.
To complete the proof i t  is  necessary to prove that Nr  (s'.) is a
f  3
perspective (snG^,) CAR-subgroup of G^. I t  has been shown that fo r  
any formation f  and group G, Np(s.) is  a perspective SCAR-subgroup of G. 
Apply th is  to the group G^ . and the formation g  defined by G e g i f  and
only i f  G = 1. In th is  case G = G . Hence Nr  (s . )  is a perspectiveI  9 j
(SfiG^,) CAR-subgroup of G^ ,.
2.5 Lemma: The group (s„  „• -,) is an SCAR-subgroup of G and
J N “  J ~ 1
an (SOG^,) CAR-subgroup of G^ , fo r  i = l , . . . , n - l .
Proof: Apply Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 1 .8 .5 ( i )  and ( i i )  with V =
P
<f). fo r  al 1 p.
J
n-1
2.6 Theorem: The A-subgroup A(s) = n (s„ .,) is an
j = l  J b f  n - J - i
(SOG^,) CAR-subgroup of G^ .. Furthermore, i f  H/K is a ch ie f fac to r  of 
G„, H/K is covered by A(s) i f  and only i f  H/K is  covered by <j>.Nr  {s  • , )
J J J ""
fo r  each j  = 1 , . . . , n - l .
1
Proof: Let A, = n <i^N„ (S. J .  For 1 = 1, A, = *,N„ (S.. 0 ) .  i j  t y  n - j - i  i  j7
By Lemma 2.5 A^  is an (snG^.) CAR-subgroup of G^ ,.
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Assume that the re s u lt  holds fo r  1 = k. Then Ak is an (S'nG^,)
CAR-subgroup of G^ , and a ch ie f fac to r  is  covered by Ak i f  and only i f  i t
is covered by <f>.NP (s . -,) fo r  each j  = l , . . . , k .  Consider the subgroup j uj*  n - j - i
A^+j .  I t  w i l l  be proven f i r s t  tha t Ak+1 has the required cover and avoid­
ance property, then th is  fa c t  w i l l  be u t i l iz e d  to show tha t Ak+1 is  an 
(snG^) CAR-subgroup of G^ ,. Let H/K be a ch ie f fac to r  of G^ .. I f  H/K is
avoided by (j>.PL [ s  . , )  fo r  any j  = l , . . . , k + l ,  then A.+. avoids H/K since 
J ^ J •  K A
Ak+1 1S containec' eac  ^ ^ n - j - 1 ^ *  So suPP°se t *ia t  ^/K is  covered by 
<j)-NP {sn ,• -,) fo r  each j  = l , . . . , k + l .  In ductive ly , A. covers H/K. Note
J b y  n - J - i  K
that fo r  j < k  + l , n - j - l > n  -  (k+1) -  1. Hence > Ln_ j_ j .
For each prime integer p, Sp n L n_ j_ j  < SP n Ln_k_2 * I f  x e NG ( Sp OLn_|<_2) 
and y e Sp n L n_ j_ p  then x-1yx e SPn L n_k_2 n L n_ j_ j  = Sp n L n_ j_ 1> Hence 
x e NG^ i(Sp n L n_j._1). Therefore fo r  every p, NG_^ (Sp_k_2) = NG^ (Sp n L n_k_2 ) -
NG /SPnLn - j- l )  = V S" - j - l ) -  C0nseque"t ly ’ NGf (sn-(k+l)-l>  i  "g/ V m 1’ 
Also note that Afc+1 = Akn * |t+1NGf(Sn. (k+1). 1). Since NGj,(sn_( k + 1 } ) <
NG^^n-j-l^ for J < k + NG^^n-(k+l)-l^ - Ak’ the modular identity
1.1.2, Ak+1 = NSf(sn. (k+1). 1)(Akn * k+1). I f  H/K is covered by
then H/K is  covered by Ak+1’ Suppose tha t Ng ( ^ . ( k + i ) - ] . )  avoids H/K. I t  
is assumed that H/K is covered by <f>k+iNg (5n_ ( |< + i) - i )  • By Lemma 2.4  
*^ G 5^n - (k + l ) - l^  1S a PersPec't i ve (SOt^,) CAR-subgroup of G^ ,. From Theorem
I . 8 . 7 ( i )  i t  follows that covers H/K. By hypothesis, Ak is  an (STiG^,) 
CAR-subgroup of G^ .. Theorem I . 8 . 5 ( i v )  and (v) imply that is an
(SHG^,) CAR-subgroup of G^ .. Furthermore, A k ^ k + l  covers H/K i f  and only 
i f  <j>k+1 covers H/K and Ak covers (Hn<i>k+j)/(Kn<f>k+1) .  So to prove that  
A k ^ ^ + i  covers H/K i t  need only be established that Ak covers (HO<f>k+^) /  
(KO<J>k+1) .  By the induction hypothesis, Ak covers (HO4>k+2) / ( KO4>k+2) i f
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and only i f  <|>.Ng (s'n_J-_1) covers (Hr><j>k+1)/(Kn<|>k+1) fo r  each j  < k. I t  
has been assumed that <j>jNg (5'n_J-_^) covers H/K fo r  each j  < k. For a 
f ixed  j  < k, Theorem 1. 8 . 7 ( i ) implies that e ith e r  (f>. covers H/K or" J
Nr  (S _•_•>) covers H/K, since Ng (5 •_ ,)  is perspective by Lemma 2 .4 .
j? j
I f  <f>. covers H/K, then H < <^ .K. By d e f in i t io n ,  <f>j < <f>k+1- By the modular 
id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,  Hn<|>k+1 < 4>k+i  = (Kn<*>k+1) - Therefore <|>. covers
(Hn«j)k+1)/(Kn<frk+1) .  I f  Ng (JSn_J-_1) covers H/K, then since Ng 
is  perspective, from D efin it io n  1 .8 .6  i t  follows that Ng (5'n_ ) covers 
(Hn<frk+1)/(Kn<j)k+1) .  In e ith e r  case tj^Ng (5n_ ._ 1) covers (HO4>k+1) /
( Kn4>k+1) fo r  each j  < k. Consequently Ak covers ( Hnt|>k+1) / ( KPi< ( > ) -  
So Ak n(j)k+j  covers H/K. I t  has been demonstrated that e ith e r  Ng (<5'n_^k+2) - l^
covers H/K or A|<n ^k+l covers H/ K* Hence Ak+1 = N6 ^ n - ( k + l ) - l ^ Ak n<!)k+l^ 
covers H/K. Therefore i f  <f -Np (£' •_ ,)  covers H/K fo r  each j  < k + 1, then
vJ V
A k+ 1  covers Otherwise H/K is avoided by Ak + r  By induction, A(s) =
An-1 covers whenever jNg (5'n_ j_ j )  covers H/K fo r  each j  = l , . . . , n - 2 ;  
otherwise A(s) avoids H/K.
To complete the proof i t  is necessary to prove that Ak+1 1S an
( 5 0 6 , )  CAR-subgroup of G„. In addition to the orig ina l induction hypothesis,
k Dassume that { n <f>.Nr ( Sp . . ) }  is an (STiGJ CAR-system fo r  A. . Note that  j=1 J faf n - j - i  t  k+1 k
for any j ,  n^ N B = *jNS-<s n-j-l>- Thus ? " *jNG <Sn-j-l> =
k+1 D
* j NG - ^ n - j - l ^  = Ak + r  Furthermore i f  x e S n Gf  and 1 e L ^ . j n s P ,
then x~*lx £ L„ . .n S *5. Hence x e Nr (Sp . . ) .  Therefore Sp nG~ < 
n - J - 1  Gj, n - j - 1 '  k+1 f  -
Np (SP i )  fo r  each j .  Consequently, Sp nG„ < n cji -Nr  (Sp . , ) .  To 
J ” j = l f   ^*
prove that A. ,, is an ( s n G j  CAR-subgroup i t  remains to show that
k + 1  o Dn <fc.N~ (Sp • i )  = A r , ,  covers or avoids each ch ie f fac to r  of G . Let J n - j - i  K+i
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p be a f ixed  prime integer fo r  p dividing the order of G. I f  a ch ief
fac to r  H/K of G^ , has a q-power order q f  p, then covers H/K since
SpnG^. covers H/K and Sp nG^, < A^+1. Let H/K be a p -ch ie f fac to r of G^ ,.
Inductive ly , Ak is  an (snG^,) CAR-subgroup of G^ ,. Therefore a£ = 
k
n (hNr (Sp . , )  e ith e r  covers or avoids H/K. Lemma 2.5 implies that  
j = l  3 f  J
^k+lNG ^n -k -2^  is an CAR-subgroup of G^ . r e la t iv e  to the system
^ k + l NG ^Sn -k -2 ^ *  ^  f ° llows that ^k+i^G S^n-k-2^ e^ er covers or avoids
H/K. Suppose that e ith e r  / ]  <j>.Ng (Sp_j _1) or (Sp_k_2 ) avoids H/K.
 ^  ^ f  f
Then A^+j  avoids H/K since a£+  ^ is  contained in both of these subgroups.
Suppose that both n ^Ng (Sp_j_-^) and V i ng <sS-k-2> cover H/K. By
Theorem 1 .8 .3 ,  A^  covers H/K and 4>|<+^NG covers H/K. The f i r s t
section of the proof implies A^+  ^ covers H/K. Since A^+  ^ < A^+p  then
a£+  ^ covers H/K. Consequently, A^+1 e ith e r  covers or avoids each ch ief
fac to r  of G^ ,. The group Ak+  ^ is then an (snG^.) CAR-subgroup of G^ .. By
induction A(5) = An_j is  an (5 0  G^ ,) CAR-subgroup of G^ ..
n-1
2.7 Theorem: The A-subgroup A(5) = O <j>.Nn (5„ , )  e ith e r
j = l  3  hf  n" J " i
covers or avoids each ch ie f factor of the group G that l ie s  below G^ , and
A(5 ) covers the ch ie f  fa c to r  H/K i f  and only i f  <f> .Nr  (5 . , )  covers H/K
J j  n ™ j  “ x
fo r  each j  = 1 , . . . , n - l .
Proof: Let H/K be a ch ie f fac to r  of G with H < G .^ I f  H/K is 
avoided by <j>.Nr  (5 •_ ,)  fo r  any j  = l , . . . , n - l ,  then A(5 ) avoids H/Kj  n - j - i
since A(5) is  contained in each of these subgroups. By Lemma 2 .5 ,
-Nr  (5 . , )  is  an 5CAR-subgroup of G fo r  j  = 1 , 2 , . . , n-1. I t  followsj  n - j - i
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that the only other possible case is that (f^Ng (£n_ j_ j )  covers H/K fo r  
each j  = 1 , 2 , . . . , n-1. Lemma 2.6 implies that A(s’) covers H/K. Hence 
A(s) covers H/K i f  and only i f  <f>jNg (sn_j_-j_) covers H/K fo r  each 
j  = 1 , . . . , n - l .
In order to obtain k{s) = one fu rther  lemma is required.
2 .8 Lemma: I f  fo r  a group G 4>(G^ ,) = 1, then G^ , = [Ln_ j ]  Ng (sn_2)
and G = [ L ^ j ]  Ng(sn_2 ).
Proof: The group G^/Ln_  ^ has a lower n ilpo tent series of length
n-1, that is ,  Ln 2/ Ln- l  is  n l l P°‘te n t ’ Therefore each Sylow subgroup of
Ln - 2 ^ n - l  is  charac'te r ''s t ic  in Ln-2//Ln - r  follows that eac*1 Syl°w 
subgroup of Ln_2/L n_  ^ is  normal in both G^ / Ln_1 and G/L n_2* Conse­
quently, Nq (5n_2Ln_1/L n_1) = and NG^ n - 2 Ln - l /L n-l^ = G' By Theorem
1.3 .1 4 , NG^ (5n_2Ln_1/L n_1) = NG^ (5n_2)Ln_1/L n_1 and (5’p_2Ln_1/L n_1)
NG ^n-2^Ln - l //Ln - l ’ So Gf  = NG^^n-2^Ln - l  and G = NG^ 5n-2^Ln - r  Note 
th a t ,  NG(5n. 2 ) n L n_1 = Ng ( V 2 )n G / n L n - l  = NG/ (5n-2 ) n L n - l -  By way of
contradiction assume that th is  in tersection is n o n tr iv ia l .  Since <}>(G^ ,) =
1, F( G^ ) 1S abelian. Since L ^  is  n ilpo tent and normal in G^ ,, Ln_  ^ < 
F(G^,). Therefore L ^  is  abelian. Consider elements g e G^ , and
x e Ng (s,n_2^r)Ln - l ’ ttien 9 = W1th n e NG ^n-2^ and 1 e Ln -1 ‘ So
_1 f  _ i _ ]  _i f
g xg = 1 n x n l  = 1 y l  fo r  some y e Ng (5 n-2^ n '"n-l' Since Ln-1 is
-1 -1 ^  -1 abelian , 1" yl = y. Thus g" xg = y and hence g~ xg e NG n Ln_ j .
Consequently, NG ( ^ . 2  ^n  Ln-1 < Gf  and NG ^n-2^ ^ '"n - l  < '"n-2‘ '*e t   ^
be a proper minimal normal subgroup of Ln_2 such that N < NG (*sn_2) n L n-1*
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By Theorem 1 .3 .1 3 , Ng ( ^ . 2  ^p|Ln-2 = NL ^n-2^ is  a system normal ize r  
of Ln_2> Hence N < z { l n_2) .  But then N < Z(Ln_2) n L n_i < Z(Ln_2) r\ (Ln_2 ) '
By Theorem 1 .1 .1 ,  N < (}>(Ln_2) < 4>(G^ ) = 1. A contradiction arises since
N f  1. Therefore Ng (,S’n_2) ^ L n_i = 1* ^  follows that G^ , = [Ln_^]
NG ^ 5n-2^ and G = ^Ln-1^ NG^ 5n -2 ^
2.9 Theorem: For a group G and Sylow system s  of G l e t  A{s)  be
the subgroup of G defined by D efin it io n  2 .2 ,  then A(s)  =
Proof: Induction w i l l  be used on the group order.
Case 1: <f>(G)nG ,^ f  1.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G such that N < <j>(G)nG^.
The fac to r  group G^/N has the lower n ilpo ten t series { NL^/N|j=0, . . . , n>
= { L. | j = 0 , . . .  ,n } . Note that ^ / N  = (<j>(G) nG^.)/N = (cf)(G)/N) n (G^/N) =
4>(G/N) n  (G/N)^, = <()j(G/N). Denote ^ (G /N )  by ^  and the other components 
of the / -s e r ie s  of G^/N by L j and Inductively  assume that i t  has been 
proven tha t TjJ = 4>kLn..k/N = L£/N and <J>k = <i>k/N . Then <f>k+1/L£ = 
(<f»((G/N)/(c{,kLn_k/N ) ) )  n ((G/ yN)/(cf.kLn_|</N)) = U(G/<l>kLn_k))  n ( G ^ L ^ )  =
<})k+ l/<f,kLn-k “ (<i>k+l/N)/(<f>kLn-k/N ) * 11 follows that *k+l = V l /N * Now
r k+l = W n - k - l  = *k f lLn -k -l/N = Lk+1/N' Hence r *+1 = Lk+1/N- B*  
induction, = <Pj/N and T j +1 = L*+1/N fo r  every j .  By Theorem I . 3 . 1 4 ( i )
N Nr (s „  ,• -f)/N is a re la t iv e  system normalizer of N L . , /N .  Hence fo r  the
bf  n ' J _ i  n-1 _  n"J_i n-1
A subgroup A(sN/N) of G/N, A(sN/N) = n 4>. (N Nr  (s  • ) /N ) = n
n - i  J=1 f  J ' 1
* / g  <sn - j - l )/N  = ( ! }  * j NG < V j - l ) )/N  = A (S ) /N- Since K < ♦ (G lnG ^,
N < by Theorem I I I .  1 .1 . By Lemma I I . 4.2 J^(SN/N) = J^.(s)/N. By
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induction A(SN/N) = J^(5N/N). Therefore A(s)/N = J^ (s )/N . Consequently, 
A {s)  = J f { s ) .
Case 2: 4 (G) nG^ = 1.
Since <j>(G^ ,) < ^(G) .  Hence cj>(G^ ,) = 1. Assume that N is  a
proper minimal normal subgroup such that N < core J^(5 ) n L n_^. Since
N < core Theorem I I . 1 .8 implies that e ith e r  N < <j>(G)nG^. or
N < Since 4 (G) nG^. = 1, then N < Z( G^ )-  E ither G^ . = 1, in which
case A{s)  = J J s )  = 1, or N < Ln , < L  = K (G J .  In the la t t e r  case 7 ■ n_1 1 00 7
N < Z(G^)nKM(G^) < Z(G^)n(G^)‘. Then N < <j)(G^ ) = 1 by Theorem 1 .1 .1 .  A
contradiction arises since i t  is assumed that N f  1 . Therefore core
n L p_2 = ! •  Since <j»(G ) = 1, E(Cy) = s (Gy?)» f ° r  which S(G^,) denotes the 
sockel of G .^ Since Ln_1 is  n i lp o te n t, then Lp_j < S(G^,). By Lemma
I I I . 2.1 Jf ( s )  avoids Ln_ j .  By Lemma 2 .8 ,  G = [ L ^ l  NG^ 5n-2^* since s  
reduces into and ^ ( s )  avoids Ln -1 , J^Xs) is the /-subgroup of
NG^n-2^ associated with the reduction of s  in to  NG(sn_2 ) by Theorem
I I . 4 .11. Since 4^  = <f>(G) nG = 1, then cj^Ng (Sn_2) = Ng (5n_2) .  Also
f  f
Ng ( ^ . 2 ) < NG^n-2^* So -  *1NG s^ x\ -2*  -  NG^n-2^* I f  it; is  shown 
that A(S') is  the A-subgroup of Ng(5n_2) associated with the reduction of
S in to  Ng(5n_2 ) ,  then A(s)  = by induction.
Let A be the A-subgroup of G/L n_j associated with 5Ln_1/L n_^.
I t  w i l l  be proven that A = A(5,)Ln_1/L n_1. I f  G^ . = LQ>L^>.. .>Ln_^>Ln = 1
is the lower n ilpo tent series of G^ ., then G ^ /L ^ j  = (Lg/Ln_1) > . . .>
(Ln_2/L n_1)> (Ln_1/L n_1) = Ln_1 is  the lower n ilpo ten t series of G ^ / L ^ .
Let <f>j/Ln_ i and T | / L n_1 denote the components of the f - series of G^/Ln_^.
Then since <t>j(G) = 1, = 4>(G/Ln_ j)  n (G^/Ln_^) = 4>(G/Ln_ ^ ( G ) ) n
(G^/Ln_j<f>j(G)). But th is  la s t  in tersection equals tj>(G/L|) n  (G^/L|) = 4»2/L  
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since L* = Ln_1cf>1 (G ). Therefore <t>;|/Ln_1 = <f>2^n-l* t i^a t  i s ’ ‘h  = ^2 ’
Also L * /L n_1 = i 1Ln_ 2 /Ln- l  = (*)2Ln-2/L n - l  = H?/Ln- r  Hence 4  = L2 ‘
Assume inductive ly  that ^  and L£ = L£+1. Then ( 4>|<+ i/* -n_^) /
= * « G/ Ln - l> / ^ /L n - l » n < ( V Ln - l ) /(1 :k/L n - l ) )  =
* ( (G /L n .i ) / (L jJ +i / L„ . i ) ) n ( ( G y Ln. i ) / (LjJ+i /L n . i ) )  *  i,(G/L£+1) n  (G ^ /L j^ )  -
*k+2/,Lk+l = (*k+2^Ln - l ^ Lk!+l^Ln-l^ = (*k+2^Ln - d ^ k ^ Ln - l^  ! t  fol1ows 
that ? k+1 " ^k+2- Also 1-*k+l/Ln-l  = *k+lL(n - l ) - (k + l ) /Ln-l =
<(,k+2Ln-Ck+2)/Ln-l ° Lk+2/Ln-l '  Hence r f+l = Lk+2’ Thetefore by induction 
Tj '  *j+l for J = 0 , 1 , . . . . n- 2.  Let N g = ng j \_n_1 s^ ( n - l ) - j - l Ln-l^
L „ . l ) .  By Theorem 1 .3 .1 4 (1 )  Ng = Ng ( s ^ . j ^ . p L ^ / L , , . ! .
J -  n-2J_
Since Ln_1 < <f>j+1 fo r  j  = l , . . . , n - 2 ,  then A = n  <|>.Ng ) /L n_1 =
j  1 f
n-2 n-2
^ j+ l NG 5^n - j -2 ^ Ln - l /L n - l  = .Q. ♦ j+ l  NG (5n - j -2 ^ /L n - l ' Note that  
J J J J
n-1 n-1
.. ..  ^ .n / j NG ./5n - j - l ^ Ln -l ^ * 1 NG ^ n - 2 ^ n  ^ .QJ,<,,j NG 5^n - j - l ^ ^ Ln-l
n-1 n-1 =  £-----------------  = ------------*-----------------------------1------------------------
Ln-1 Ln-1
Since <(>2 = 1 and Ln_j < 4>j fo r  j  = 2 , . . . , n -1, th is  la s t  fac to r  group equals 
(NG (5n -2 )Ln - l ) n  ( .Q / j^ G  ^ n - j -1 ^
 £------------------------- “-----------^----------------  by the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 .  By
Ln- 1 n-1
Lemma 2 .8  8 = N (sn_2)L I t  follows that ALn_1/L n_1 -  ( n * NQ (s ) ) /
J f  J=2 O f
n-2
Ln-1* Let k = j  -  1. Then ALn_1/L n_1 = *k+i NGf (sn- ( k +l ) - l ) ) /
n-2
Ln-1 = °  *k + lNG (S’n_^_2 ) /L n_ i - From the above, th is  la s t  in tersection  is  
k=l f
also equal to ~K. Hence A = ALn_1/L n_^.
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0
Let 0 be the isomorphism given by G/Ln_1 = NG^ 5n-2^Ln - l^ Ln - l  =
NG ^ n - 2 ^ ^ n - l nNG^ 5n -2 ^  = NG ^ n -2 ^  since an / -s e r ie s  is  a character­
i s t ic  series and r e la t iv e  system normalizers are preserved under homo­
morphism, A0 is the A-subgroup of (G/Ln_^)6. Since A < Ng(Sn_2 ) ,  then 
I 6 = (ALn_1/L n_1) e = A(S). Moreover, since (G/Ln_1) 6 = NQ (Sn_2 ) ,  then 
ACS') is  the A-subgroup of Ng associated with the reduction of s
in to  Nq (Sn_2) .  By induction A{S) = Jj , { s ) .
2.10 C oro llary : The /-subgroup J (^-S’) of a group G is  an (-SOG ,^)
CAR-subgroup of G^ ,.
Proof; By Theorem 2.9 A(s)  = By Theorem 2.6 A(s) is  an
(SOG^.) CAR-subgroup of G^ ,.
2.11 C oro llary : The /-subgroup J^(^) of a group G covers a ch ie f
fac to r  H/K of G„ i f  and only i f  d>.N0 {S . covers H/K fo r  each j  =j  J « /  n - j - i
1.........n -1, fo r  which 0 . and Nr  (-S' •_ ,)  are defined as in D e fin it io n  2 .1 .
J j *  'J"
Proof: By Theorem 2.6 A(s) has the required covering and avoid­
ance property.
I f  k is  the formation of solvable nC-groups, then <}>(G) < G^  and 
fo r  L*, <f>(G/L*) < G ./L * .  Thus in D efin it io n  2 .1 ,  <}>, = <j>(G) and
J J “  K J X
= <J>(G/L*) fo r  which L* = a .L •. Therefore a k-series  1 =
J  ^ J  J  J J '• J
H] -  ^1 < *"1 -  ^2 < < *"n-l -  ^n = coinc''c*es w^ h  the p r e f ra t t in i
series defined by H. Bechtel 1 [ 2 ] .  Furthermore Theorem 2.9 y ie ld s  as a 
c oro lla ry  th is  next re s u lt .
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n-1
2.12 Corollary: [2 ]  Let 1(5) = n  <J>.,NP (5„ , J ,  fo r  which
j = l  J *k  n"J“ 1 J
and Nr (5 . , )  are defined fo r  the group G as in D efin it io n  2 .1 . Then
k n~^"
1(5) = W(5) the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G associated with 5.
3. Maximal Subgroups of G^ .
In Corollary 2 .10 , i t  is  established that an /-subgroup of a 
group G is  an { s o G ^ )  CAR-subgroup of G^ ,. Certain CAR-subgroups of a 
group are intersections of maximal subgroups of the group. The primary 
examples are the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups and g -p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups of a 
group. This raises the question of whether or not an /-subgroup can be 
expressed as the in tersection  of maximal subgroups of the / - r e s id u a l .
3.1 D e f in i t io n : Let L(5) = n{M|M is a maximal subgroup of G^ .,
Jf (5) < M}.
I t  is proven in th is  section that L(5) = ^ ( s ) *
3.2 D e f in i t io n : For a group G, a ch ie f fac to r H/K of G^ , is  L- 
complemented i f  H/K is  complemented by a maximal subgroup M of G^ . which 
contains an /-subgroup of G.
3.3 Lemma: Let c be a ch ie f series of the group G containing G^ ,.
Below re fine  c  to a ch ie f series Cg of G^ .. I f  H/K is  a ch ie f fac to r
from 5g then H/K is L-complemented i f  and only i f  J^(S') avoids H/K.
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Proof: I f  H/K is L-complemented, then there exists a maximal sub­
group M of which complements H/K and contains an /-subgroup. Since, by 
Theorem 11.4 .7 ,  a l l  /-subgroups of G are conjugate in G^ ., by replacing M 
by a suitable conjugate of M i f  necessary, i t  may be assumed that 5
M. Since M complements H/K, then MnH < K. Therefore J^.(5)nH < K. So 
avoids H/K.
To prove the converse, induction on the group order is used. F i r s t ,  
l e t  N be a minimal normal subgroup of G, N an element of the series c, and 
H/K a ch ief fac to r  of Cq with N < K. Suppose that J (s^ ) avoids H/K. Then 
J^.(s)N/N avoids (H /N )/(K /N ). By induction, ( H/N) / ( K/N) is  complemented by 
M/N a maximal subgroup of G/N. Furthermore M/N contains an /-subgroup of 
G/N. By Theorem 11.4 .7 , a l l  /-subgroups are conjugate in G^ ,. Hence there 
exists g e G such that (J^sON/N)9 = J^.(s)9N/N < M/N. Consequently,
< M, that is ,  M contains an /-subgroup of G. Thus the fac to r  H/K 
is an L-complemented ch ie f fa c to r. I t  remains to prove that the resu lt  
holds whenever H/K e and H < N. I f  N is covered by , then the
proof is complete. Assume tha t avoids N. Then NHcore = 1.
By Theorem I I I . 1 .1 , core J J s )  = Z (G.) ( <f>(G) nG _). I t  follows that
J °° 7 /
Nn<j>(G) = 1 and Nn<j>(G ,^) = 1. Because N is an abelian normal subgroup of 
G^ ,, Theorem 1 .1 .9  implies that N is the d ire c t  product of minimal normal 
subgroups of G^ , and N is complemented in G. Thus G = [N]M fo r  which M is  
maximal in G. By hypothesis, avoids N. By Theorem I I . 1 .8 ,  N is
7z-eccentric. Theorem 1 .5 .5  implies that M is Tz-abnonnal. By D efin it io n
I I . 1 .2 , M contains an /-subgroup of G. Without loss of g en era lity , le t  
Jp{s )  < M. Since N is the product of minimal normal subgroups of G^ ,,
N < S(G ,^) the sockel of G^ ,. By Theorem 1.1.13 there exists L < G^ , such
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that S(G .^) = HxL. Hence N = NnS(G^) = NnHL. The modular id e n t ity
1 .1 .2  implies that N = H(NHL) and NHL < G^ ,. I t  also implies that
= GHG^ = NMOGy. = N(MOG^). Therefore H(NHL)(MOG^,) = N(MnG^) = Gf . 
But Hn(NnL)(M nG^,) = HO (NO (N nL)(M H G ^)) which is  equal to 
Hn ((N n L )(N n M n G ^ ))  by another application of the modular id e n t i ty .  
However NHMnG^. = 1 and HHL = 1. So HO (NnL)(MnG^.) = H n ( (N n L ) *
(NOMnG^,)) = H n N n L  = 1. Hence G^ , = [H ] ( (N n L )(M n G f ) )  and 
G^/K = [H /K ]((N nL)(M nG ^.)K )/K . The group (NnL)(MnG^.)K is maximal in 
G^ , and < MnG^, < (NnL)(MnG^,)K. Therefore H/K is an L-complemented
ch ie f fac to r of G^. Combining both arguments, i f  H/K is any ch ie f fac to r  
from Cg that is avoided by then H/K is L-complemented.
3.4 Theorem: For each /-subgroup J^Cs ) of a group G,
l {s) .  That is ,  J f ( s )  is the in tersection of a w ell-defined set of maximal
subgroups of G^ ,.
Proof: By D efin it io n  3 .1 ,  < L (s ) .  I t  w i l l  su ff ice  to prove
that |L(-S')| = |J ^ (5 ) | .  By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  th is  is equivalent to proving 
that in a given ch ie f series , 1{S)  and cover and avoid the same
chief factors . I f  covers a fa c to r ,  then L(s) also covers that
fac to r  since O^.(s' ) < L(s) . Thus i t  is s u ff ic ie n t  to prove that every
fac to r  avoided by Jy.(S’) is  also avoided by L{s) . Let C be a ch ie f series
of G containing G^ .. Below G^ , re fine  C to a ch ie f series Cg of G L e t  
H/K e Cg. Suppose that avoids H/K. Lemma 3.3 implies tha t H/K is
complemented by a maximal subgroup M of G  ^ which contains an /-subgroup.
By replacing M by a conjugate of M i f  necessary, i t  may be assumed that
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J^(S) < M. By D e fin it io n  3 .1 ,  L(s) < M. Since M complements H/K,
HHM = K. So HoLCs) < K. Hence i f  avoids H/K, then so does
L ( s ) .  Therefore = L (s ) .
The p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of a group is the in tersection  of a w e ll -  
defined set of maximal subgroups of the group. A p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup is 
a fe-subgroup fo r  the formation k of solvable nC-groups. Is i t  possible 
that an /-subgroup is  in general the in tersection of a set of maximal 
subgroups of the group? The answer to th is  question is no. For i f  /  is  
an a rb it ra ry  formation then G e /  i f  and only i f  J^,(5') = 1. I f  
is an in tersection  of a w ell-defined  set of maximal subgroups of the group 
G, then J^(s) = 1 implies that <j>(G) = 1. Consequently, any formation /  
would only have elements with t r i v i a l  f r a t t i n i  subgroups. This is c le a r ly
fa ls e . A simple counter example is obtained by le t t in g  f  = N the formation
4 2of n ilpo ten t groups. Let G = <a|a = 1>, then <|>(G) = ( l , a  } and G e N.
The solvable nC-groups k and the fe-subgroups, that is ,  the pre­
f r a t t i n i  subgroups, have a special ro le . I t  is proven in the following  
theorem that i f  an /-subgroup is  the in tersection of a set o f maximal 
subgroups fo r  every group, then the formation /  is a subformation of k.
3.5 Theorem: Let /  be a formation such that fo r  every group G an
/ -  subgroup of G has the form = H{M|M e m(G)}, fo r  which m(G) is a
subset of the set of maximal subgroups of G. Then the formation /  is  a 
subformation of the solvable nC-groups k.
Proof: Let G e /  and 1 = KQ<Kj<...<Kn = G be a Fitting chain of
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the group G, that is ,  = F(G/K.j_j) fo r  i = l , 2 , . . . , n .  Then G/K  ^ e /  
fo r  each i = l , 2 , . . . , n .  Thus the /-subgroups of G/K.  ^ are equal to the 
id e n t ity  subgroup by Theorem I I . 2 .1 . Since an /-subgroup of G/K  ^ is the 
in tersection of maximal subgroups from m(G/K.j) ,  then <|>(G/K.j) = 1 fo r  
i = l , 2 , . . . , n .  By Corollary I I I . 2 .5 G e k.  Therefore /  is  a subforma­
tion of k.
4. The P r e f ra t t in i  Subgroup and System 
Normalizer of the / - re s id u a l
Let s  be a Sylow system of the group G and k the formation of 
solvable nC-groups. Let W(5 ) ,  W *(s), and D*(s) denote respectively  the 
p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G associated with s ,  and the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup 
of G^  and system normalizer of G^  associated with the reduction of S into  
G^. In many eas ily  constructed examples W(s) = W *(s)D*(s). That is ,  a 
p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup often appears as the product of a p r e f r a t t in i  sub­
group and a system normalizer of the fc-residual. In fa c t  whenever G^  is 
nilpo ten t G^  = W(s) by Corollary I I I . 1 .4 . In n ilpo ten t groups each Sylow 
subgroup is  normal in the group and so a system normalizer coincides with 
the group i t s e l f .  Therefore i f  G^  is  n ilpo ten t G^  = D*(S') = W(5).
A natural conjecture is that W(s) = W *(5)D*(s). In th is  section 
a counter-example to th is  conjecture is given. Conditions which imply 
that W(s) = W*(s)D*(s) and = W*(s)D*(s) are then explored.
4.1 Example: Let a 1 = g) and 0 ‘ = (J f ° r  which a 1,
B1 £ SL(2 ,3 ). The quaternion group Qg of order 8 is isomorphic to
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<ot' , 3' >. Set y 1 = a 'B 1 Then y' = (g g ). Consider H = SL(22 ,3 ) .  Let
a  -
10 1 0 o\  
' 2 0 0 0 
,0 0 0 1 , 
\0 0 2 0/
/1 1 0 0 1  
1 2  0 0 
0 0 1 1  
\0 0 1 2/
and y =
/ l  2 0 0\ 
2 2 0 0 
0 0 1 2  
0 0 2 2/
The elements
V
a ,  3 and y behave exactly as a 1 , 3‘ and y
.3
Therefore Qg = <ct,3> = Q
Set 5 =
/ 1 1 0  0 
0 1 0  0 
1 1 1 1 ,  
\0 1 0 1
Then 5 = 1  and 5 e NH(Q ). Therefore L = [Q]<5>
exists as a subgroup of SL(2 ,3) = H. Let N = V^(Zg) , that is ,
N = Zg + Z 3 + Zg + Z g .  Form the group G = [N]L. Consider the subspace
M of N generated by the basis vectors e  ^ = (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 )  and eg = ( 0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ) .
Then M is a normal subgroup of G. Since e  ^ = eg and eg = 2 e p  i t  is
evident that M is irreduc ib le  under L. Furthermore M = 4>(G).
Let S be the Sylow system of G having Sylow 2-subgroup Q and Sylow
2
3-subgroup [N]<5>. With respect to th is  Sylow system, W(S’) = [M]<a >.
o
The k - residual is  Gfc = [N] <a > e k.  Thus by Theorem 1 .6 .6 ,  W*(5) = 1.
2
The system normalizer of G^  associated with s n i s  <a >. Therefore 
W(S) = [M]<a2> f  <a2> = W*(S)D*(S).
Since a fc-subgroup coincides with a p re f ra t t in i  subgroup fo r  k the 
solvable nC-groups, the above example also i l lu s t r a te s  that in general 
J^(£) f  W*(5)D*(5'), fo r  which W* ( s )  and D*(s) are respectively  the pre­
f r a t t i n i  subgroup and system normalizer of G^ . associated with the reduction 
of S in to  G^ ,.
Under certa in  conditions ^ ( s )  = W*(5)D*(£'). A governing fac to r  
is the re la tionsh ip  of the cores of W*(s) and D*(s) to the core of
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4.2 Theorem: Let f  be an a rb it ra ry  formation and s a Sylow
system of the group G. Denote the p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup and the system
normalizer of G^ . associated with the reduction of S into G^ . respectively
by W*(s) and D *(s ) .  The following conditions are equivalent:
( i )  Jf (s) = W *(s)D*(s).
( i i )  coreCJ^CsON/N) = tf>(G^N/N)Zot(G^N/N) fo r  every normal sub­
group N of G.
( i i i )  (cj,(G/N)n(G/ N/N))Zoo(G/ N/N) = <f.(G^N/N)Zao(G/ W/N) fo r  every 
normal subgroup N of G.
( iv )  <j>(G/N) P>K^G^/N) = <j>(G^ /N) n  K^G^/N) fo r  every normal 
subgroup N of G fo r  which N < K^G^,).
Proof: Suppose tha t = W*(5,)D*(£ '). By Corollary I I . 4 .8
Theorem 1. 6 . 3 ( i ) and Theorem 1 .3 .7 ,  J > W*(s) and D* ( s )  are preserved 
under homomorphism. Hence i f  N is normal in G, J^(s)N/N = (W*(s)N/N)- 
(D *(5 )N/N). To obtain ( i i ) ,  i t  suffices to prove that
core((W *(s)N /N )(D*(s)N /N)) = ^ (G ^ /N U J G ^ N /N ) . Since W*(S) and D* (S)  are 
preserved under homomorphism, i t  w i l l  be assumed that N = 1. The core of
W*(s) is  cf>(G J  by Theorem 1 .6 .4 .  The core of D*(S’) is Z (G J  by Theorem
J  00 J
1.3 .10 . So tj)(G JZ  (G J  < core(W*(s,)D*(,s)) .  The opposite inclusion w i l l
I  00 j
be obtained by using induction on the group order.
Case 1: Z (G J  n  4>(G J  = 1.
00 I  f
Let x e Z jG y )  and 9 G Then C*>9] e G 'n Z oo(G^>) < <j>(G^ ,) by 
Theorem 1 .1 .1 .  Hence [x ,g ]  < Z^(G^ ,) n (G ^ .)  = 1. Therefore x e Z(G^,).
I t  follows that ^(G^.) = Z(G^»). By Theorem 1 .1 .9 ,  G^ . = [Zro(G^)]A fo r  an 
appropriate subgroup A. Moreover G^ , = Z^G^JxA since Zoo(G^ ,) = Z(G^,). By
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Theorem I . 6 . 3 ( i ) ,  vfysJZ^G J/Z^G ) is a p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup of G^/Z^G^). 
fo r  which W^Os) is the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup associated with the reduction 
of s  in to  A. S im ila r ly  by Theorem 1 .3 .7 ,  D^(s)Z (G J /Z  (G J  is  a system00 j  00 j
normal iz e r  of G J Z  ( G j ,  fo r  which D^ ( s )  is  the system normal iz e r  of the
f  00 J
reduction of S into A.  Therefore ( W ^ ( s ) D ^ ( s ) Z  (G ) ) / Z  (G ) = ( W * ( 5 ) D * ( 5 I) ) /
“  J “  j
Z j G f ) .  Inductively core(W^(s)D^(s)) = Zm ( A ) 4 ( A ) . C learly Z ( A )  = Z ^ A )  = 1. 
So core(VI^(s)D^(S)) = 4 ( A ) .  I t  follows that core(W*(5)D*(£')) = 4(A)Zot(G^.).
But A <j G„ so ( A )  < 4>( G J .  Consequently, core(W*(S)D*(£)) < 4.(G J Z  (G„).
J T 7 00 J
Case 2: N = Z (G jn<f>(GJ f  1.
00 I  j
From above W *(s)D*(s)/N  = W*(s,N/N)D*(s,N /N ). Inductively
core(W *(s)D*(s)/N) = z (G_/N)4>(G/N). Note that 4>(G»/N) = 4 (G J /N  and
00 J J I t
Z j G f /N)  = Zm(G ) / N .  Therefore core ( W * ( s ) D * ( s ) / N )  = ( Z 0B(Gf ) / N ) ( « | , ( G ^ ) / N ) .
So core(W *(5)D*(5)) = Z j G f ) 4>(Gf ) .
Consequently, ( i )  implies ( i i ) .
By Theorem I I I . 1 .1 , core(J f (S) /N)  = ( * ( G / N ) n G ^ / N ) ( Z aj ( G ^ N / N ) ) .
Hence ( i i )  implies ( i i i ) .
Assume that ( i i i )  is va lid . Then (<f>(G)nG^.)ZjG^,) = <p(G )^Za>(G^). 
Since G^ , < G, 4 (G .^) < 4>(G)nGy Hence 4 ( G^ .) n  Kra( G^ ,) < 4 (G) n K^G^.). Let
H < 4 (G) n  K^G^,) such tha t H / (4>(G^ ,) n  K^G^,)) = H/K is a ch ief fac to r  of
Gj,. I f  H does not e x is t ,  then 4>(G^ ,) n  K^G^,) = 4 (G) n  K^G^,). I f  H ex is ts ,  
then H < 4 (G^.)Zoo(G .^) since H < 4 (G) nG^,. Theorem 1 .8 .8  implies that D*(S) 
is a perspective CAR-subgroup of G^ ,. By Theorem 1 .8 .7 ,  e ith e r  D*(£) covers 
H/K or W*(s) covers H/K. Therefore H/K is e ith e r  f r a t t i n i  or central in 
G^ .. Since H/K cannot be f r a t t i n i ,  H/K < Z(G^/K). I t  follows th a t ,
H / K  < Z ( G f / K ) n K j G f / K )  < Z ( G ^ / K )  n  ( G ^ / K ) ' < 4 ( G ^ / K )  by Theorem 1 .1 .1 .
This contradicts the choice of H since, then H/K < 4 (G^/K) nK JG ^/K ) =
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U ( G - ) n  K (G„ ) ) / K = K. Consequently, H does not e x is t .  Therefore
J 00 I
( * (G )n K  (G„)) = * ( G . ) n K  (G „). By applying the same argument to G/N
00 j  T 00 J
with N « G and N < K jG ^ ) ,  4 (G /N)n KJG^/N) = <f>(G^/N)n K JG ^/N ). So 
( i i i )  implies ( i v ) .
Assume tha t ( iv )  is v a l id .  By Theorem 1 .6 .1 0 , W*(s) < W(S')nG^. 
Theorem I I . 2.2 implies tha t J^C?) = D*(s)(W(s)riG^.). Therefore W*(s,) > 
D*(s') < By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  i t  is s u f f ic ie n t  to prove that
and W*(5 )D*(si) cover and avoid the same ch ie f factors in a given series  
C, fo r  then IJ^CsOI = |W*(5,)D *(5 )| . Every fa c to r  avoided by J ^ i s )  is  
also avoided by W*Cs)D*(s) since W*(s)D*(s) < Jj?(s) • Hence i t  w i l l  
suffice  to prove that in a given ch ie f series every fac to r  covered by 
J ^ s )  is  also covered by W*(5,)D*(,s). Let c be a ch ie f series of G that
contains G„ and K ( G j .  Every fac to r  above G. is avoided by J ^ S )  since
/  00 f  f  J
J A s )  < G„. Let H/K be a fac to r from c  between G_ and K (G J .  Then H/K
J  "  f  I  00 j
is central in G„. I t  follows that H/K < Z(G„/K) < Z (G J K ). Moreover,
j  j ~ 00 j
since Z (G_/K) < D*(s)K/K, H/K < D*0?)K/K. This implies that H < D*(s)K,
00 J
that is ,  D*(s) covers H/K. Since D* ( s )  < J ^ (5 ) ,  then J^,(^) covers H/K.
Let H/K be a fac to r  from c  such that H < K (G J .  I f  H/K is  covered by
-  »  f
Jy.(-S’) ,  then H/K is e ith e r  f r a t t i n i  or ^ -central by Theorem I I . 1 .8 . I f  
H/K is  ^ -c e n tra l ,  then H/K < Z(G^/K)nKro 
Theorem 1.1 .1  implies tha t H/K < <f>(G/K)nK (G J K ).  I f  H/K is  a f r a t t i n i00 j
chief fac to r  then the same inclusion is v a l id .  Since ( iv )  is  v a l id ,  then
4>(G^/K). Consequently, H/K < W*(s)K/K. Equiv­
a le n t ly ,  W*(s’) covers H/K. So every fac to r  from c  covered by is
also covered by W *(s)D*(s). I t  follows that Jy.(s') = W*(5’)D *(s ').
Therefore ( iv )  implies ( i ) .
(G7K) < Z (G J K )n (G 7 K )
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To return to the question of when does W(s) = W*(s,)D*(5r) , Theorem 
4.2 y ie lds  the following co ro lla ry .
4.3 C oro llary : Let k be the formation of solvable nC-groups and
S a Sylow system of the group G. I f  W*(s) and D*(s) are respectively  the 
p r e f ra t t in i  subgroup, and system normal iz e r  associated with the reduction 
of s  in to  G^, then the following statements are equivalent:
( i )  W(s) = W *(s)D*(s).
( i i )  core(W(s)N/N) = <{>(G^N/N) Zoo(G^N/N) fo r  every normal subgroup
N of G.
( i i i )  <|>(G/N) = 4>(G^N/N)Zoo(G^N/N) fo r  every normal subgroup N of
G.
( iv )  (j) (G/N) n K^G^/N) = t()(G^/N) n Kro(G^/N) fo r  every normal sub­
group N of G such that N < K^G^).
Proof: Apply Theorem 4.2 with f  = k.  By Theorem I I .3 .1  J (s') =
K.
W(s). By Theorem 1 .6 .4  core W(s) = <j>(G).
CHAPTER V
/-SUBGROUPS AND FORMATIONS
The /-subgroups are re la ted  to the formation /  by d e f in i t io n .  In 
th is  chapter, th is  re la tionsh ip  is examined in two d irections fo r  several 
specific  types of formations. The f i r s t  d irection  is to id e n t i fy  the 
e f fe c t  of /  on the structure of an /-subgroup. The second is  to deter­
mine the extent to which the structure of the /-subgroups characterizes  
the formation / .
In the f i r s t  section, formations which are linked to CAR-subgroups 
by d e f in it io n  are examined. The /-subgroups are re la ted  to these CAR- 
subgroups. Normal formations are studied next, that is ,  formations in 
which each normal subgroup of a group in the formation is also in the 
formation. Necessary and s u f f ic ie n t  conditions are obtained which imply 
that the /-subgroup of a normal subgroup is contained in the /-subgroup 
of the group. In the f in a l  section i t  is  established that the structure  
of /-subgroups determine whether or not a formation is  saturated. A dual 
to saturated formations is  introduced. I t  is proven tha t the dual nature 
of these formations is  re flec ted  by the structure of the /-subgroups.
1. Formations Defined by CAR-subgroups
By Theorem 11.2 .3 ,  the CAR-subgroup of a group G generates
the residual of the formation / .  Are the /-subgroups the unique CAR- 
subgroups with th is  property or do other CAR-subgroups also generate
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the /- re s id u a l?  Other examples of CAR-subgroups of G that generate G^ , are
eas ily  obtained. For example, the system normalizers of the / - re s id u a l
are CAR-subgroups of the group G and they generate G^ .. However, according 
to Theorem II.4 .1 , an /-subgroup is the unique subgroup X of G^ . sa tis fy ing  
the properties:
( i )  X avoids complemented 7z-eccentric ch ie f factors of G and X
covers a l l  other ch ie f factors of G below G^ ..
( i i )  (Sp OG^)X = X(Sp nG^) fo r  a l l  Sp e 5.
I f  X is  any SCAR-subgroup of G with X < G^ ,, then i t  s a t is f ie s  property
( i i ) .  Therefore J ^ S )  is  the unique SCAR-subgroup of G contained in G^ , 
that s a t is f ie s  property ( i ) .
A question remains. I f  a formation /  is  such that the residual
is generated by a CAR-subgroup, what is  the re la tionsh ip  between an / -
subgroup and that CAR-subgroup. In examining th is  question, a function  
which sends a group onto a set o f CAR-subgroups is required.
1.1 D e f in i t io n : Let f  be a function on the class of a l l  f i n i t e
solvable groups such that f  maps a group G onto a set of CAR-subgroups of 
G, denoted by f(G ) = { f (G ,5 ) | f (G ,5 )  is an sCAR-subgroup of G fo r  a l l  Sylow 
systems S of G}. I f  fo r  each epimorphism e of G, f (G ,s )9 = f ^ 9 ,,?9 ) fo r  
which SQ = { (SP) 9 |SP e S} ,  then the function f  is called  a CAR-function.
Inherent in the notation is  that the set f(G ) contains precisely  
one SCAR-subgroup of the group G fo r  each Sylow system S of G. However i t  
is possible that f (G ,S j)  = f ^ , ^ )  for* d is t in c t  Sylow systems and
of 6. The set f(G) is  a conjugate class of subgroups of G. For i f  s^ 
and ^2 are Sylow systems of G, then there exists an inner automorphism 0 
of G such that £0 = S ^  Hence f ( G , £ j ) 0 = f(G 0 ,s 0) = fC G ,^ ) -  Conversely, 
fo r  an inner automorphism 0 of G, f ^ , # ) 6 = f (G 0,S0) = f (G ,S 0) e f (G ) .  A 
CAR-function defines a formation.
1.2 Theorem: The class F of groups fo r  which f (G ,S) = 1 fo r  any
Sylow system S of G is  a formation. The F-residual is  G = <<f(G,s)>>.
Proof: Note th a t since the set f(G) is  a conjugate c lass, f (G ,5 )  =
1 fo r  one Sylow system s  of G implies that f (G ,y )  = 1 fo r  a l l  Sylow systems 
T of G. Consequently, « f(G ,S ')>>  = <f(G)>. So « f ( G , £ ) »  depends only on
f  and not on the Sylow system s.
F irs t  i t  is  proven that F is  a formation. Suppose that G e F.
Then f ^ , ,? )  = 1. I f  0 is  an epimorphism of G, then fCG0,^ 0) = f (G „s )e =
1. Therefore G0 e F.  Suppose tha t N and M are normal subgroups of G with 
NnM = 1, and G/N, G/M e F.  By d e f in it io n  f(G/N,5N/N) = N and f(G/M,sM/M) = 
M. I f  0 is  the natural mapping which maps G onto G/N, then f(G,S') =
f(G ,s)N /N . I t  follows tha t f(G ,s)N/N = f (G 0 ,5 6) = f(G /N ,5N /N). S im ila r ly ,  
f(G,s)M/M = f(G/M,sM/M). Hence f (G ,s )  < N and f (G ,s )  < M. Thus f (G ,s )  <
NOM = 1. Therefore G e F.  The class F s a t is f ie s  the conditions of
D efin it io n  1 .4 .1 .  So f  is  a formation.
I t  is now necessary to show that G = « f ( G , s ) »  = <f(G)>. Supposet
that G„ = 1. Then G e F.  By d e f in it io n  f lG .S ) = 1. Hence <<f(G,S)>> = 1.F
I f  G„ f  1, then G/G,, e F.  Since fCG.s) is  preserved under homomorphism,t  t
fCGjS'jG^/G^, = f(G/GF ,sGp/G p  = G^ ,. Therefore f (G ,s )  < G^ , and so « f ( G , 5 ) »  <
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G . On the other hand in the group G / « f ( G , s ) » ,  f(G/<<f(G,S')>>, s<< f(G ,5 )> > /  
F
<<f(G ,s )» )  = f {G ,S)« f (G,s)» /« f {G,s)»  = « f ( G , s ) » .  I t  follows that  
G / « f ( G , F ) »  e F. So Gf  < « f ( G , F ) » .  Consequently, Gp  = < < f (G ,F )»  = 
<f(G)>.
The CAR-function in Theorem 1.2 is  said to induce the formation F.
The formation F defined in th is  manner is  not necessarily saturated. For 
i f  f  is  the function which maps a group G onto i ts  set of p r e f r a t t in i  sub­
groups, the formation f  is  the formation of solvable nC-groups by Theorem
1 .6 .6 . This formation is  not saturated. In fa c t  every formation may be 
induced by a CAR-function. I f  /  is an a rb it ra ry  formation, then the func­
tion which maps a group G onto i t s  set of /-subgroups is  a CAR-function. 
Applying Theorem 11.2.1, i t  is  seen that th is  function induces the formation 
/ .  Two additional examples of CAR-functions that induce an a rb it ra ry  fo r ­
mation /  are eas ily  obtained. F i rs t  the function f  which maps a group G 
onto the set of system normalizers of the / - re s id u a l is a CAR-function.
By Theorem 1 .3 .1 0 ( i ) ,  these system normalizers generate the / - r e s id u a l .
Also the function defined by f(G) = { G^ .} is a CAR-function which c le a r ly  
induces the formation / .
In order to re la te  F-subgroups to CAR-functions that induce F, 
atten tion  w i l l  be re s tr ic te d  to CAR-functions that sa t is fy  an additional 
property.
1.3 D e f in i t io n : Let f  be a CAR-function tha t induces the forma­
tion F and h the formation lo c a l ly  defined by h{p)  = F fo r  a l l  prime 
integers p. The function f  is called  a consistent CAR-function i f
I l l
f(G„s) = fCMjSHM) whenever M is an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup in to which 
S reduces.
1.4 Theorem: Let f  be a consistent CAR-function that induces the
formation F . For each Sylow system s of the group G, f (G ,5 )  < Jp{s).
Proof: Let M be an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup such tha t s reduces
in to  M, forming the Sylow system £TiM of M. By hypothesis, f (M ,sn M ) =
hf (G ,5 ) .  Thus f (G ,s )  < M. By D efin it io n  1 .7 .1 ,  W (S) is  the in tersection  
of a l l  the ^-abnormal maximal subgroups of G in to which s reduces. I t  
follows tha t f(G,S') < W^(£). Since « f (G ,£ )> >  = GCT by Theorem 1 .2 , then“ C
f (G ,S) < G,,. Hence f (G ,S) < W^(S')nG_. By Theorem I I . 1 .6 th is  in tersection-  t  ~ r
is  J jJ s ) . Therefore f (G , 5 )  < J „ ( £ ) .t  h
The F-subgroups, fo r  which f  is  induced by the CAR-function f ,  
can be characterized as resu lting  from consistent CAR-functions that  
s a tis fy  one fu rth e r  property. This property reemphasizes the importance 
of the core o f an f-subgroup.
1.5 Theorem: Let f  be a consistent CAR-function and f  the forma­
tion induced by f .  I f  core J Is) < core f (G ,(S') fo r  every group G, thenr -
J J s )  = f (G ,s )  fo r  every group G.
t
Proof: By Theorem 1 .4 ,  f(G,sO < J „ (s ) .  Therefore proving that
“ F
these subgroups are equal can be accomplished by demonstrating that they 
have the same order. Theorem 1 .2 .3  implies that i t  need only be
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established tha t f (G ,s )  and J J s )  cover and avoid the same ch ie f facto rs .r
I f  J„(5 ) avoids a fac to r  then f (G ,s )  also avoids tha t fac to r  since 
f(G ,S ) < J^Cs). Suppose th a t the ch ie f fac to r  H/K of G is  covered by-  r
J (5 ) .  Then H/K < coreCJ-CsJK/K) = core J ^ ^ S K /K )  since J„(5') is in -
F “• t  r  t
varian t under homomorphism by Corollary 11 .4 .8 .  By hypothesis, core
F
(sK/K) < core f(G /K jSK /K ). Since fCG.s) is  preserved under homomorphism 
by D efin it io n  1 .1 , core f(G/K,sK/K) = core(f(GjSOK/K). I t  follows that  
H/K < core(f(G„s)K/K) < f(G ,5 )K /K . Equivalently , fCG,,?) covers H/K. 
Therefore J„(£) and f (G , s )  cover and avoid the same ch ie f facto rs .
r
2. Normal Formations
H. Bechtell [1 ]  has proven that the formation of solvable nC- 
groups is  a normal formation, that is ,  i f  G is a solvable nC-group and 
N < G, then N is  a solvable nC-group. This re s u lt  can be obtained by 
proving that i f  N is  a normal subgroup of a group G, then a p re f ra t t in i  
subgroup of N is contained in a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G. So, fo r  at  
leas t one formation / ,  i f  N < G then N^ , < i-f and only i f  ^?(s )  < 
fo r  which is the /-subgroup of N associated with the reduction of s
in to  N. This property does not hold in general. There exists a normal 
formation / ,  a group G, and a normal subgroup N of G fo r  which £
J f (S).
2.1 Example: Let G be the symmetric group of degree four and n 
the formation o f n ilp o ten t groups. Then the a lte rn a tin g  group =
Km(G) = G^. I f  G  ^ denotes the ff-residual of G^, then the Klein 4-group
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K. = K2 (G) = G..?. For any Sylow system s , J (5 ) is  a cyc lic  group of4 00 /V - Iv
Ha
order three whereas (s) = K^. Hence n is  a normal formation with N =
< G and ^ { S )  £
Since N is  a saturated formation and a subgroup inherited  formation, 
th is  example also i l lu s t r a te s  that f ° r a l i  N < G is not a
necessary condition fo r  the normality o f  the formation f  even i f  f  is e ith e r  
a saturated or a subgroup inherited  formation. For f  a normal formation 
necessary and s u f f ic ie n t  conditions w i l l  be determined which imply that
J^(s) < f ° r  each normal subgroup N of G.
I t  is  necessary to reca ll D e fin it io n  1.5 of Chapter I I I .  A maximal
subgroup of the group G is  ?z*-normal i f  M is ^-normal and G^ . £ M. Other­
wise M is  h*-abnormal.
2.2 Theorem: Let K be a normal subgroup of a group G and /  a
1/
normal formation, then core < core i f  the following condition
is s a t is f ie d :  I f  M is an 7?*-abnormal maximal subgroup of G and MnK < L
fo r  a maximal subgroup L of K, then L is  ?z*-abnormal.
[/
Proof: Suppose that core J (S') £ core J (s ) .  I t  w i l l  su ffice  to
find  a maximal subgroup M of G which does not s a t is fy  the condition. I f
G e / ,  then K e f .  By Theorem I I . 2.1 JK(S) = J {s) = 1. Hence in th is  
1/
case core J (S ) < core 3 (5 ) .  This contradicts the orig ina l assumption.
K KConsequently, G £ f .  Since core J (s)  £ core J(S’) and core J (S') < G^ ,,
there exists an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup M of G such that core J (S)
[/
£ M. Otherwise core J (S ) is contained in each ^-abnormal maximal
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subgroup and D efin it io n  I I . 1.2 would imply that core J (S) < core J ^ ) .
I t  follows that 6 = NM fo r  N = core JK(S). By the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,
K = KHNM = N(KHM). By Theorem I I I . 1 .10, e ith e r  <KnM> = KHM = K or
KHM < L fo r  L an 7z*-normal maximal subgroup of K. I f  KnM = K, then 
1/
K < M. So core J (S’) < M. This is  a contradiction. Therefore KnM < L. 
Hence M is a maximal subgroup that does not s a t is fy  the condition.
One necessary and s u f f ic ie n t  condition fo r  J^(s) < 1S based
on Lemma I V . 1 .1 .
2.3 C oro llary : Let f  be a normal formation and K a normal sub­
group of G. Then JK(s) < J(S’) i f  and only i f  core JK^ ( s )  < core JG/ N(S) 
fo r  each normal subgroup N of G such tha t N < G^ ..
Proof: Since f  is  a normal formation K. < G*. Therefore Lemma
  J f  ~ f
IV .1.1 applies.
Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 2.2 are used to find  a second necessary 
and s u f f ic ie n t  condition.
2.4 Theorem: For a normal formation f  and a normal subgroup K of
the group G, the following statements are equivalent:
( i ) 5 * /^,('?) '
( i i )  I f  an ^-abnormal maximal subgroup M of a group G is  such 
that MnK < L fo r  a maximal subgroup L of G, then L is  7z*-abnormal.
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Proof: Suppose th a t ( i )  is v a lid .  Then ^ ( s )  < Let M
be an Zz*-abnormal maximal subgroup of G. By D efin it ion  I I I . 1 .5 ,  e ith e r  M
is /z-abnormal or G„ < M. Each case implies that M has a conjugate M9
j  "  _1
such tha t J J s )  < M9 . Consequently, J , , ^ ) 9 < M. Moreover, (J ^ (5 ) )9 <
_ 1  J  J J
Jy>(s)9 HK < MHK. Suppose that MHK < L fo r  L maximal in K. Assume
that L is  /z*-normal, Then K„ -fc L and so L complements a ch ie f fac to r
-1K Qbelow K^ .. Since L is /z-normal, the factor is  ^ -c e n tra l.  Since (J^(£ '))y <
L, i t  avoids th is  fa c to r. This is a contradiction since an /-subgroup of
K covers h-centra! factors below K^ , by Theorem I I . 1 .8 . Therefore L is
/z*-abnormal. Hence ( i i )  is  v a lid .
Suppose tha t ( i i )  is  v a lid . Let N be a normal subgroup of G and
N < K^ ,. Let M/N be an /z*-abnormal maximal subgroup of G such that
(M /N)H(K /N) < L/N for L/N a maximal subgroup of K/N. Since M/N is h * -
abnormal e ith e r  M/N is /z-abnormal or G^N/N < M/N by D efin it io n  111.1 .5 .
I f  M/N is  /z-abnormal, then M is /z-abnormal. I f  G^N/N < M/N, then G^ , < M.
Therefore M is an /z*~abnormal maximal subgroup of G. Since MHK < L and
L is maximal in K, then L is /z*-abnormal. I t  follows tha t L/N is Zz*-
abnormal. By Theorem 2 .2 ,  core j £ ^ ( s )  < core J C o r o l l a r y  2.3  
1/
now y ie lds  J^(S') < J^(s) •
2 .5 C oro llary : [2 ]  Let k be the formation of solvable nC-groups 
and K a normal subgroup of the group G. I f  M is an /z*-abnormal maximal 
subgroup of G and MHg^ < L fo r  L a maximal subgroup of K, then L is
i/ i/
/z*-abnormal in K. Consequently, W (5 ) < W(s) fo r  which W (5 ) is  the pre­
f r a t t i n i  subgroup of K associated with the reduction of S into K.
Proof: I f  M is /z*-abnormal in K, D efin it io n  111.1.5 states that
e ith e r  G^  < M or M is /z-abnormal in G. I f  G^  < M, then Kj, < G^ , < M since
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k is  a normal formation. Hence < MHG^ < L. I f  J- L, then L comple­
ments a ch ie f fac to r  of K below K^. By Theorem 1 .6 .2 ,  th is  fac to r  is
[/ 1/ 
avoided b,y W (5 ) .  By Theorem 1 .6 .9 ,  W (s ) contains a system normalizer
of G^. Therefore the ch ie f  fac to r  is  avoided by a system normalizer of
G^. Theorem 1 .3 .9  implies that th is  ch ie f fac to r  is  /z-eccentric. I t
follows that L is  ^-abnormal by Theorem 1 .5 .5 .  Both cases imply L is
^-abnormal in K. By Theorem 2 .4 ,  • Since j£(S') = WK(sf)
and Jk (s)  = W(s), then WK(s) < W(s).
3. /-subgroups and Saturated Formations
By D efin it io n  1 .4 .3 ,  a formation /  is saturated i f  fo r  every group 
G, G/<j>(G) e /  implies that G e f .  Saturated formations may be character­
ized through the structure of the /-subgroups.
3.1 Theorem: A formation /  of solvable groups is saturated i f  
and only i f  fo r  every group G fo r  which G^ . f  1, J^ .(iS') f  W(s)nG^,.
Proof: Let /  be a saturated formation and G a group with G^ , f  1.
Consider a ch ie f fac to r  G^/K of G. I f  Gy'K < <j>(G/K), then (G/K)/4>(G/K) e / .  
Since /  is saturated th is  implies that G/K e / .  Hence G^ , < K. This is  a 
contradiction. So G^/Kn(j>(G/K) = 1. I t  follows that G^K is a comple­
mented ch ie f fa c to r .  Theorem 1 .6 .2  implies that W(s)nG^. avoids G^/K.
The fac to r G^/K is  abelian and so centra lized by G^ ,, that is ,  G^/K is 
h -c e n tra l .  By Theorem 1 1 .1 .8 , Jy(s) covers Gy>/K. Therefore Jy.(-S') f  
W(5)OG since they do not cover the same factors .
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Conversely, i f  /  is  a nonsaturated formation, there exists  a 
group 6* such that G * / < i > ( G * )  e f  and G *   ^ f .  In G * ,  G *  < < j> (G* ) .  So i f  
G * / K  is  a ch ie f fa c to r ,  then i t  is  a f r a t t i n i  ch ie f  fa c to r .  Consider 
the group G = G * / K .  In G ,  G^. = G ^ / K  is  a minimal normal subgroup. 
Therefore i t  is  n i l  potent. By Theorem 111.1 .3 ,  G^ , = Since
Gj, < ( G ) , G^, = W ( s ) n G ^ . .  Hence = W ( s ) n G ^ .  Consequently, i f  f
is  a nonsaturated formation, then there exists  a group G in which G^. f  1 
and = W ( s ) n G ^ . .
A formation /  is  saturated i f  and only i f  fo r  any group G and 
ch ie f fa c to r  G^/K, G^/K is  complemented. At the opposite extreme are 
formations in which fo r  any group G and ch ie f  fac to r  G^/K, G^/K is  a 
f r a t t i n i  ch ie f fac to r.
3.2 D e f in i t io n : A formation f  in which fo r  every group G, each
ch ie f fac to r  of the form G^K is f r a t t i n i  is  ca lled  a t o ta l ly  nonsaturated 
formation.
An example of a t o t a l ly  nonsaturated formation is  the formation of 
solvable nC-groups. I t  w i l l  be obtained tha t examples of t o t a l ly  non­
saturated formations are abundant. In a sense, the formation of solvable 
nC-groups k is the smallest such formation. I f  f  is  a t o t a l l y  nonsaturated 
formation, then G^ . < G^  fo r  each group G. T o ta l ly  nonsaturated formations 
also may be characterized through the structure of the correspondent f -  
subgroups. In order to do th is  i t  is  useful to examine the formation c ( / )  
introduced by D. Blessenohl and B. Brewster [ 3 ] ,  For a formation f  c ( / )
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is  the class of groups fo r  which the / - re s id u a l has only complemented 
ch ie f fac tors .
3.3 Theorem: A group 6 is  an element of the formation c ( / )  i f
and only i f  W ( 5 ' ) n G ^ .  = 1 .
Proof: I f  G e c ( / ) ,  then each ch ie f fac to r  below Gj .  is  comple­
mented. By Theorem 1 .6 .2  W(S') avoids each such fa c to r .  Theorem 1 .2 .2  
implies tha t W(s,)nG^> = 1.
Conversely, i f  W(s)nG^, = 1, then W(s) avoids G^ .. Hence W(S') 
avoids each ch ie f fac to r  of G below G^ .. By Theorem 1 .6 .2 ,  each fac to r  
below G^ , is complemented. Therefore G e c ( / ) .
3 .4  Theorem: For each group G, = « W (£ )n G  >>,
Proof: Let « W (s )n G ^ »  = B. Since a p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup and
the / - re s id u a l are preserved under homomorphism, WG/^ ( s )  n  (G/B)^, = 
(W(s)B/B) n  (G^./B) = (W(s)Bn G^,)/B. By the modular id e n t i ty  1 .1 .2 ,
W ( S ) B H G ^  = B ( W ( s ) n G ^ )  = « W ( 5 ) n G ^ » ( W ( 5 ) n G ^ )  = « W ( s ) n G ^ >  = B.  
Hence by 1 
«W(s) nG^>>.
Theorem 3 .3 ,  G/B = G/<<W(5) nG^,>> e c ( / ) .  Therefore <
G/Gc ( f )Conversely, G /G ,-^  e c ( / ) .  By Theorem 3.3 W K I l (s)  n(G /G  , )
G/Gr , . y  f
Gc ( / ) •  H o w e v e r ’  w c ( f ) ( s ) n ( G / G c ( / ) ) / =  ( W ( S ) S c ( f ) / G c ( / ) ) n ( 6 / / G c ( f ) )  =  
( &c { f )  (^ (5 ) ^Gy?) )/Gc ^ j  by the modular id e n t i ty .  I t  follows that W(s,)nG^. 
G c ( / ) ’ therefore « W (5 )H G ^ >  < Gc ( ^ ) ’ Combining the two re su lts ,
Gc (y>) = <<W(S’) nG^,>>.
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3.5  Theorem: The formation f  is  to t a l ly  nonsaturated i f  and only
i f  f  = c ( / ) .
Proof: I f  /  is  t o ta l ly  nonsaturated, then fo r  every group G and 
ch ie f fac to r  G^/K, G^/K is  f r a t t i n i .  Therefore Gc ^  = G^ ,. Hence /  = 
c i f ) .
Conversely, i f  f  = c ( / ) ,  then G^ . = Gc ^  fo r  every group G. Thus
each ch ie f fac to r  of the form G^/K is f r a t t i n i .  By D efin it ion  3.2 f  is
to ta l ly  nonsaturated.
3 .6 C o ro lla ry : For any formation / ,  c ( f )  is a to ta l ly  nonsaturated 
formation.
Proof: By Theorem 3 .5 , i t  suffices to prove that c ( / )  = c (c ( / ) ) .
Since each fac to r  of G th a t l ie s  between G^ . and Gc ^  is complemented, 
Theorem 1 .6 .2  and Theorem 1 .2 .2  imply that W(5) avoids G ^ / G I t  
follows that W(s) PiG^ , < Then W(s)nG^.= IaKsO o G ^ ^ .  Consequently,
« W (5 ) n G ^ »  = « W (s ) f lG c ^ » .  By Theorem 3 .4  GC^  = Gc ( c (^ ) ) -  There­
fore c ( f )  = c (c ( / ) ) .
I t  is  c lear tha t examples of to ta l ly  nonsaturated formations are
numerous. There corresponds to each formation f  the to ta l ly  nonsaturated
formation c ( f ) .
3.7 Theorem: The formation f  is  t o t a l ly  nonsaturated i f  and only
i f  «W(S) n G ^ »  = G^ , fo r  every group G.
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Proof: I f  /  is  t o ta l ly  nonsaturated, then /  = c ( / )  by Theorem 3 .5 .
Then Theorem 3.4  y ie ld s  «W(s)nG^.>> = Gc ^  = G^. Suppose that G^ . =
«W (s) nG^>>. Consider a ch ie f fac to r  Gy'K of G. I f  G^/K is complemented, 
then W(5’) avoids G^/K by Theorem 1 .6 .2 .  In th is  case, W(Js,)nG^, < K. So 
« W (s )n G ^ »  < K. This implies that G^ , = K. Hence there is a contradic­
t io n . I t  follows tha t G^/K is a f r a t t i n i  ch ie f fa c to r. Therefore f  is  
to ta l ly  nonsaturated by D e fin it io n  3 .2 .
The d u a lity  of saturated and to ta l ly  nonsaturated formations is  
re flected  by the re la tionsh ip  of the p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups to the /-su b -  
groups. This is  evident in the comparison of the following theorem to 
Theorem 3 .1 .
3.8 Theorem: The formation /  is t o ta l ly  nonsaturated i f  and only
i f  Jy.(-S') = W(s)HG^ fo r  every group G.
Proof: Suppose tha t fo r  every group G, J_^{S) = W(£)nG^,. By
Theorem 11.2 .3 , <<J^(£')» = G^ ,. Hence G^  = «W(s’)nG ^,». By Theorem 3.7  
/  is to t a l ly  nonsaturated.
Conversely, suppose that /  is to ta l ly  nonsaturated. By Theorem
3.7 G^ . = «W (s) H G ^ »  fo r  every group G. For a group G assume that
W[s)r \Gj ,  < Theorem 1 .2 .3  implies that covers a ch ie f fac to r
of G below Gy, that is  avoided by W(s,)nG ^. Since the fac to r  is avoided by 
W(s), Theorem 1 .6 .2  implies tha t the fac to r  is complemented. Since i t  is  
covered by J ^ (s ) ,  the fac to r  is /z-central by Theorem 1 1 .1 .8 . I t  may be 
assumed tha t the ch ie f fac to r  in question is  a minimal normal subgroup
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of G since G^ ,, W{ s ) ,  and are preserved under homomorphism. Therefore
G = [N]M and G/Cg(N) e f  fo r  N a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since
G/Cq(N) e f ,  G < Cq(N) and N < Z( G^ )-  By the modular id e n t ity  1 .1 .2 ,
G^ . = NMHG ,^ = N(MnG^). Since N < z ( Gj?)> = Nx(MHG^). Replacing M by
a suitab le  conjugate of M i f  necessary, i t  may be assumed that W(s) < M by 
D efin it io n  1 .6 .1 .  Thus W(s)nG < MnG^.. Theorem 3.7 indicates that the 
conjugates of W(s)nG^, generate G^. I f  g e G, then g = nm fo r  m E M and 
n E N. So (W( s ) n G f ) g = (W(5)nG/ ) nm = (W(5)nGf )m since N < Z(Gf ) .  
Moreover (W(s,)n G ^ )m < (MnG^.)m = MnG^.. I t  follows that every conjugate 
of W(s)nG is  contained in MOG^,. Consequently, <<W(s) nG^,» < MnG^, < G^ ,. 
This is a contradiction since G^ . = « W ( s ) n G y » .  The assumption that  
U ( s ) n G f  < must be in v a l id .  Therefore W(s)nG^, = J j >(s ) .
3.9 Theorem: The formation f  is t o ta l ly  nonsaturated i f  and only
i f  z ( GjJ  f  i>(G) fo r  every group G.
Proof: I f  f  is  t o t a l ly  nonsaturated, then J^ { s )  = W(s)nGj. by
Theorem 3 .8 . Since Z (G^ ) < ( Gy) and by Theorem I I I . 1 .1 ,
then z ( Gj?) 5 W(5). Hence Z (G^ ) 5 core W(s) = ^(G).
Conversely, suppose tha t z (Gy») < <f>(G) fo r  every group G. Let 
H/K be a ch ie f fac to r  of the group G such that H < G^ .. Suppose that H/K
is covered by J^.(S'). By Theorem 11 .1 .8 , e ith e r  H/K is  f r a t t i n i  or i t  is
h -c e n tra l . I f  H/K is  h - c e n tra l ,  then H/K < Z(G^/K). But then H/K < <}>(G/K) 
since by hypothesis Z(G^/K) < <j>(G/K). Consequently, H/K is a f r a t t i n i  
c h ie f fa c to r .  I t  follows that every fac to r  below G^ . that is covered by 
Jj , (s)  is  f r a t t i n i .  By Theorem 1 .6 .2  each such fac to r is covered by
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W(s)nG^. Since W(s,)n G ^  < J^(S), every fac to r  avoided by J^(s) is  also 
avoided by W(s)nG^,. By Theorem 1 .2 .3 ,  | JjC.(5') | = |W(s) nG^,|. Hence 
J J s )  = WCsJrTG . By Theorem 3.8 /  is  to ta l ly  nonsaturated.
J •*
The following coro lla ry  summarizes the re la tionsh ip  between to ta l ly  
nonsaturated formations, /-subgroups, and the formation c ( / ) .
3.10 C oro llary : Let /  be a formation. The following conditions 
are equivalent.
( i )  / i s  t o ta l ly  nonsaturated.
( i i )  /  = c( / ) .
( i i i )  G^ , = « W (s )n G ^ ,»  fo r  every group G.
( iv )  = W(s)nG^ fo r  every group G.
( v) Z(G^,) < <f>(G) fo r  every group G.
3.11 Theorem: I f  /  is a t o ta l ly  nonsaturated formation and k is
the formation of solvable nC-groups, then G^ . = G^nG^. fo r  each group G.
Thus Gj, < G^.
Proof: I f  /  is a to ta l ly  nonsaturated formation, then G^ . =
« W (s )n G ^ »  by Corollary 3.10. Since W(5) is contained in Gfe by Theorem
1 .6 .7 ,  then W(s) HG^,
So G^ , < G^.
The converse of Theorem 3.11 may be stated as follows: I f
G < G, fo r  every group G, then /  is  to ta l ly  nonsaturated. That th is
j  ~ k
G7 OG-. Therefore G„ = <<W(s') HGJ?>> < G7 n G ,.  k f  f  f  - k f
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statement is not v a lid  in general, is i l lu s t r a te d  by considering /  to be
the formation of groups in which is  n ilpo ten t. The formation /  is
saturated and G^ , = ^(G^,) < G^ ,.
The /-subgroups and t o t a l ly  nonsaturated formations can be used to
characterize the solvable nC-groups.
3.12 C oro llary : Let /  be a t o ta l ly  nonsaturated formation such
that fo r  every group G an /-subgroup of G has the form ^ ( s )  =
Pi{ M|M e m(G)}, fo r  which m(G) is  a subset of the set o f maximal subgroups
of G. Then /  is the formation k of solvable nC-groups.
Proof: Theorem IV .3 .5  implies that G^  < G^ , fo r  every group G. By
Theorem 3 .11 , G^ . < G^. Hence G^ , = G^  fo r  every group G. Therefore /  = k.
Another consequence of the du ality  of saturated and nonsaturated 
formations is  a re s u lt  s im ila r  to Corollary 3 .10 , obtained fo r  saturated  
formations.
3.13 Theorem: Let /  be a formation. The following conditions are
equivalent:
( i )  / i s  saturated.
( i i )  G^ , > Gc ^  fo r  each group G £ / .
( i i i )  G^ , > «W (s)nG^>> fo r  each group G £ / .
( iv )  Jf (s)  > W(s)nG^ fo r  each group G $ / .
( v) Each group G £ /  has a t leas t one ch ie f fac to r  below G^ ,
that is  complemented in G and centra lized  by G^ ,.
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Proof: Suppose tha t ( i )  is  s a t is f ie d .  Then i f  G £ / ,  then
G^ , /  1. Any ch ie f fac to r of the form G^/K is  complemented since f  is  
saturated. Furthermore G^/K is  abelian and hence centra lized  by G^ ,. 
Therefore ( i )  implies (v ) .  Suppose tha t (v) is  v a lid .  I f  G^ . f  1, then 
G has a ch ie f  fac to r  H/K such th a t H < G^ . and H/K is  7z-central and comple­
mented. By Theorem I I .  1 .8 ,  H/K is covered by By Theorem 1 .6 .2 ,
H/K is  avoided by W ( s ) n G ^ , .  Consequently W ( s ) n G ^  f  J^ ( s ) . So W ( s ,) n G ^ <  
Therefore (v) implies ( i v ) .  Suppose that ( iv )  is  v a l id .  In the 
proof of Theorem 3 .8 ,  i t  is  proven tha t i f  G = < < W ( s )  n G ^ > > ,  then =
W ( s ) H G  . I t  follows tha t i f  W ( 5 ) n G ^ ,  < J^ (s ) ,  then G^ , /  << W ( s ' )  n G ^ > > ,  
that is ,  « W ( s ) n G ^ »  < G^ .. Hence ( iv )  implies ( i i i ) .  Since W ( s )  avoids 
complemented ch ie f factors and each fac to r  of G /Gc ^  is complemented, 
W ( s ) n G  < j .  By Corollary 3 .6 ,  c ( f )  is  to ta l ly  nonsaturated. 
Corollary 3.10 then indicates tha t = «W(S') HGc ^ j> >  = <<W(s) OG^>>.
Consequently i f  ( i i i )  is  s a t is f ie d ,  then Gc (^) = « W ( S ) n G ^ »  < G^ ,. So 
( i i )  is  v a l id .  F in a l ly ,  assume tha t ( i i )  is v a lid . I f  G^ . /  1, then 
^ c ( f )  < Hence every fac to r  of the form G^/K is complemented. 
Equivalently , f  is saturated and ( i )  is v a lid .
CHAPTER VI
FURTHER QUESTIONS
Several directions e x is t  fo r  fu r th e r  study of the /-subgroups.
One d irection  is  to determine what fu r th e r  information about the struc­
ture of a group G and residual G^  can be obtained through the use of  
/-subgroups, and whether or not th is  structure can be re la ted  to w e ll -  
defined charac teris tics  of the formation / .  Another d irec tion  is  to 
determine i f  the /-subgroup d e f in it io n  can be extended to classes of 
groups other than formations of f i n i t e  solvable groups.
The core of an /-subgroup and i t s  analogue the f r a t t i n i  subgroup 
play a major ro le  in th is  work on /-subgroups. A recurring property of 
the f r a t t i n i  subgroup is  that Z (G )nG ' < <fj(G). Results on s p l i t t in g  such 
as Theorems 1 .1 .9  and 1 .1 .10  also occur frequently . This raises the 
question: Do analogous resu lts  e x is t  fo r  the core of an /-subgroup when
/  is  an a rb it ra ry  formation? I f  so, what additional information concern­
ing the s p l i t t in g  properties of groups may be obtained?
The formation of solvable nC-groups has a special significance  
in formation theory. In Chapter V the solvable nC-groups k are determined 
to be the "smallest" t o t a l ly  nonsaturated formation. The formation k is  
re lated  in a unique manner to another formation. Let E be the class of 
groups fo r  which G e E i f  and only i f  every Sylow subgroup of G is elemen­
tary  abelian. Then £ is a formation and the E-residual G^ , is  the normal 
subgroup of G generated by { 4>(H) |H<G}. The residual G^ , is known as the
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elementary commutator subgroup of 6. The elementary commutator Gg is 
generated by the cores of p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups of subgroups of G. In 
fa c t  G_ is generated by a l l  the p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups of subgroups of G.
I t  follows that G„ is generated by the ^-subgroups of subgroups of G.
h i
Also, the formation J is a subformation of k .  The formation S' is  such
that c { e ) = k  since every fac to r  between G and G7 is  complemented. This
h i K
poses several questions. Can e ith e r  the p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups or / -s u b -  
groups fu rth e r  explain the re la tionsh ip  between k  and e . For example 
when G is  n il  potent, G = <j>(G) = W(s) = G^  and hence Gp = G^. Let f *  
be the class o f groups such that G e f *  i f  and only i f  core = 1
fo r  every subgroup H of G. For the formation k> k *  = E.  In general is  
f *  a formation? I f  so, is  G^* generated by the /-subgroups of a l l  the
subgroups of G, and is  c ( / * )  = /?
T o ta l ly  nonsaturated formations are a dual of saturated formations. 
A natural question is  whether or not there is a dual fo r  the formation of 
solvable nC-groups. In p a r t ic u la r  is  there a "smallest" saturated forma­
tion? Can the formations which are neither saturated nor t o t a l ly  non­
saturated be characterized by the structure of /-subgroups? That is ,  are 
some formations more c losely re la ted  to saturated or t o t a l ly  nonsaturated 
formations than others? One approach to th is  la s t  problem may be through 
/ -p ro je c to rs .  For a class L  of groups a subgroup L of the group G is  an 
L-pro jector i f  the following conditions are s a t is f ie d :  ( i )  L e L  and
( i i )  I f  L < Lq < G and Lq/K e L then Lq = LK. W. Gaschutz [12] established  
that a formation /  of f i n i t e  solvable groups is saturated i f  and only i f  
every group G has / -p ro je c to rs .  Combining th is  re su lt  with Theorem V .3 .1 ,  
every group G has /-p ro je c to rs  i f  and only i f  W(s,)n G ^  f  whenever G
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is a group such that G^ , f  1. One then wonders whether or not a group G 
has /-p ro je c to rs  i f  and only i f  WOsjriG^ f  0^ (S) ,  and whether or not any 
group fo r  which 0^(5') = W(s)nG^, f  1 has an / -p ro je c to r .  Perhaps the 
degree to which a formation is saturated or to ta l ly  nonsaturated can be 
based on / -p ro je c to rs .
The formation of solvable nC-groups k is a normal formation [2 ] .  
This property is re flected  by the p r e f ra t t in i  subgroups. I f  N is a normal 
subgroup of G then a p re f ra t t in i  subgroup of N is contained in a p r e ­
f r a t t i n i  subgroup of G [1 ] .  I f  an /-subgroup of N a normal subgroup of 
the group G is  contained in an /-subgroup of G, then N^ , < G^ . since / -s u b -  
groups generate the / - re s id u a ls .  Hence i f  th is  property holds fo r  every 
normal subgroup in every group, then /  is  a normal formation. This poses 
the question: When is  fo r  each group G and normal subgroup
N of G? This question is  p a r t ia l ly  answered in Chapter V. However, there 
i t  was necessary to assume that /  is  a normal formation. S im ila r ly ,  i f  
fo r  every group G an /-subgroup of a subgroup of G is always contained in 
an /-subgroup of G, then /  is a subgroup inherited  formation. Can 
necessary and s u ff ic ie n t  conditions be found fo r  th is  condition on / - sub­
groups to hold?
I f  h is the formation lo c a l ly  defined by h ( p) = /  fo r  a l l  primes 
p, then a group G e h i f  and only i f  G^ , = by Theorem 111.1 .3 . By
Theorem IV .3 .3 ,  G e c ( / )  i f  and only i f  W(s)nG^ = 1. In both of these 
examples the group G is an element of the formation K i f  and only i f  the 
/-subgroups have a w ell-defined property. This suggests the p o s s ib i l i ty  
of investigating classes of groups in which the /-subgroups have a 
p a rt ic u la r  structure , and determining whether or not these classes of 
groups are formations.
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As mentioned, a second d irection  of investigation is to extend 
the /-subgroup d e f in it io n  to classes of groups other than formations of 
f i n i t e  solvable groups. M. Tomkinson [22] extended the g -p r e f r a t t in i  
subgroups to ^ - p r e f r a t t in i  subgroups. These subgroups are defined in 
the class of ^/-groups, a la rg e r  class than f i n i t e  solvable groups. The 
question presents i t s e l f  as to whether or not /-subgroups can be extended 
to £/-groups.
For f i n i t e  solvable groups a homomorph is  a class of groups which 
is closed under epimorphic images. More c le a r ly ,  h  is a homomorph i f  
whenever G e h  and e is  a homomorphism of G, then G0 e h . A saturated 
homomorph h  (or Schunck c lass) is a homomorph in which each group G has 
a t leas t one ^ -p ro jec to r . Every formation is  a homomorph by D efin it io n
1 .4 .1 . W. Gaschutz's re s u lt  on projectors fo r  formations implies that  
every saturated formation is  a saturated homomorph. I t  would be in te re s t ­
ing to determine i f  an tf-subgroup d e f in it io n  exists fo r  a homomorph h  
which would coincide with the ff-subgroups of th is  paper whenever ff is a 
formation. I f  so, can the structure of these tf-subgroups determine i f  
the homomorph H is saturated.
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NOTATION
A < B A is  a subgroup of B
A < B A is  a proper subgroup of B
A < G A is  a normal subgroup of G
X m CD X is  a subset of G
< 9  j  * » •  •  •  > subgroup generated by the elements a ^ ^
<X> subgroup generated by the set X
<<A>> normal closure of A in G
core A la rg es t normal subgroup of G contained in A
AB or A*B product of A and B
AxB d ire c t  product of A and B
[A] B s p l i t  product of A by B
G 2 H G and H are isomorphic groups
G9 image of the group G under the homomorphism e
G/A quotient group
X/Y elements of a set X that are not in Y
|G| order of the group G
[G:N] index of N in G
m | n m divides n
h9 g_1bg
A^ { g ^ a g | a  e A }
[a ,b ] a"*b"‘1ab
[A,B] < [a ,b ] |a  e A and b e B>
G-normalizer o f A ;  < g | g  e G and g ” * A g  = A>
G -c e n tra lize r  of A;<g|g e G and [g ,a ]  = 1 fo r  a l l  a e A> 
G -centra lize r  of H/K;
<g | g e G and [g ,h ] e K fo r  a l l  h e H>
automorphism group of H/K generated by
{ eg | g e G and (hK) 9 = g^hgK fo r  a l l  h e H}
commutator subgroup of G
hypercommutator subgroup of G
center of G
hypercenter o f  G
f r a t t i n i  subgroup of G
F i t t in g  subgroup of G
sockel of G
ring of integers modulo n
special l in e a r  group of degree n over a f i e ld  of
c h a rac te r is t ic  p
Sylow system of a group
Sylow p-subgroup
Sylow p-complement
reduction of S in to  A
image of s in G/N
image of s under the inner automorphism induced by g 
an a rb it ra ry  formation
formation lo c a l ly  defined by h { p) = f  fo r  a l l  
primes p
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k formation of solvable nC-groups
6r / - re s id u a l
W (S') p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G associated with S
WA(S) p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of A associated with s n A
W(SN/N) p r e f r a t t in i  subgroup of G/N associated with SN/N
J / S ) /-subgroup of G associated with s
O^s) /-subgroup of A associated with s n A
j f ( s m ) or J®/N (S) /-subgroup of G/N associated with SN/N
D(S') or Ns (3) system normalizer of s
D a (5J system normal ize r  of s nA
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